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Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter introduces the background to the research presented in the rest of this publication. It
reviews the current state of development of forest design planning and narrates the history of
development of applied landscape ecology as an integral part of forest design as practised in the USA
and Canada. The approach pioneered by Nancy Diaz is presented.

Chapter 2: The application of landscape ecology theory to forest management for biodiversity
conservation in Britain: a review
In this chapter the principles of landscape ecology and how they can be applied to forest
management are reviewed and components of landscape structure and methods for assessing
landscape pattern described. The influence of landscape pattern upon biodiversity and the impact of
changes due to habitat fragmentation are examined, with the role of Geographical Information
Systems (GIS) and spatial analysis being discussed. Strategies for conserving or enhancing biodiversity
at the landscape scale are proposed, and ways in which these concepts can be integrated into forest
design planning are explored; at a scale above that usually considered by managers, ensuring that
impacts on biodiversity across the landscape are appreciated and taken into consideration.

Chapter 3: Testing a landscape ecological model at Glen Affric
This chapter takes the example of a large-scale landscape at Glen Affric in the Scottish Highlands and
tests the application of the approach developed by Nancy Diaz through an expert workshop. It
demonstrates some of the steps and identifies problems of data availability and analysis that must be
overcome for the process to be taken further. The type of research and the development of the
projects presented in Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 are described.

Chapter 4: The natural forest mosaic: constructing the landscape pattern of potential woodland
types using the ecological site classification (ESC)
This chapter presents the findings of some research which demonstrates the value of the Ecological
Site Classification in identifying the potential forest cover for Glen Affric. The research was undertaken
as part of the programme developed following the expert workshop that took place in Glen Affric,
the results of which were presented in Chapter 3. Soil factors and climate, particularly warmth and
windiness, are shown to limit the range of woodland types, and their geographical extent within the
Glen. Higher resolution soil-mapping is needed to develop the mosaic within the broad zones identified.

Chapter 5: Wind as a disturbance agent – and its implications for forest landscape patterns at
Glen Affric 
This chapter briefly reviews forest disturbance, identifies wind as the predominant disturbance agent
in British forests, and describes preliminary modelling of wind disturbance in Glen Affric. Current and
future work to improve the modelling of disturbance in Glen Affric is outlined.

Chapter 6: Modelling vegetation succession in Glen Affric: Implications for biodiversity and tree
regeneration in a forest
This chapter presents further research that flowed out of the expert workshop held in Glen Affric and
described in Chapter 3. Models of vegetation succession are presented for native woodlands
(principally of Scots pine) in Glen Affric, with reference to natural disturbance by wind. It is proposed
that a mix of different disturbance regimes are likely within Glen Affric, with larger-scale stand
replacement dynamics in the windier high elevation zones, and small -scale "gap-phase" (single tree
fall) dynamics restricted to sheltered glens. This continuum of gaps sizes provides a wide range of
habitats for wildlife, and the implications for a number of key pinewood species are discussed. The
prospect for woodland expansion through natural colonisation of non-wooded habitats is also
considered. It is concluded that some wet heath and mire communities may never be colonised by
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trees, although "bog woodland" could develop on the drier margins, perhaps after a series of dry
summers. However, more information is required to improve the value of these models as predictive
tools in forest design, and further field monitoring is planned as part of a wider landscape design
project in Glen Affric.

Chapter 7: Dynamic modelling of a forest ecosystem
This chapter describes the results of a project to examine the potential to model the dynamics of the
forest, using data from other research projects. The ecosystem management approach, developed
largely in North America, has made use of various landscape modelling tools to assist in planning for
biodiversity. The roles of habitat suitability models, metapopulation models, spatially explicit
population models (SEPMs) and forest landscape dynamics models (FLDMs) in the planning process
are discussed. Potential is identified for developing landscape models in the UK within the contexts of
landscape restoration projects and semi-natural woodland management. The Glen Affric Landscape
Dynamics Reconstruction (GALDR) project is described and preliminary results are presented.

Chapter 8: Testing landscape ecological analysis at Sherwood Forest
This chapter is the lowland parallel of Chapter 3. It describes the results of an expert workshop
applying the approach developed by Nancy Diaz to a very altered landscape. The issues of people as
part of the ecosystem are considered and the use of environmental accounting as a wat of analysing
the landscape considered. The chapter also discusses how future research emerged which is described
in chapters 9, 10 and 11.

Chapter 9: A landscape-scale approach to forest design and biodiversity conservation in
Sherwood Natural Area
This chapter describes a possible successional model for semi-natural plant communities and outlines
how landscape analysis can be used in forest design in the Sherwood Natural Area. Using GIS, a
number of landscape indices are calculated which quantify the historical changes which have
occurred in the landscape, and which may be used to evaluate future management scenarios.
Options for increasing areas of woodland within the Natural Area are examined, demonstrating the
impact of different spatial patterns on habitat patch size and connectivity. 

Chapter 10: A spatial decision support system for the Sherwood Natural Area: an environmental
accounting approach 
Environmental management has, in recent years, been characterised by the increasing use of
computer-based systems to store, display and analyse the information required to make decisions
(Lein, 1996). This chapter considers some of these decision support tools and seeks to develop the
concepts around which they have been built. The work has been stimulated by recognition of the
limitations of recent efforts to build spatial decision support systems (SDSS) for landscape management.
This study will show how existing approaches can be refined by using ideas from environmental
accounting to model landscapes in ways that are helpful in planning for sustainable development. 

Chapter 11: Incorporating social and ecological values in landscape modelling
This chapter presents the results of ongoing research on the landscape of the Sherwood Forest
Natural Area (SFNA). Visions from a selected group of stakeholders were 'captured' using independent
qualitative and quantitative methods in order to identify their similarities and differences and to
analyse the implications for the environmental management of the SFNA. Text analysis of documents
provided by stakeholders was used to identify landscape features and characteristics that they
considered important. Representatives of each stakeholder group were then interviewed in order to
collect geographical data that could be used to map each stakeholder 'vision space'. 
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Sustainable forest management is normally presented as a balance between the three elements of the
ecological, the economic and the social. As forest planning, design and management become more
complex, and with the need to meet both the UK Forestry Standard (Forestry Commission, 1998a)
and certification criteria such as the UK Woodland Assurance Scheme (Forestry Commission, 1999),
new or improved methods of planning are needed. In the UK, forest design planning has developed
from early approaches to forest landscape design, where the emphasis was on achieving good
aesthetic quality within a practical and economic context into a more integrated process increasingly
reliant on Geographic Information Systems and the need to be able to evaluate and measure success
at meeting a wider range of objectives. In this, the Forestry Commission has been highly successful,
both in theory and increasingly in practice. The most recent versions of the process seek to
incorporate a range of management objectives and many layers of physical, social, economic and
practical information (Forestry Commission, 1998b).

Such design plans are becoming highly sophisticated. However, owing to the provenance of forest
design planning, an area where they remain somewhat weak is that of ecology, or rather ecological
planning at a broad scale, with tools to evaluate the effectiveness of management over the whole
forest and over long periods of time. Ecological information is very important, as is the conservation
of key habitats and species. The means by which this is taken into account still tends to rely on the
identification of special habitats and the presence of species with specific requirements under the
biodiversity legislation, and their maintenance over time. 

Research is proceeding into the habitat requirements of many wildlife species. Certain of these require
special action under EU Directives, in particular Species and Habitat Action Plans. Management of
some of them may appear to present conflicts or difficulties when treated individually and within the
context of a multi-purpose forest. Elsewhere there are less important or unknown species whose
continued presence is nevertheless vital for the long-term ecological functioning of a landscape.

Forest design plans for the felling and restocking of existing forests frequently result, in practice, in a
forest divided into a ‘productive’ matrix of planted conifers divided by patches and corridors of
‘unproductive’ areas of open space, streams, water bodies, broadleaves and retained large, old
conifers. The productive forest becomes diversified by species and age through the process of phased
felling and restocking and, depending on how this pattern of coupes is arranged and managed,
undoubtedly provides a range of ecological benefits, though these are, to some extent, assumed and
unquantified. Thus the ecological component usually comprises a relatively static network of special
sites and natural elements set into a dynamic matrix.

This picture of a forest is artificial and does not resemble the spatial or temporal dynamics of natural
forest ecosystems (Figure 1.1). Here in Britain, where the majority of forests are largely of plantation
origin using non-native species it is difficult to appreciate the dynamic characteristics of natural
forests (Figure 1.2). While it is not a policy to naturalise the forests of Britain, there are many
potential benefits to be gained from understanding more about the dynamic characteristics of natural
forests, the patterns created and the processes at work. By analysing the pattern forming processes at
work in British forests we may be able to plan, design and manage them so that they perform
ecologically more efficiently and provide a wider range of habitats over time for more species without
the need for so much preservation or maintenance of special areas within forests. Moreover, by
exploring the links between forest units and their wider landscape setting we may be able to develop
much wider ecological units, where the forest may not be required to supply all habitats at all times. 

CHAPTER 1 Introduction
Simon Bell
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Management of existing forests and their improvement by felling and replanting is a major activity.
This introduces patterns of coupes and tree species, open spaces and edges into forests produced by
the human controlled processes of felling, planting and management. These dynamic patterns may
be derived from landform or soil types but they may not be laid out at the most ecologically
appropriate scale. The rate of change of the landscape and the choice of silvicultural systems may
also be such that key forest structures are absent from the forest for some or all of the time.

Expansion of forests, especially new native woodlands, is an increasingly important element of
forestry policy. Sometimes these woods are planted, in which case an idea of the spatial pattern
found in such woodlands is needed in order to create a more natural layout that responds to site
variations. In other places natural regeneration is used, in which case the processes of natural
colonisation and succession need to be understood. In the most ambitious schemes large-scale
landscapes are to be reforested, where a much more thorough understanding of the natural patterns
and processes of forest development is needed. These new woodlands are being developed or
created over a wide range of locations. Some may be in wild Highland areas, where ecological
restoration may be the main goal with commercial and social concerns being somewhat less
important objectives of forest management. In other places the expansion of woodland onto
disturbed land following mineral extraction, or former agricultural land, may mean that the ecological
objectives must be balanced with social issues, public access and wide stakeholder representation.

Thus, a better understanding of landscape scale ecological patterns and process should help inform
forest planners, designers and managers about how best to provide the greatest ecological
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Figure 1.1

This is an example of old growth natural

forest at Mount Hood National Forest in

Oregon, USA. The forest has developed

solely through natural processes and

contains a multi-age structure, large

amounts of dead and dying trees and dead

wood lying on the ground. This example is

disturbed at a small, patch-level scale with

regeneration occurring in the gaps created

by the death or collapse of one or a small

group of trees within the stand.

Figure 1.2

This view shows an example of a British upland conifer forest

that has already received some restructuring to move it away

from an even-aged structure to one of patches of different ages,

together with open space and species diversity. The ecological

understanding behind the development of this plan is far from

complete, leading to the need for the research described in this

publication. Strathyre Forest, Stirlingshire.



functioning within the constraints of other objectives and practical, cost-effective management. One
route to gain such an understanding is by applying a landscape ecological analysis as part of the
planning and design process, and by evaluating the proposed plans and designs to see how they are
likely to perform, in ecological terms, over the longer term.

Landscape ecology has been a developing discipline for some time, but has only recently emerged
from a predominantly research interest into applied practice. The current state of the art and its
potential to assist British forestry is reviewed in Chapter 2.

The idea to incorporate landscape ecology as an applied methodology into forest planning was
developed, primarily in the USA, in the early 1990s. Nancy Diaz, the then landscape ecologist on the
Mount Hood and Gifford Pinchot National Forests of the US Forest Service, in Oregon and
Washington states, developed ideas originally presented by Forman and Godron during the 1980s
(Forman and Godron, 1986) and applied them to a complete, forested but partly cut over landscape
(defined by a watershed or drainage system). The incorporation of the analysis into the design
process was assisted by the then Landscape Architect with the Mount Hood National Forest, Dean
Apostol (Diaz and Apostol, 1992). Simon Bell, of the Forestry Commission was engaged, in the early
1990s, under contract to the British Columbia Ministry of Forests, to develop forest landscape design
methods and techniques for western Canada. He became acquainted with the ideas of Diaz and
incorporated them into his work in British Columbia, culminating in a number of major design
projects where the forest design process used in Britain was supplemented by a landscape ecological
analysis. This proved to be a very powerful addition to the process and it has now been applied in
other parts of Canada and in Finland (Murray and Singleton, 1995; Bell, 1996; British Columbia
Ministry of Forests, 1997; Diaz and Bell, 1997; Bell, 1998; Bell, 1999).

The examples cited above all apply to forests of natural origin, although they may have been highly
altered by logging or other land-use in the recent past. There are two challenges facing the
incorporation of landscape ecology into British forestry. The first is the artificial, plantation character
of many of the forests, especially the extensive use of non-native species. The second challenge is the
almost complete lack of extensive natural or semi-natural forest from which to gain an understanding
of forest ecosystem patterns and processes.

In order to test the applicability of landscape ecology to British forest conditions, Nancy Diaz was
invited to Britain by the Forestry Commission in 1994. She presented two workshops at Glen Affric in
the Scottish Highlands and at Sherwood in Nottinghamshire in England. Groups of managers and
researchers, mainly from the Forestry Commission, attended these workshops and the overall view
was that the approach had potential, but needed to be tested more fully and modified in order to fit
the circumstances of British forestry. Following that visit Glen Affric and Sherwood were chosen for
further study. The areas represent extremes in British forestry and also places where the challenges of
applying landscape ecological planning are particularly interesting. 

Glen Affric, a wild and remote area where expansion of native pine forest is under way, presents an
opportunity to develop a better understanding of natural patterns and processes. This information
can be used to help both in the expansion of native Scots pine forests and for comparing the natural
pattern possibilities with those of managed forests, perhaps so as to develop more ‘nature-like’
managed forests, where this is appropriate.

Sherwood Forest constitutes a highly altered, cultural landscape with patches of ancient and more
recent woodland set amongst farmland alongside remains of coal mining, urban areas and many
transport corridors. It represents the type of landscape where many initiatives to expand multi-
purpose forestry close to populations are to be found. There is also a strong social component to the
landscape, its history and value.

In 1995 the landscape ecological analysis was tested more fully at both locations. Two project teams
of environmental specialists, researchers and managers each spent 2 days working more thoroughly
through the steps of the process, outlined by Diaz, (see Chapters 3 and 7). These expert workshops
each achieved a good deal of progress, but were thwarted in reaching a conclusion due to the
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1 absence of knowledge on site variability, ecological succession routes and disturbance regimes. These
became the subjects of an applied research programme, which took place over the following 7 years,
the results of which are presented in this publication.

At Glen Affric it was found to be necessary be able to predict the kind of mosaic of woodland and
other habitat types that might be found in a landscape. This has presented some interesting
challenges but has proved to be very helpful. The methodology, that of Ecosystem Site Classification
(Pyatt and Suarez, 1997) had already been developed as a decision support system, but had not been
applied at the scale or for the purposes of modelling extensive potential forest landscape patterns. It
was also linked to the National Vegetation Classification (Rodwell, 1991) to allow native woodland
types to be associated with site types. Graham Pyatt, Chris Quine, Bill Rayner and Jane Fletcher
carried out this work, which is described in Chapter 4.

Natural disturbance regimes and their effect on natural forests have not been researched in Britain, so
this was undertaken, using Glen Affric and the potential forest pattern as a starting point, in order to
see what structural characteristics and patterns might occur through the effects of wind, the most
common disturbance agent in British forestry. This offers insights not only into the dynamics of the
forest landscape but also offers suggestions as to where different silvicultural systems might be
applied across a large-scale forest, especially continuous cover systems. Chris Quine prepared this
work, described in Chapter 5.

The other major dynamic element in forests is that of succession, whether following the colonisation
of unforested land or after part of the forest has been disturbed by an agent such as wind. Glen Affric
was studied to see how the natural Scots pine and birch forest would most likely behave, while in
Sherwood, the dynamics of succession on different substrates presented a very complex picture.
Jonathan Humphrey worked on the Glen Affric succession pathways, presented in Chapter 6, while
Richard Ferris and Karen Purdy worked on different scenarios at Sherwood Forest, as described in
Chapter 9.

The information provided by this research expands our knowledge but also increases the level of
complexity for planners, designers and managers. If potential plans are to be properly evaluated,
more sophisticated approaches are needed. Computer based models linked to geographical
information systems are likely to be the most fruitful routes to help achieve such evaluation. Two
further projects were set in train. Stirling University was funded for a PhD to explore modelling using
the information provided by the research undertaken at Glen Affric. This aimed to model proposed
forest landscape dynamics, to enable researchers and managers to evaluate what changes to the
forest patterns over time might be expected. Such models have been developed in the USA, Canada
and elsewhere, so there is already a precedent for such approaches. Joe Hope presents some of this
development in Chapter 7.

Nottingham University evaluated the potential of a spatial decision support system for the Sherwood
Natural Area using an environmental accounting approach. The approach here needs to be different
due to the high social content of the project. This potential is presented by Roy Haines-Young in
Chapter 10. Accordingly, a PhD was also been co-sponsored, along with the National Environmental
Research Council, at Nottingham University to develop this further and Jorge Rubiano describes the
project in Chapter 11. 

This publication therefore presents some research findings and also anticipates future directions of
research and development. In particular, the final results of the two sponsored PhDs are awaited with
interest to see how the tools being developed will offer planners, designers and managers with help in
incorporating ecological values into forests more effectively and in concert with social and other values.

Introduction
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Summary

The principles of landscape ecology and how they can be applied to forest management are reviewed
and components of landscape structure and methods for assessing landscape pattern described. The
influence of landscape pattern upon biodiversity and the impact of changes due to habitat
fragmentation are examined, with the role of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and spatial
analysis being discussed. Strategies for conserving or enhancing biodiversity at the landscape scale
are proposed, and ways in which these concepts can be integrated into forest design planning are
explored, at a scale above that usually considered by managers, ensuring that impacts on biodiversity
across the landscape are appreciated and taken into consideration.

Introduction

Whether they are natural or altered by human activities, or are defined at either fine or coarse spatial
scales, environments are spatially heterogeneous (Wiens, 1995). That is to say, landscapes are composed
of more than a single element. A landscape extends in any direction until the recurring cluster of
ecosystems or site types significantly changes (Forman, 1995). The boundary of the landscape may be
sharp, giving rise to marked contrasts, for example in mountainous regions; or in flatter terrain where
natural geomorphological and disturbance processes predominate, e.g. changes in geology and soil
type, and hydrological regimes. It is possible to observe sharp boundaries where human land-uses, such
as forestry are developed. In a forested landscape, the elements may equate to management units
imposed upon the natural ecosystem, or may be related to topographic features, influencing the
natural distribution patterns of water, soil and tree species for example. However, landscapes are less
easily bounded where human activities are more independent of natural resource distribution patterns.

Landscapes exhibit structure, function and change, all key elements in the rapidly developing science
of landscape ecology (Forman and Godron, 1986). Structure refers to the spatial relationships
between distinctive ecosystems (i.e. the distribution of energy, materials and species in relation to the
sizes, shapes, numbers, kinds and configurations of components). Function refers to the interactions
between spatial elements (i.e. the flow of energy, materials and organisms among the component
ecosystems). Change refers to alteration in the structure and function of the ecological mosaic
through time (Turner and Gardner, 1991; Thorne, 1993).

This review introduces the fundamental themes of landscape ecology – structure, function and change;
examines how landscape assessments can be undertaken, including spatial analysis using Geographical
Information Systems (GIS); describes how landscape ecology has been able to provide land
management solutions under different conditions; and discusses potential applications to British forestry.

Landscape structure

In many cases, particularly in Europe and North America, natural landscape diversity has been
expanded by human activity (e.g. through different land-uses such as agriculture, infrastructure,
urbanisation, industrialisation or forestry practices) into a culturally diverse landscape with many new

CHAPTER 2 The application of landscape ecology theory to forest
management for biodiversity conservation in Britain
Richard Ferris and Karen Purdy
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2 structures and related vegetation types (Jongman et al., 1998). So-called cultural landscapes are
determined by a number of key factors: physical conditions, economic conditions, technical means,
social aspects, and the policy and planning environment (Jongman et al., 1998).

Any attempt to classify and understand landscapes must be hierarchical, in order to sort out types of
heterogeneity at different levels, or scales (Jongman et al., 1998). Forested ecosystems have structural
components distinguishable at the level of the individual tree (e.g. standing dead trees with many
different niches for associated faunal groups), the forest stand (e.g. numbers of strata and vegetation
cover within these), and at the whole forest or landscape-scale (e.g. age or size class distribution, area
of each and their spatial arrangement, and the arrangement of different elements such as open space
above the tree-line, adjacent agricultural land, riparian strips, over-mature or old-growth forest, etc.).

It is possible to identify three key elements of landscape structure: patches, corridors and the
background matrix. These elements are common to all landscapes (Forman and Godron, 1981).

Patches
Although a patch may be described as a wide, relatively homogeneous area that differs from its
surroundings (Forman, 1995), patch definition is highly scale-dependent. For an organism with rather
precise habitat requirements and restricted powers of dispersal, e.g. some deadwood invertebrates, a
single tree, or part thereof, might constitute a patch. However, for a highly mobile species, such as
deer, the recognition of a habitat patch takes place at a much broader scale.

Despite this, patches have recognisable attributes such as shape, size and boundary characteristics,
and these have widespread ecological implications for productivity, biodiversity, soil and water.
Vegetation patches originate in five ways (Table 2.1; Forman, 1995).

The application of
landscape ecology theory
to forest management for
biodiversity conservation

in Britain

8

Patch type/origin Patch-forming process Example

Disturbance patch Alteration or disturbance of a
small area.

Windthrow gaps in upland forests; felling
coupes.

Remnant patch Small area escapes disturbance
surrounding it.

Windfirm hollows; fire refugia; long-term
retentions.

Environmental patch Patchiness of the environment,
e.g. underlying geology or soil
type.

Relationships between vegetation
communities and edaphic conditions
along an elevational transect (e.g. change
from W9-W11-W17, Rodwell, 1991).

Regenerated patch Regrowth on a previously
disturbed site.

Naturally regenerated birch on clearfelled
site.

Introduced patch Created by human
intervention, i.e. planting.

Forest establishment on non-woodland
sites, or introduction of non-native
species on woodland sites.

The manner in which patches have arisen has important ecological implications, not least their rate
of change; for example, environmental patches change slowly, reflecting the stability of the substrate.
Remnant and disturbance patches tend to be ephemeral compared to environmental patches,
changing rapidly according to the rate of succession, and disappearing when they converge in
similarity with the adjacent vegetation. The frequency and severity of disturbance is of key
importance, since repeated or chronic disturbance will maintain the patch over time. 

With these changes of patch structure in the landscape over time the responses of individuals and
populations to patchiness is dynamic (Angelstam, 1992). A metapopulation divided and isolated in
patches can be left vulnerable to further changes within the patch and also the landscape structure
as a whole. The theory of island biogeography refers to patches or islands that are in complete

Table 2.1 Patch types and formation processes, with examples relating to forests.



isolation from their surroundings. But although insular woodlands, surrounded by modified secondary
habitats, may be likened to islands, those woodland fragments are an integral part of the whole
landscape (Spellerberg, 1991). In a study of the plant species richness of woodland patches in the
Vale of York, a strong species–area relationship was found, but no relationship between species
number and patch isolation (distance from other patches) was apparent (Usher et al., 1992). A similar
result was found with plant species in west Shropshire (Helliwell, 1976). This suggests that isolation
should not be a measure of distance alone, but should include other landscape information.
Therefore the landscape matrix is important in determining resistance to species percolation across
boundaries and between patches, and so in defining patch isolation.

Patch size is an important attribute, although the ecological comparison of large versus small patches
is a complex issue, confounded with habitat type, diversity, or both. For example, several small
patches at random will normally include more habitat types than one large patch of the same total
area. At the same time, however, these small patches may possess insufficient area per habitat type to
support viable populations of dependent species. Nonetheless, it is possible to recognise a general list
of ecological values for large and small patches (Table 2.2).

9

Large patches Small patches

• habitat to sustain populations of patch
interior species

• core habitat and escape cover for
vertebrates with large home ranges

• a source of species dispersing through the
matrix

• many adjacent microhabitats for multi-
habitat species

• near-natural disturbance regimes are
possible, and many species have evolved
with and require disturbance 

• a buffer against extinction during
environmental change

• habitat and stepping stones for species
dispersal, and for recolonisation after local
extinction of interior species

• high species densities and high population sizes
of edge species

• heterogeneous matrix, decreasing run-off and
erosion, and provision of escape cover from
predators

• habitat for species restricted to small patches
(occasional examples are known of species that
do not persist in larger patches)

• protection of scattered small habitats and rare
species

Linear features
These are strips such as hedgerows, rides, roads and roadside verges, streams and rivers, and
powerline corridors. Where these features are occupied more or less permanently, the term linear
habitats should be used; and a wildlife corridor is used to refer to linear features that are used for
migration and dispersal or otherwise act to link habitats in ways that reduce population isolation
(Spellerberg and Gaywood, 1993). Forman and Godron (1986) classify linear features on the basis of
corridor structure, giving rise to three main types: 

1. line corridors; 
2. strip corridors;
3. riparian/stream corridors. 

Line corridors are very much affected by the environmental conditions of the adjacent habitat,
generally having no distinct interior environment. They are therefore dominated by edge species.
Examples include roads and railways. Strip corridors are wider features, in which there is also an
interior environment in the core, and examples include woodland strips, wide powerline swathes and
wide urban green belts. Stream or riparian corridors border watercourses and vary in width, and so
may be considered as either line or strip corridors. Linear features have a number of potential
functional characteristics, described by Forman and Baudry (1984) as: 

Table 2.2 Ecological values of large and small vegetation patches.



2 1. Corridors for species movement. For wide-ranging species, as well as acting as dispersal routes for
recolonisation following local extinction. Dispersal routes may also be provided for isolated species. 

2. Linear habitat and/or refugia, i.e. biodiversity protection, including key riparian communities,
and rare and endangered species. 

3. Barriers to species movement. 
4. Sources of edge effects. 

There is considerable debate as to the conduit function of corridors (e.g. Hobbs, 1992), and a review
of the scientific evidence by Dawson (1994) suggests that corridors sometimes allow individual
animals to survive by allowing them access to sufficient habitat to meet their needs; may maintain
populations of some animal and plant species by replenishment; can serve the needs of some
migratory animals in their seasonal movements. 

Spellerberg and Gaywood (1993) present a review of linear features, listing examples of species
movement along corridors for a range of taxonomic groups. 

A study of the grey squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis) in East Anglia found that squirrel dreys were more
likely to be found in woodland patches with a high density of hedges in the surrounding landscape,
suggesting that the hedgerows facilitated movement between woods (FitzGibbon, 1993). Gurnell
(1987) found that >30% of grey squirrels captured in a 10 ha oak woodland were regular visitors to
neighbouring woods, and noted that linear habitats such as trees along the edges of road verges or
forming riparian strips were used to facilitate movement between larger woodland blocks. Similarly,
observational evidence of deer movements, for both muntjac (Muntiacus reevesii) (Chapman, 1977)
and roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) (Harris, 1984b), suggests that wooded riparian strips and railway
banks may provide suitable dispersal corridors. The use of corridors by invertebrates is less well
documented, although Burel (1989) showed that forest carabid beetles disperse along tracks
bordered by hedgerows, and along dense canopied hedgerows themselves. Vermeulen (1994) looked
at the occurrence of carabid beetles in sandy roadside verges in the Netherlands, and found that in
some cases such corridors could aid dispersal, but often also had to act as a habitat, where organisms
form resident populations, due to the slow rate of this dispersal each year.

Linear features may become important as corridors where interactions between management unit
patches are complex and their juxtaposition is not conducive to animal movement. It may then
become necessary to connect a system of patches via corridors, or to ensure connectivity between
patches by planning to ensure that interactions are maximised (Luken, 1990). Where landscapes are
fragmented, the long-term persistence and stability of populations depends on the rate of dispersal
and re-colonisation among habitat patches (Gustafson and Gardner, 1996).

The role of travel corridors connecting forest fragments has been recognised by MacClintock et al.
(1977), in relation to enhancing species richness of breeding birds. Andrews (1993) suggests that this
may be due to their use as foraging habitat, and in providing protection from predators. Wegner and
Merriam (1979) found that, among Canadian woodland birds, flights of 300 m or more across open
fields were rare relative to movements along hedgerows. However, connectivity (as defined by the
density of connecting hedgerows in the landscape) does not in itself result in increased species
richness for all groups of birds, as shown by Van Dorp and Opdam (1987), who found no significant
relationships other than for the total numbers of forest interior birds. They suggest that this effect was
attributable to the low dispersal capacity of these species.

In addition to acting as conduits, linear features perform a number of other functions in the
landscape. They can be habitat where edge and generalist species predominate, as opposed to those
requiring forest interior conditions. A linear feature may also act as a filter or barrier, when objects are
inhibited from crossing between patches on opposite sides. Furthermore, they can act as either
sources or sinks: as a source of effects on neighbouring patches (e.g. harbouring trees that disperse
seeds into the surrounding matrix), or as an area or reservoir that absorbs objects (e.g. accumulating
animals from the matrix, possibly utilising the corridor as cover or for foraging). Open corridors in
forested landscapes may provide routes into the forest for predators from open habitats, which could
be detrimental to forest interior species (Askins, 1994).
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Linear features comprising distinct habitat, i.e. showing high contrast with the intervening matrix, are
relatively easy to identify, but this is not so when the landscape matrix is composed of a complex
mixture of land cover types (Gustafson and Gardner, 1996). Under such conditions, they may not be
continuous, but may form a series of ‘stepping-stones’, islands of habitat between patches, which can
also act as dispersal routes for organisms.

Matrix
The matrix of a landscape is the background, enclosing and affecting patches as well as corridors. It
normally covers an extensive area, is highly connected, and controls landscape or regional dynamics
(Forman, 1995). Whilst it is usually obvious as to what constitutes the matrix, where the bulk of an
area may be moorland, arable land, or forest, in some areas two or three types may be approximately
equal in area, and it is uncertain which functions as the matrix. Forman and Godron (1986) describe
how three prime attributes – area, connectivity and control over dynamics – can be used to identify
the matrix. If one element type covers in excess of 50% of the land area, or is much more extensive
than the second-largest type, it should be considered the matrix. If total area of the two most-
extensive element types is similar, connectivity may be used to differentiate them. Connectivity may
be measured as the inverse of the proportion of linkages that must be added to produce a fully
connected system (Forman, 1991), and if connectivity of one leading element-type is significantly
higher than that for a second, the former should be designated the matrix. If both area and
connectivity are slightly higher for a particular element type, it should be considered the matrix.
Unusually it may still be unclear, in which case control over landscape dynamics may be used to
identify the matrix. Although difficult to measure, examples include an element being the source for:
seeds of re-colonising plants, herbivores, keystone predators, windblown particles, floodwater, heat, etc. 

Boundaries
In addition to a consideration of landscape structure based on the three elements – patches, corridors
and the matrix – the role of boundaries between them needs to be considered. Because abiotic and
biotic components move through heterogeneous landscapes, the boundaries between the elements
take on important control functions, they are important for satisfying life-cycle needs, and are
generally characterised by high species diversity (Holland and Risser, 1991).

Boundaries separating patches are usually but not always abrupt, due to patterns of substrate
patchiness, natural disturbance, and human activity (Forman, 1995). This is often the case in
managed forests, but where there is no abrupt boundary, a gradual edge can be formed by local
variations in microclimate, soils and topography.

The structure of boundaries and edges can vary along their length, generating microclimates with
increased light and evapo-transpiration, the effects of which may penetrate into the interior or the
surroundings for some distance. It is possible to identify three types of boundary structure: width,
vertical form and length; enabling the boundary to be considered as a three-dimensional feature. As
the boundary or edge matures this structure can become even more diverse, due to differential
regeneration and growth patterns, e.g. Burke and Nol (1998) detected significant changes in height,
basal area and density of trees, cover of alien species, and plant species composition and richness
along transects through edges, in a study of deciduous woodland patches in Ontario. 

Woodland and forest edges can be both positive and negative features. They can serve as pathways
allowing movement along habitat borders, as sources of emigrating organisms or materials, sinks for
immigrating organisms and materials, and as habitats for woodland edge dependent species.
However, boundaries can also act as a filter against movement between different habitat types, with
structure and type of edge affecting its permeability. Increased predation at edges can also occur
(e.g. Andren and Angelstam, 1988). 

Landscape function

Landscape function is determined by its spatial pattern, in turn influencing flows of organisms and
materials.
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2 The main components of landscape pattern are: 

1. amount of habitat in the landscape;
2. mean size of habitat patches; 
3. mean inter-patch distance; 
4. variance in patch sizes; 
5. variance in inter-patch distances; 
6. landscape connectivity.

These can all be expressed by way of a range of indices (or landscape metrics), quantifiable
descriptions of pattern and structure for testing relationships or making predictions about the
landscape and the phenomena in question (Hargis et al., 1998). A wide variety of such measures have
been developed (e.g. Forman and Godron, 1986; O’Neill et al., 1988; Gustafson and Parker, 1992;
McGarigal and Marks, 1995). In using metrics it is assumed that a particular combinations of the
landscape indices will be optimal for particular species or required results.

It is often assumed that a landscape is divided into suitable and unsuitable habitat (Andren, 1994),
and although the flow rate of organisms or materials drops sharply with distance, this is an
oversimplification: the quality of the surrounding matrix will influence the distance an individual will
move and thereby the colonisation probabilities of different patches of habitat (Stamps et al., 1987).
Consequently, isolation is not purely a function of distance (Andren, 1997), resulting in dispersing
organisms utilising routes other than those which are shortest (Gustafson and Gardner, 1996). A key
factor is landscape resistance, the effect of spatial pattern impeding the rate of flow of objects, such
as species and materials (Forman, 1995b). It has been shown, for example, that boundaries
separating spatial elements are locations where objects usually slow down, or in some cases
accelerate, (Forman and Godron, 1986). It follows that boundary-crossing frequency, i.e. the number
of boundaries per unit length of route, can be a useful measure of resistance. Resistance to species
movement in several landscape areas in the Netherlands has been shown to increase as the
percentage area deforested increases (Harms and Opdam, 1990; Knaapen et al., 1992).

It becomes clear that highly heterogeneous areas have a high probability of containing unsuitable
elements, thus requiring organisms to make frequent boundary crossings and/or take a convoluted
route. Therefore, heterogeneous fine-grained areas can be expected to have a high resistance
(Forman, 1995b). The optimum pattern can be seen as a coarse-grained landscape containing fine-
grained patches: this provides for large-patch ecological benefits, variation for multi-habitat species,
and a breadth of environmental resources and conditions.

For forests, these principles suggest a planning and management approach which encompasses at
least two spatial scales, such that a range of patch sizes are present. Lessons from systems subjected
to natural disturbance point to a patch size distribution, which follows a geometric pattern (i.e. log
normal – many small patches and fewer large ones); the size-frequency of fires and perhaps other
natural phenomena such as windthrow are geometric (Harris, 1984a). For example, an upland conifer
forest may form the matrix within which patches of semi-natural broadleaved woodland occur. In
order for these to more closely match a natural distribution pattern, patch sizes can be planned and
encouraged across a range of sizes (see Figure 2.1).

There is, however, a difference between actual patch size and effective patch size, as habitat for plant
and animal species. Three factors determine this effective size: 

1. Actual size – the smaller the patch, the greater the proportion comprised of edge, thereby
limiting the effective size for forest interior species. Total patch area needs to include a buffer
zone of habitat similar in structure and composition, in order to buffer the patch against
climatic effects and to mitigate the negative effects associated with abrupt edges; 

2. Distance from a similar patch – a large, but isolated patch, is unlikely to support the species
which would be expected for the particular habitat conditions provided. The number of
potential interactions between patches increases very much faster than the number of patches
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(in a geometric manner), suggesting that several smaller patches, less far apart, are likely to be
favourable for enhancing flows of species, energy and nutrients; 

3. Degree of habitat difference of the intervening matrix – greater contrast creates more
abrupt boundaries and these two factors can limit dispersal by creating hostile conditions for
movement of species.

Ideal patch sizes for particular species or groups are often difficult to calculate, although if the forest
patch is to experience a distinct set of environmental conditions from its surrounding matrix, it
probably needs to be greater than 5 ha in area, in order to avoid edge effects extending throughout
the patch (The Forestry Authority, 1998). Burke and Nol (1998), surveying deciduous forest fragments
in Ontario, Canada, found that edge effects were not more pronounced in small patches with less
than 5 ha of core area, although some alien plant species were able to penetrate more deeply into the
interior than they did in large patches, having a negative effect on floristic quality or representativeness.

Where forests are heterogeneous and patches are small, in the order of 5–20 ha (as in southern
Finland), it has been shown that a large proportion of forest birds and carabids fare well (Haila et al.,
1987; Niemela et al., 1988). Equally, there are species which require more extensive areas of relatively
homogeneous habitat, e.g. red squirrels (Sciurus vulgaris) (Pepper and Patterson, 1998). However,
area alone is unlikely to be a reliable indicator for species richness and diversity. Heterogeneity within
the patch is important, e.g. the diversity of tree species and structures.

The location or spatial arrangement of patches can also have a major impact on ecological processes.
A primary criterion for selecting a suitable location in which a patch should be retained is its
contribution to an inter-connected system. In addition to this functional role, patches should be
selected on the basis of their overall species richness; support of localised or isolated species, or those
of high conservation status; and probable occurrence of genetic variation. 

Landscape change

Landscape dynamics and fragmentation processes
Landscapes, like other ecological units of study, are dynamic in structure, function and spatial pattern
(Forman and Godron, 1986), experiencing continuous change, resulting in highly varied mosaics of
differing habitat types. This dynamism requires that time, or temporal changes, must be considered
in quantitative landscape studies (Jongman et al., 1998). Temporal changes in a landscape could
include changes in: 

1. patch number and size (i.e. patch dynamics); 
2. number and type of corridors; 
3. number and type of dispersal barriers (e.g. clearfell patches, agricultural fields, and roads);
4. the probability and spread of disturbance (Turner, 1987; Turner et al., 1989). 
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2 Many disturbance factors are human-induced, and in the UK landscape change has been heavily
influenced by cultural changes and conventions.

However, within landscape mosiacs, most habitats are fundamentally interconnected (Noss, 1993),
permitting biotic and abiotic flows. As humans modify a landscape, there is some inevitable loss of
connectivity through the processes of fragmentation, leading to natural habitats becoming more like
islands (Godron and Forman, 1983). This has sometimes been considered as habitat loss plus isolation
(Wilcove et al., 1986). However, Forman and Collinge (1996) make the point that many types of land
change produce habitat loss and/or isolation without fragmentation; they prefer to recognise
fragmentation as the breaking of an object into pieces. Franklin and Forman (1987) describe
landscape change as a sequence of mosaics. When applied to forests, fragmentation may be a more
extensive phenomenon, with at least three basic components (Kouki and Löfman, 1998): 

1. habitat isolation means that formerly continuous areas of forest are broken into smaller
isolated patches; 

2. habitat alteration takes place at the forest edges, where the adjacent habitat affects the
habitat quality by changed abiotic and consequently biotic factors; 

3. habitat destruction means that forest interior habitat is destroyed, at least temporarily.

In Forman’s (1995a) method of landscape transformation, fragmentation is only one feature in the
process (see Figure 2.2): perforation occurs, through new patches being created, e.g. clearfelled areas;
dissection occurs when, for example, a new road cuts through the landscape; fragmentation may
occur as new land-uses spread out from the road, leading to separation into pieces; shrinkage takes
place when some of these are reduced in size; and attrition sees pieces of habitat disappear
altogether. These processes can have recognisable effects on landscape structure (see Table 2.3).
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Table 2.3 Spatial processes involved in landscape transformation (from Kouki and Löfman, 1998; after

Forman, 1995). 

Perforation

Dissection

Fragmentation

Shrinkage

Attrition

Figure 2.2

Major spatial processes in land

transformation, arranged chronologically:

perforation–attrition (from Forman, 1995).

Spatial
process

Patch
number

Patch
size

Interior
habitat

Connect-
ivity

Habitat
loss

Habitat
isolation

Perforation 0 - - 0 + +

Dissection + - - - + +

Fragmentation + - - - + +

Shrinkage 0 - - 0 + +

Attrition - + - 0 + +

+ increase, - decrease, 0 no change



With species having vastly differing habitat requirements, critical thresholds of landscape fragmentation
at which individual species sub-populations become viable or extinct will vary between species. With
and Thomas (1995) used simulated landscapes to look at the effects of fragmentation on theoretical
groups of species, such as habitat specialists, generalists, those with preferences for combined habitats,
and differing dispersal ranges. This illustrates that fragmentation is a function of the interaction of
species with the landscape, at contrasting scales of spatial heterogeneity, i.e. it is a species-specific
process. Even very small-scale habitat fragmentation can have an impact on some species, acting as
an important barrier to dispersal, e.g. roads seems to be an effective barrier to some forest-dwelling
rodents such as bank voles (Clethrionomys glareolus) and yellow-necked mice (Apodemus flavicollis)
(Mader, 1984). Where a keystone species has been affected by fragmentation, ripple effects may be
noticed in other species, which were not directly affected by the changing landscape (Angelstam, 1997).

Patch-interior species that cannot tolerate edges will become prone to extinction in small patches
(Wilcove et al., 1986). This principle can be shown for widely different taxa, e.g. many specialist
carabid beetles have been found to be totally dependent upon contiguous forest cover, with only a
few generalists supported in the very smallest fragments (0.5–3.0 ha) (Halme, 1993). To conserve a
population of red squirrels with a high chance of success requires an area of conifer forest between 2
000 and 5 000 ha. It may, however, be possible to support a small viable population in core reserves
of as little as 200–300 ha, together with buffer zones, by maintaining a suitable age structure and
diversity of trees and shrubs (Pepper and Patterson, 1998). Even before extinction of a population has
occurred, more subtle effects of fragmentation can be detected in the genetics of sub-populations.
Gibbs (1998) compared the genetics of redback salamander (Plethodon cinereus) populations in
fragmented and unfragmented forest landscapes in Connecticut, USA, and discovered greater
differentiation in the fragmented landscape. However forest fragmentation does not always produce
isolated populations. In a study of sugar maple (Acer saccharum) (Fore, et al. 1992) it was found that
post-fragmentation gene flow rates were higher than pre-fragmentation, apparently due to the
altered wind flux and its resultant effects on seed dispersal. This illustrates the effect that
fragmentation can have, changing not only the physical arrangement of landscape elements, but also
changing the microclimate, i.e. the processes, not just the structure. This in turn will affect the
survival and dispersal of species (Saunders et al., 1991). Whilst the fragmentation of a forest landscape
may result in small patches, and therefore increased edge habitats, patch size may actually have no
significant effect on edge conditions or the cover of individual plant species (Burke and Nol, 1998).

Assessment of landscape patterns and processes

Landscape structure can be measured at the patch level, or wider spatial pattern of landscape
elements, and there are many statistical techniques to examine both. Most measures examine
patches as two-dimensional features, taking no account of landscape topography or the vertical
structure of the patch. Often patches are characterised on the basis of size, interior (core) area and
shape (Baskent and Jordan, 1995). Shape may be described in many ways including the boundary
irregularity, elongation as compared to a circle of the same area, or an inscribed circle. While patch
size obviously has significant implications, the core area can also be a useful measure, this being the
area of the patch unaffected by edge or boundary effects.

Landscape patterns can be quantified in relation to particular processes (Turner and Gardner, 1991),
but also need to be evaluated with regard to the species or groups involved. For example,
connectivity of forested fragments requires some context, i.e. the dispersal ability or home range size
of specified animal or plant taxa or individual species.

In order to monitor regional ecological changes, broad-scale indices of landscape structure may be
appropriate (Turner and Gardner, 1991). With the rapid developments in the use of Geographical
Information Systems (GIS), ever more complex spatial analyses are possible, and the number and
range of forest landscape indices or metrics has increased dramatically. These can include analysis of
patch size, number, diversity and distributions, fractal analysis of boundaries and edges, adjacency
analysis, and investigation of natural and human-induced disturbances (Mladenoff et al., 1993; Spies
et al., 1994; Ripple et al., 1991; Cullinan and Thomas, 1992). 
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2 Measures that are dependent on patch area, edge length, and inter-patch distance, can be highly
sensitive to the size of patches, and also therefore are dependent on the scale at which analysis is
performed (Hargis et al., 1998). Edge fractals for example are particularly sensitive to the resolution of
image data used (the grain). Where it is not possible to define the most appropriate grain from the
outset, it is initially best to maintain as high a resolution as possible to avoid loss of information
(Haines-Young and Chopping, 1996). The sensitivity of indices to different landscape scales and types
are not fully understood, but it is recognised that not all indices are relevant for every landscape study. 

Metrics can be employed in testing landscape scenarios in order to look at ecological implications.
The importance and variability of the indices employed need to be determined in relation to
particular objectives or species requirements to make the results meaningful. Many studies have
suggested that only a few variables may be required to predict landscape patterns and changes,
partly because of the close correlation between some of the measures used (Hargis et al., 1988;
Dramstad et al., 1988). As well as analysing the landscape pattern, it is also possible to look at the
habitat availability for particular species, and model potential movement of species within the
landscape, using intelligent rule-based GIS. 

When measuring the impacts of temporal change in the landscape it is important to understand the
rate and direction of change from a starting point, and the predictability and persistence of this
change (Dunn et al., 1991), in order to give context to the results. Information on landscape change
can be derived from historical to present day maps, from aerial photography and satellite images,
from other local records and accounts, and from field survey. This can then be analysed by hand, or
incorporated into a GIS for analysis and aggregation with other data layers.

An integral part of sustainable forest management is the assessment of forest response to changes
and management practices to ensure that future management is efficient and achieves objectives
(Wardoyo, and Jordan, 1996). The use of GIS and Remote Sensing data and technologies, combined
with landscape metrics of spatial forest structure, make such assessment programmes feasible. Where
forest design planning has also been conducted using GIS, it is particularly beneficial to utilise this for
continuing assessment, such as the evaluation of management operations and their impact on
landscape pattern and associated species and habitats. The information then gained from assessment
can be fed into future forest design plans, using spatial analysis to predict the result of possible
design scenarios, such as those examined by Mladenhoff et al. (1994).

Lessons from landscape ecology

Patterns of landscape change may be the result of natural biotic and abiotic events, resulting in
alteration of landscape structure, e.g. windblow in upland conifer forests (see Quine et al.,1999). In
natural systems, organisms may have evolved to adapt to these conditions (both the scale and
frequency of occurrence of disturbance), and may even be dependent upon them, e.g. gap-phase
plant species, which exploit canopy gaps. There is growing interest in mimicking such natural
patterns of disturbance through management practices designed to be more sustainable. One such
example is in modifying clearfelling to create patches with a size distribution similar to that created
by natural disturbance agents such as wind and fire, i.e. log normal (see page 12).

Forman and Collinge (1996) observe that planners, managers and conservationists often assume that
the existing amount of natural and semi-natural vegetation will remain the same, or increase
somewhat. This tends to focus management efforts on how to optimise the arrangement of existing
ecosystems and where best to provide increased protection. While this may be a suitable approach to
the present, it does not take account of the reality of continuing land-use change and technological
advancement, with their consequences for future landscape patterns. As Forman and Collinge (1996)
state ‘...natural vegetation and ecological resources will significantly decrease during the next few
decades’; this requires consideration of which areas are: 

1. The first removals – the least ecologically significant natural-vegetation areas, the elimination of
which is thought likely to have the least detrimental effect? 
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2. The last stands – the most valuable ecological areas to be protected longest?

When considering the areas for long-term protection or retention, they need to be thought of not in
the present landscape context but in the future landscape, which requires an understanding of the
patterns of landscape change, as outlined earlier. In a forested ecosystem, such areas might be
identified as part of the forest design planning process, recognising their strategic importance to the
conservation of biodiversity at a landscape or regional scale. For example, a series of long-term
retentions of semi-natural woodland or old-growth plantation stands might be identified as part of a
large-scale network, providing sufficient area of forest interior conditions to support viable
populations of key taxa, connected via continuous links (corridors) or a series of intermediate habitat
islands (stepping stones). Small patches may also be valuable as last stand areas, better protecting
rare isolated habitats or species. A similar strategic approach would be to identify a pre-existing
network of riparian corridors and associated semi-natural vegetation and select these as key areas
around which to develop a long-term conservation strategy. These areas represent the baseline
structure of the future forest, the integrity of which must be maintained.

As for the least ecologically significant areas, these are often evident, e.g. lobes and corners of the
forested matrix can be removed with little loss (Forman and Collinge, 1996). Furthermore, much is
known about the relative ecological significance of large and small patches, while no special
ecological importance is recognised for those of medium size; hence these are prime candidates for
shrinkage or elimination. Major lobes of large patches may be readily truncated and, if there are more
than a few large patches, the excess can be eliminated.

Such an approach may at first seem dangerous to advocate, appearing to sanction habitat loss.
However, it does not justify removing any natural or semi-natural vegetation. Instead, the
identification of first removals and last stands emphasises planning and priority-setting (Forman and
Collinge, 1996). Types of situations are generic in nature, to be applied to landscapes in general.
Clearly, any specific location identified is a specific case, and there are always special ecological
attributes of a specific location that require evaluation to determine whether removal (or acceptance
of loss) is appropriate. Added to this, the percentage of natural or semi-natural vegetation present
needs to be considered; i.e. where a landscape stands on the ‘gradient of land transformation’
(Forman and Collinge, 1996). For example, if only 10% remains of natural and semi-natural
vegetation, then probably only last stands exist.

The way in which such an approach could be utilised in sustainable management planning would be
to develop long-term plans which assume alternative scenarios of landscape change, e.g. a 20%
increase in the area of natural and semi-natural habitat, no change, 20% loss, 50% loss, 80% loss.
Such plans can be used in comparison with the actual landscape change, as well as highlighting
removal targets and last stands. Forman and Collinge (1996) recognise the value of identifying last
stands long before they actually function as such, i.e. they serve as an early warning system.

There are also situations in which it is necessary to show how to reverse the process of loss of natural
and semi-natural vegetation. To inform this, Forman and Collinge (1996) have proposed the
‘aggregate with outliers’ guideline for meshing land-uses within a landscape, thereby emphasising
the ecological importance of aggregating land-uses, e.g. zoning of forest management activities. In
this manner, large natural and semi-natural vegetation patches are produced – productive forest
areas, agricultural areas and built (urban) areas – in addition to outliers of these. Regional planning
focused on ecological issues, or on a balance between ecological and human issues, is rare (Forman,
1995). Strategic approaches to the planning of land-use, such as Indicative Forestry Strategies and
the use of Natural Areas (English Nature, 1998), may provide useful frameworks for encouraging ‘the
right habitats in the right place’ (Kirby, 1995).

There are many different strategies for protection of natural and semi-natural vegetation at a
landscape-scale, differing in their strategy (including scale of application), history and spatial
arrangement (see Table 2.4).
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Within each of these landscape management strategies, it is possible to envisage several systems for
linking patches within a matrix. These include: 

1. Dumbells Two large patches connected by a wide corridor, a logical design in some areas
where animals migrate seasonally between the patches. This has the advantage that a seasonal
migration route will allow dispersal and may reduce extinction and enhance re-colonisation.
However, a possible disadvantage is that the corridor acts as a funnel that may channel
animals to predators or disturbances.

2. Corridors and nodes A series of patches connected by corridors, the locations of which may
be to include large natural areas already protected, areas of low population density, and
forested rather than deforested areas. The advantages and disadvantages are as for the
dumbell system.

The application of
landscape ecology theory
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Strategy Advantage Disadvantage Example

Scattered spots
Protect the most
important features of a
landscape (e.g. rare
species or habitats),
generally located in
numerous, relatively small
scattered spots.

To rescue species on the
brink of extinction, thus
providing significant
short-term protection of
biodiversity in a
landscape.

The exceedingly high
edge-to-interior ratio and
long perimeter length
subject to disturbances
from the matrix. Small
patches, generally with
small populations, are
problematic for long-
term protection against
changing environmental
conditions.

Ancient semi-natural
woodland in lowland
Britain

Large pristine area
Protect a large, relatively
pristine patch which has
been or become a whole
landscape, or even a
region, surrounded by
other landscapes.

An extensive interior
area, numerous
protected habitats in
proximity.

A lack of risk spreading
and somewhat reduced
species richness
compared with a few
large patches.

Yellowstone Park (USA)
and its surroundings;
Kakadu National Park
(Australia)

Large degraded area
Protect a large degraded
area and then wait a few
generations for ecological
succession to repair the
degradation and produce
a valuable semi-natural
vegetation area.

Many options available
for a massive restoration
project, in addition to
offering protection of a
large patch.

Residual effects of the
preceding degradation
process and, in the early
stages, the effects that
the large degraded patch
has on surrounding
areas.

Cairngorms National
Scenic Area, Scottish
Highlands

Large fragmented area
Integrate prominent
human-developed
patches and corridors in
a large patch or matrix of
natural or semi-natural
vegetation.

Advantages of a large
patch, plus some risk
spreading.

Human disturbances are
especially prevalent
throughout the patch;
the edge-to-interior ratio
is very high, and
extinctions and re-coloni-
sations in a meta-
population may be high.

The Black Forest
(Germany); The New
Forest Special Area of
Conservation (England);
Vale of Ffestiniog Special
Area of Conservation
(Wales) 

Overlapping targets
Address a number of
targets, each requiring a
large, yet somewhat
different, area.

Advantages of a few
large patches, plus the
enhancement of natural
processes (including
disturbance) in the very
large total area.

Disadvantages depend
on how much the
widespread human
disturbances associated
with separated patches
are eliminated.

Natural Areas in the UK?

Table 2.4 Strategies for the protection of natural or semi-natural vegetation (modified from Forman and

Collinge, 1996).



3. Network with nodes A network of corridors connecting patches. The advantages are as
outlined for the previous two systems, plus provision of optional routes for animals departing
from a patch, as well as moving across a landscape. A disadvantage concerns the relatively
large proportion of edge habitat in the network.

4. Continental network A modification of the approach in 3 above, focusing on large patches
and wide corridors, surrounded by buffers at the continental scale. Such a system provides
significant protection to threatened large-home-range species and to biodiversity in general.
However, such a spatial pattern may require extensive relocation of people and human activities.

Applications to British forestry

Forestry is one land-use, which may have a major impact on landscape dynamics in Britain,
particularly when losses and subsequent isolation of ancient semi-natural woodland are considered.
Planning at the landscape scale, bringing together forestry and other land-uses, and based on sound
ecological principles, is the key to the restoration of sustainable landscapes. With the development of
Forest Design Plans within Forest Enterprise, there has necessarily been a shift in emphasis from small
to ever-larger scales when managing forests. This is continuing with the development of Strategic
Planning (J. O’Hara, personal communication), in which forestry is considered within a regional
context, and planning addresses issues such as landscape pattern and function. 

Case Studies
1. Restoration of fragmented woodlands in lowland landscapes
There has been a major decline in the extent of ancient semi-natural woodland over the last 50 years
(Peterken and Allison, 1989), such that it forms only 23% of the total woodland area in England and
13% of that of Wales. Some 45% of the total area which remains now occurs in stands less than 20 ha
in extent (Spencer and Kirby, 1992). This fragmentation has led to isolation of the remaining ancient
semi-natural woods, which has been exacerbated by the intensification of land-use in the intervening
landscape matrix (Peterken, 1991).

In response to concerns about the loss of biological diversity that this constitutes, and recognising
opportunities for new woodland planting on better quality ex-arable land and reclaimed industrial
sites (e.g. mine spoil, landfill sites), there is now increasing interest in the expansion of woodland in
lowland England. Although new woodland can play a part in promoting nature conservation in most
lowland landscapes, the most desirable distribution and pattern that should be promoted will vary
according to that landscape (Thomas et al., 1997; Buckley and Fraser, 1998). English Nature’s Natural
areas form a useful basis for defining both present and future landscape character, and can guide
decisions about areas and pattern of landscape elements (English Nature, 1998). 

The ecological implications of new planting and, in particular, the restoration of fragmented patterns
of woodland, can be explored using landscape ecology theory as a basis. It is possible to recognise a
number of strategies, including linking existing woods with shelterbelts, expanding existing
woodland blocks which represent former forest remnants, or concentrating smaller woodlands within
specific target areas to create mosaics of forest cover, i.e. envelope planting (Buckley and Fraser,
1998). Through the use of GIS, future planting scenarios can be examined in terms of key landscape
metrics – mean patch size, shape complexity, edge:area ratio, minimum inter-patch distance. This, in
turn, can be evaluated with reference to key habitats and/or species (in terms of dispersal capabilities,
required habitat patch size, etc.).

There must be some theoretical level of woodland cover which satisfies the requirements of a
majority of species in any landscape, beyond which further additions are less effective (and may even
be detrimental for species of open agricultural habitats, e.g. brown hare (Lepus europaeus)). This level
and rate of reforestation will vary in different landscape types, partially dependent on the species
under consideration. Buckley and Fraser (1998) used a simple model which randomly and
progressively allocated new blocks of woodland cover to an unplanted landscape, and found that the
number of separate woodland patches is maximised at around 20% cover, falling steadily until,
around 60% cover, when almost all patches are effectively connected at some point. Mean patch size
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2 increases exponentially, such that at 50% woodland cover, it is <10 ha, but reaches 50 ha at 80%
cover. Isolation also changes rapidly with increasing cover; with about 1% woodland the mean
nearest neighbour distance is around 800 m, but this falls to 180 m at 10% cover. The planting
pattern adopted has an influence upon isolation, with both targeted envelope planting and buffering
being more effective than random planting in reducing distance between woods. With buffering, less
edge is created than through random and envelope scenarios, while effectively adding to the total
woodland core area.

These findings may have implications for the conservation of species with limited powers of dispersal,
such as some woodland plant species, e.g. dog’s mercury (Mercurialis perennis) (Peterken, 1981) and
violets (Viola) spp. (Verkaar, 1990). Woodland pattern may also be important for dispersal and habitat
occupancy by large mammals, e.g. roe deer, which will rapidly colonise new habitats and, although
most dispersal distances are very short (Harris and Woollard, 1990), sometimes travel over 30 km
(Pielowski, 1984). With information about the dispersal capabilities and habitat requirements of
species, it then becomes possible to use spatial analysis tools to model their movements in a
landscape, recognising optimal and sub-optimal habitat.

From the principles of landscape ecology, it is possible to recognise opportunities for enhancing
woodland biodiversity, e.g. by developing habitat linkages between existing and isolated ancient
semi-natural woodland, buffering these woods to increase their total area, and concentrating planting
within key strategic areas, possibly from where ancient semi-natural woodland has been most
recently lost, or along riparian corridors (Peterken, 1996). Furthermore, consideration of the spatial
pattern of landscape units other than woodland can provide a strategic planning framework to
integrate woodland expansion with other land-uses.

2. Restructuring of upland conifer forests
In many upland forests, restructuring presents a valuable opportunity to create a patchwork of
varied growth stages and woodland types, one objective of which is to provide a much greater
range of habitats for a wider range of wildlife. The aim is to gradually create a mosaic of different-
aged felling coupes of varying sizes, each coupe being much smaller in size than the original
planting, and maximising spatial and temporal separation from other coupes (Hibberd, 1985;
Ratcliffe and Petty, 1986).

There is growing interest in using silvicultural systems to mimic patterns of natural disturbance in
forests (e.g. Hansson, 1994), and clearfelling in upland conifer forests may to some extent mimic
disturbance by wind (Quine et al., in press). Use of a predictive system such as the windthrow
hazard classification can assess the threat of windthrow and guide management decisions (Quine
and White, 1993), not only in attempting to minimise damage but also in ‘working with nature’ to
achieve a more natural size class and spatial distribution of open space. For example, sites at
exceptional risk should be considered for future use as open space (Quine et al., 1995). Landscape
ecology theory can be applied to these patterns to assess their impact on wildlife associated with
upland forested landscapes.

The encouragement of native broadleaved species into upland forests is another important factor in
enhancing biodiversity. Birch (Betula pubescens Ehrh. and Betula pendula Roth.) has high wildlife value
for most taxonomic groups, supporting many specialist and generalist phytophagous insects and a
wide variety of woodland plants, birds and mammals (Patterson, 1993; Humphrey et al., 1998).
Strategies for increasing birch cover need to consider spatial patterns, both in terms of those areas in
which broadleaves might be expected to occur naturally, but also in providing linkages to existing
semi-natural woodland. The theoretical advantages of linkage are an increase in the likelihood of
colonisation by a range of wildlife, including rare and immobile species and, by enlarging existing
semi-natural woods, populations of uncommon species may become more viable and the enlarged
woods may subsequently act as source areas for colonisation (Patterson, 1993). For example, a
network of intermittent patches of birch and other broadleaved species along rides, roadsides, stream
sides and glades will create a high proportion of edge habitats, increasing the diversity and
abundance of most wildlife groups (Ratcliffe, 1991), and also providing corridors for dispersal.

The application of
landscape ecology theory
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The impact of altering the spatial pattern of forest growth stages, broadleaves and open space, is
becoming better understood, partly as a consequence of the use of GIS to model species distribution
patterns in relation to suitable habitat under different management scenarios. This approach is being
used to model the dynamics of red and grey squirrel populations in relation to controlling grey
squirrel populations (Rushton et al., 1998, unpublished). At present the model is capable of
simulating population processes and the impact of control measures at the landscape scale, but
future modifications will include the incorporation of more quantitative and qualitative habitat data
(relating to tree species, stand age and habitat structure) and food availability (linked to habitat
quality due to seed availability and variability in seed crops). A major factor determining habitat
quality is food availability, and this in turn is determined by the species composition of forest blocks
(Lurz et al., 1995), due to the size of the seeds and periodicity of seed crop production of individual
tree species (Gurnell, 1993). For example, red squirrels reach higher population densities in forests
containing Norway spruce (Picea abies) (L.) Karsten and pine mixtures, compared to those containing
high proportions of Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) (L.) Bong. Carr. (Lurz et al., 1995).

Since conifer forests are dynamic habitats in which food resources undergo continual change in
response to the cycle of felling and replanting, the population ecology of predators such as raptors is
firmly linked to spatial patterns at the landscape scale. Raptors are able to exploit a wide range of
habitats and the prey that they contain. It is possible to show broad habitat associations for breeding
and foraging among the different species, and while the thicket stage supports fewest species, pre-
thicket stages and old forest are the richest (Petty,1988). It follows that raptor diversity will be
greatest in forests comprising a patchwork of different-aged patches of forest, particularly when the
forest is intermixed with farmland and/or moorland (Petty, 1998). The size of felling coupes will also
have an important influence on both raptor and prey distribution. Fine-grained mosaics will benefit
raptors that depend on older trees for nesting but forage on clear-cuts or edges between the two,
e.g. buzzard (Buteo buteo), goshawk (Accipiter gentilis), sparrowhawk (Accipiter nisus), and tawny owl
(Strix aluco); while coarse-grained mosaics are likely to benefit species that hunt over large-scale open
habitats, such as short-eared owls (Asio flammeus) and long-eared owls (Asio otus), and possibly
merlin (Falco columbarius) and hen harrier (Circus cyaneus) (Petty, 1998). 

With restructuring in second and subsequent rotations, forests will become even more diverse, and it
is unlikely that predation pressure will be evenly spread either between or within habitats (Petty,
1998). Source and sink areas for prey species will also be dynamic, resulting in an overall decline in
some species and the increase of others. 

Given the position of raptors at the top of many different food webs, they can function as indicators
of ecosystem health (Furness and Greenwood, 1993) and biodiversity in other taxa; e.g. woodland
rodent abundance can be estimated from measures of the breeding performance of tawny owls
(Petty, 1992). Therefore, forest design which builds in considerations of areas of suitable raptor
habitat, maintaining a balance between the ratio of open ground and forest growth stages and
combining the use of large and small clear-cuts, is also likely to bring wider biodiversity benefits. 

Conclusions

A number of general principles may be followed, retaining as many areas as possible of each of the
ecological types present in the region. These areas need to be managed to maintain the patterns and
processes causing diversity, including natural disturbance events. In our highly modified agricultural
landscape, it is important to ensure that remnant patches of semi-natural habitat are protected, with
a size distribution appropriate to the landscape and the species and habitats to be conserved. It is
also necessary to provide sufficient core habitat area to allow interior species to maintain sustainable
populations, identifying and enhancing connecting corridors between patches within the matrix, and
developing these approaches into a coherent planning strategy.

The general approach needs to be sufficiently flexible to permit modification to suit the particular
needs of habitats and species of local or regional importance, such as those for which Action Plans
exist, e.g. The UK Biodiversity Steering Group, 1995. The majority of management programmes
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PART ONE



Introduction

This chapter describes the outcome of an expert workshop held in 1995 in Glen Affric in northern
Scotland. As a result of the findings of the workshop, the research described in the Chapters 4–7 was
commissioned. The workshop aimed to evaluate and test a method of analysis developed in the
United States:

1. To see if it will work under British conditions.
2. If so, how useful might it be as another tool to help land managers ensure that biodiversity

and ecosystem functioning are adequately included in decision making.
3. To see what further research might be necessary before the method, if successful, could be

applied more widely.

The analysis was developed from principles of landscape ecology set out by Forman and Godron
(1984) by Diaz and Apostol (1992) and applied to the altered forests of the Pacific Northwest USA
and Canada (Bell, 1994; Diaz and Bell, 1997; see Chapters 1 and 2). Such applications had hitherto
been on landscapes where native species dominate and the history of natural disturbance is
reasonably well known. The project described here looked at an area of more altered landscape
where management has been of longer duration and greater intensity, where natural processes are
equalled or dominated by human agencies and where the native forest cover has been largely
removed over time, although regeneration is under way on part of the study area.

Landscape ecological analysis

The analysis methodology follows the six steps described below, each building on the former so that
a picture of the way the current landscape functions is built up.

1. Define the area to be covered by the analysis
This depends to a large degree on the scale of resolution. In areas where landform or relief is strong,
the unit of analysis might be a watershed or drainage, while where landform is not strong then a unit
based on geology or vegetation types might be chosen. Regardless of the boundary, the intention is
not to ignore areas beyond, since in reality no landscape stops at a line. However, a logical boundary
is necessary for data collection and analysis purposes.

2. Describe the existing landscape components
These include all the various vegetation types together with non-vegetated areas such as water.
According to Diaz (1992), based on Forman and Godron (1984), they should be categorised into the
following sections:

Matrix: the most connected part of the landscape and the one that dominates over most of the
area most of the time.
Patches: smaller areas, which contrast with their surroundings in terms of their structure and
composition. They can be relatively permanent or ephemeral, natural or artificial. They vary in
shape, size and structure.
Corridors and pathways: These are linear features similar to patches but typified by their use as
movement or travel routes. Corridors tend to be structurally different from their surroundings
while pathways may be less so.

CHAPTER 3 Testing a landscape ecological model at Glen Affric
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3 The scale of resolution of the landscape unit will help to determine what the structures are (see
Chapter 2).

3. Identify the ‘flows’ in the landscape
This means those things which move through the landscape on land, water, in the air or under the
ground, both living and non-living. The choice of what to include can depend on the scale of the
unit, the presence of key species or critical abiotic flows. This usually includes water and other abiotic
flows together with a range of wildlife species.

4. Analyse the interactions between the flows and the structures
How does each flow use, occupy, be excluded from or prevented from moving by each of the
structures. This also builds up, using the expert knowledge available, as full a picture as is possible of
the habitat requirements of the chosen faunal species. The result of this stage provides a picture of
what is happening in the landscape at the moment. A spreadsheet and a map together will record
this and identify shortcomings in the landscape for critical flows. Frequently it will be seen that
certain components might be consistently more important for more flows than others, beginning to
suggest the direction in which the desired future condition might lie. At this point too the connection
and linkings with the surrounding landscape should be considered.

5. Identify he influences for change in the landscape
Any landscape is far from static and because we are not in control of all the forces acting to change
it, we need to get some sense of how it is likely to change, how quickly and by what agencies. There
are two types of influence: disturbance and succession:

Disturbance can be divided into three categories: natural agents, direct human agents and
indirect human agents.
Succession is what happens following disturbance, the way plants colonise and develop on a
disturbed area and the several stages they go through. In Glen Affric, colonisation onto un-
forested areas also goes through successional stages.

6. Develop the desired future conditions
One or more desired future conditions can now be developed from the following ingredients:

• the current state of the landscape and the presence or absence of important components in
varying degrees;

• the potential for natural vegetation as determined by the National Vegetation Classification (NVC);
• the likelihood or probability of change in different places by different agents over different times.

For Glen Affric the process was followed as far as step 5. At this point it became evident that
insufficient information was available to enable step 6 to be completed, and a programme of research
was inaugurated, which is presented in Chapters 4–7.

Glen Affric study area

The Glen Affric study focuses on a large section (some 217 km2) occupying part of the upper Beauly
catchment, upstream of the village of Cannich to just beyond Loch Affric. The boundary follows the
height of land surrounding this area and takes in large areas of mountain vegetation as well as the native
Caledonian pine reserve and the Guisachan section of forest (see Figures 3.1–3.5). 

Landscape structures

The first part of the analysis is the description of the structure of the landscape using the categories
outlined above (see Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.1 The location and extent of the Glen Affric study area.

Figure 3.3

This view shows an open, browsed stand of

old pine and birch above Loch Benavean in

Glen Affric. If deer could be excluded from

the area the forest would regenerate

beneath the trees and also start to colonise

onto the bare ground above, up to the

natural treeline.

Figure 3.2

A view across the native Pinewood Reserve

at Glen Affric where regeneration of pine

has been occuring for some time. There are

many age cohorts of trees in the

photograph, including very old ‘granny

pines’ which have provided seed for the

regeneration, once the deer have been

excluded.

0 20 40
km

60

N

Based on Ordnance Survey mapping with the permission of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office.
© Crown Copyright - Forestry Commission Licence No: GD272388
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Matrix 
Currently the landscape is dominated by the moorland or montane vegetation of the surrounding
mountains. Some of this would not have historically been forest while other areas would have carried
forest of a patchy ecotone variety. Therefore the general ‘moorland’ matrix can be broken down into
three sub-zones:

Alpine zone, above 720 m elevation. The vegetation is of alpine plants and there are areas of bare
rock. There is no heather. The vegetation type and distribution is climatically controlled.

Sub-alpine zone, between 550 m (the limit generally of closed canopy forest) and 720 m. This
area carries heather and the usual bog plants associated with peat. It has the potential to become
colonised by patchy structured forest (krummholz) in places, particularly on the more sheltered
sites and so has two potential components, the existing moorland and the krummholz. The
vegetative distribution is also climatically determined. Within the sub-alpine zone are several
sub-communities, which together form a fine-scale mosaic:

– rock
– blanket bog
– heather
– molinia bog
– acid grassland
– tree scrub.

These reflect or provide a range of site qualities as far as tree growth potential is concerned, and
lead to different NVC woodland types in those places where krummholz structure would occur.

Forest zone, below 550 m elevation. This is the same as the sub-alpine zone: currently moorland
with no trees, though its potential is closed-canopy woodland. This forest zone contains many
patches of various sorts and the matrix element of moorland itself becomes patchy within some
of the larger forest patches.

Testing a landscape
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Figure 3.4

This shows the completely open, deer or

sheep grazed upper reaches of the study

area. Part of the middle ground was once

planted with lodgepole pine (Pinus

contorta) which has subsequently been

removed to prepare for native pine

restoration.

Figure 3.5

Another view showing part of the

remaining forest with some patchy

structure but no complete exclusion of deer.
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Patches
These are listed in the way they were discussed. The logic was to start with the Caledonian pine
categories and then work into the plantation forest and other patches so that they can be grouped
into family types.

Semi-natural patches
• Scattered pine trees over moorland vegetation. This covers a substantial area on the lower

slopes and there is some variation from west to east. This patch type represents the last
remnants of old forest, which has been grazed beneath. Where the ground is boggy the trees
will tend to be stunted while there will be more Vaccinium myrtlilius beneath the trees on
podzol sites. There are two sub-variants of this type:

– Fenced and regenerating. Here an understorey of regenerating trees is developing
ranging from pre-thicket to thicket condition together with bare areas and ‘granny’
pines. The thicket stage stands are starting to shade the ground vegetation and change
its character. This patchy type is therefore itself composed of sub-patches but the scale
is fine and the mosaic too complex to define any further.

– Unfenced and not regenerating. These areas are heavily grazed by sheep and deer.
There is no difference between the vegetation under the trees and the matrix moorland
surrounding them.

• Patches of dense old pine, with or without regeneration. The major distinction as a result of
the greater shade in the domination by Vaccinium of the understorey. There is also an increase
in feather mosses and creeping ladies tresses. Wood ants are present and some beetles. The
patch should be a minimum of 1 ha in size to count as separate entities with the distinctive
features described here.

• Patches of dense, predominantly native broadleaves. These are mostly birch and are usually to
be found on areas of brown earth soils. The ground vegetation contains more grasses and
flowering herbs and less ericaceous vegetation. Fungi and leaf-eating insects are more likely.
Some patches are composed of alder along flushed stream sides. As above, a 1 ha minimum
size gives the distinctive character. A sub-type has ground vegetation dominated by bracken.

• Partially felled old pine and birch inter/underplanted with lodgepole pine or Sitka spruce.
These plantings date from the 1960s and 70s. They have a two storey vertical structure. The
growth rate has varied. Some patches are at thicket and pole stage where the ground
vegetation is absent having been shaded out, while there are places where the thinner canopy
has allowed ground vegetation to persist.

• Wet grass – no trees. These are flushed sites and some are base rich and therefore different
from other places. Sedges may be present and a fern community develops. This site also
includes riparian edges. These patches may be less grazed and are possibly permanently open
areas where trees are unlikely to colonise.

Managed forest patches
• 1885–1900 planting of Douglas fir, European larch, Scots pine, firs etc around Plodda. These

are old, large, mature, mostly non-native conifers with a varied vertical structure and ground
vegetation grazed by deer. The trees are widely spaced, well thinned with some of them fallen.

• 1940s planting of mixed conifers. These form areas of very mixed mosaic in mixtures of small
groups, meaning planted according to soil type. The canopy is closed. There is some grassy,
grazed ground vegetation. They are single storey in structure, being Sitka spruce, Norway
spruce, Scots and lodgepole pine, Japanese larch and Douglas fir in late pole stage.

• 1950s/60s conifers in the early pole stage. These form single species blocks of closed canopy
and little or no ground vegetation beneath them due to the low light conditions. These
patches split into two sub-types:
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– Mostly non-native conifers: Sitka spruce, lodgepole pine, Japanese larch (light gets to
the ground and grasses are present), plantation Scots pine – some Affric origin,
plantation Scots pine – non-local origin.

– Non-closed canopy pines (mainly lodgepole pine ). A lot of ground vegetation is still
present. The stocking is variable and the areas are broken with lots of open areas and
scatters of granny Scots pine and other native trees over parts of them possibly with
some native vegetation amongst it.

• Establishment stage. These comprise areas of planted native Scots pine and naturally
regenerated native broadleaves. The trees have a wide, irregular spacing. They are fenced out
from grazing therefore ground vegetation/field layer are present.

• Felled areas. There are patches where lodgepole pine has been removed from under existing
old pines. The felled trees and bark are still present on the ground. There is some residual
ground vegetation. Some areas were ploughed and drained before planting. In the short term
they will acquire ruderal vegetation.

• Agricultural land. These comprise mainly non-native grasses with patches of bracken or rushes
in poor areas. The soil has been drained and the topsoil is nutrient-rich. It is either kept grazed
or cut for hay or silage. There is no seed bank of native vegetation but a considerable one of
agricultural weed species.

• Water bodies. There are numerous lochs and lochans, large and small. Some are dystrophic,
some oligotrophic and some mesotrophic. None are eutrophic. All contain fish. 

Human influenced patches
• Quarries – disturbed sites, unweathered rock or soil exposed or their drainage altered,

colonising vegetation present. They may be repeatedly disturbed if in use.

• Houses and gardens – several settlement areas are present. They alter the drainage, disturb soil,
and include introduced plants, which may spread into other areas. Noise, smoke, lights and
other pollution may emanate from them.

• Car parks and picnic sites – the same character as forest roads and trails.

Corridors and pathways

• Streams These can be divided into perennial and seasonal. They vary in their flow characteristics
and hydrological character. Some are open and some shaded. Some are oligotrophic, some
mesotrophic. Some have flood plains associated with them and which have a mosaic of
different habitats. Some streams are associated with ravine woodlands of special character.

• Forest drains These were installed when the plantations were first established. They have an
effect on the hydrology and sediment flows, depending on their state of maintenance.

• Rides These are linear, parallel, unplanted strips, often very straight, within the plantations.
They are therefore open to the sky and contain ground vegetation and some native trees.
They are more sheltered and shaded than the open ground areas. Many are grazed heavily.

• Roads both tarred and gravelled These are similar to the rides but are surfaced, not so
straight and may run on to open areas. Locally they provide areas of different pH depending
on the stone used, poor drainage and more disturbed ground. There is colonisation along
their edges including trees. The roadside drains alter the character of adjacent areas by
affecting the drainage pattern and sediment loading of the drainage water.



3 • Pipeline This is similar to the rides but much wider and a longer term feature. It was heavily
disturbed during the pipeline construction which had an effect on the vegetation currently
occupying it.

• Electricity wayleave This is like a ride, but can be wider. The cables and towers are present
and are visually intrusive. Some poles act as dead snags (for perching birds). There is a limit to
the height of vegetation growing in them due to the risk of interference with the cables, so no
trees are permitted, only shrubs or ground vegetation.

• Footpaths: unsurfaced narrow lines where there is a loss of ground vegetation and some
erosion. This can be severe in some places.

• Footpaths: surfaced – similar to narrow forest roads with the same surface qualities,
disturbances and drainage at a smaller scale.

Landscape flows

The next stage is to select a number of flows relevant to this landscape at the scale being considered.
The main criterion is to look for those which are typical or specific to the pine forest/moorland eco-
system and which are also critical to the way the ecosystem functions or develops. Rather than concent-
rating on common or ubiquitous forest/minor species or components the following were chosen:

• people visiting the area for recreation
• deer and grazing animals
• moorland and open ground birds
• forest birds
• plants as colonisers
• people gaining economic production or values
• water.

These are all significant, being integral to the way the landscape is developed or managed, some, such as
the birds, being sensitive indicators to the balance of different amounts of various landscape structures.

Relationship of structures to flows 

A spreadsheet was assembled to explore the interaction between structures and flows (Tables 3.1a and b).

Linkages with the landscape beyond: while the Glen Affric area is a well-defined landform unit there
are many connections between it and the surroundings.

• The river and stream system is part of a much larger one. The western end of the study area
stops at a narrow point in the hills but the River Affric enters from a wider catchment. As the
climate becomes drier from west to east, quite a lot of water entering the system does so from
the west. Water quality, the effect of acidification and so on arising to the west can have a
major effect on the status of the lochs in the study area. The River Affric also leaves the study
area and flows eastwards into the Beauly river catchment, to become part of a bigger system.

• People live at the eastern end of the study area but of those who use the landscape for
recreation, sport or work these are a small minority. People come into the Glen from the east,
the lower Beauly catchment, which has a different, softer pastoral and managed character, or
from the south through Glen Urquhart, a mixed landscape of agriculture and forest. From the
visitor’s point of view this makes the landscape of the Glen seem wilder and more remote with
its pine forest, circling high mountains and lack of agriculture. Hikers may go westward out of
the study area into remoter places still. This sense of wilderness is apparent because of the
movement into the area.

Testing a landscape
ecological model at
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Economic uses of the valley are mostly exported elsewhere. The electricity is conveyed out, the
timber is taken out to mills near Inverness or beyond. These linkages are important for helping to pay
for some of the management; and they have provided infrastructures such as roads, which makes
access easier and keeps the population in the Glen viable.

It is also, historically, the lack of linkages which kept the Glen remote and the forest unlogged until a
fairly late stage.

• Birds fly in and out. To some their territories cover part of the study area. Some migrate, using
the Glen as a summer home or a staging post. However good the landscape of Glen Affric is
as a habitat, the numbers of many birds are dependent on habitat status elsewhere, the effect
of pollution, persecution or adverse weather which are out of the control of the managers.

• The deer herds use a wider territory in some places so that the management of the Glen and
alterations in the balance of habitat may have knock-on effects. This might include attracting
more deer, moving pressure to other places by excluding parts of their range, etc.

The current state of the landscape shows a far from natural condition with large areas devoid of
forest which were once forested, some seral stages over-represented and others under-represented.
What is clear from the analysis of flows and structures is that there are key habitats and seral stages
which have higher value for more flows than others. These are as follows: 

• The alpine zone is very important for hiking and mountaineering and is a key habitat for eagles
and other rare or endangered birds. It is not especially under threat but its open qualities are
significant. Management of visitor numbers in case of conflict between them and eagles or
ptarmigan might be an issue, while erosion from foot traffic may need attention in places.

• The sub-alpine zone is similar to the alpine but is more important for more flows: hiking and
stalking, deer summer range away from insects, major bird territory for open ground species.
Forest edge zones could impinge into this area in local microsites and add to the complex
mosaic and ecotone. Management of the deer herd to reduce impacts to vegetation, hiking
use, if heavy and causing erosion or disturbances, and the development of the natural tree line
are actions to be contemplated.

• The open ground in the forest zone is used for agriculture (sheep) and by other animals as
part of their range but is not optimal or critical for anything. As it is the natural forest zone
there is great potential to re-colonise large parts of it with forest and indeed the forest
remnants are constantly attempting to do so by seed dispersal. This is easier in the east than
the west due to the presence of seed sources and the direction of prevailing wind.

• There are major differences between the fenced and unfenced forest zone where there is forest
of some sort. The fenced area of multi-structured forest in a complex mosaic is one of the
most valuable in the landscape. It is ideal deer territory (despite being fenced against deer, this
zone has a population) and is used as year-round range producing bigger and healthier
animals. It has a high carrying capacity for recreation, is optimal for a range of birds,
particularly forest ones, and has prospects of economic value from timber and venison. Here
too are major differences between the open areas and the forest for water. The forested areas
intercept and regulate the water flows. This may be negative or positive: reducing overall
water yield but reducing fluctuations in flow. It is clear that much more of this forest could be
created and would have a major benefit on the landscape as a whole. As it has a complex
structure, its precise character would need to be determined, also the rate of spread and the
pattern across the landscape.

• The patch types of Caledonian forest outside the fence represent remnants of the forest
matrix. Some are more valuable than others, such as the denser stands, and tell us something
about the types of stands needed within the general pine forest matrix, including open areas,
broadleaves, less dense places or clumps of mature trees.
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Flow structure People: recreation Deer or grazing animals Moorland and open
ground birds

Alpine above 720 m
elevation

Hiking the Monros, views of the
scenery, wilderness experience,
disturbance to wild-life and other
people. Erosion of vegetation.

Some use by red deer in the
summer. Avoided in the
winter.

Eagle hunting territory.
Habitat for dotterel and
plarmigan.

Sub-alpine 550–
720 m elevation

Passing through it on the way to
the top. Erosion of vegetation. Deer
stalking. Viewing landscape and
wildlife.

Summer deer (red) territory.
Heavy grazing impact.
Escape from insects.

Very important raptor
hunting territory, breeding
sites (eyries) red grouse,
curlews, plover habitat.

Open ground in
forest zone below
550 m and above
220 m elevation.

As above. As above, plus winter deer
territory. Sheep grazing
area.

As above, with harriers
present and greenshawk
etc.

Regenerating pine,
scattered broadleaves
and pine overstorey,
fenced against sheep
and deer.

Access is restricted to routes, no
roaming is possible. Walkers and all-
terrain bikes use the area. Deer
shooting is a sporting use. Midges
are a problem for people. 

Resident all year (present
though fenced) increasing
productivity and higher
carrying capacity of the
land. Deer are more
dispersed. Sika and roe are
resident as well as red deer.
Stock are excluded.

Use by them is limited to
younger regeneration and
more open pockets. This
may be dependent on the
scale of the space.

Scattered pine
outside the fence, no
regeneration. 

Access tends to be along water
courses although some roaming is
possible. Midges are a problem.
Deer shooting is a sporting use.

Winter occupation. Higher
intensity in places where
groups or herds of deer
congregate.

Used more than fenced
areas. Nest sites provided by
big pine trees and on the
ground.

Dense old pine
patches.

Add to visual diversity. Wildlife
viewing; genius loci. Midges are a
problem.

Thermal cover in winter,
grazing and some browse.

–

Dense old native
broadleaved patches.

As above. Cover, shelter, browse and
water.

–

Old pine under-
planted with Sitka
spruce and
Lodgepole pine.

Not so attractive. Ground cover browsed off.
Good shelter. Used for
calving – very important.

–

1885–1900 planting
of Douglas fir /
European larch /
Scots pine / Firs etc.

Local use important for walking,
‘cathedral of conifers' atmosphere.
Internal landscape is dramatic.
Disturbance of deer.

Very sheltered. Gives cover,
some grazing because it is
grassy. Quite good.

–

Late pole stage
mixed conifers
planted 1960s.

Visually diverse in the landscape.
Not as attractive as the 1885–1900
planting. Disturbance of deer. 

As above but not so much
grazing.

–

Lochs and lochans. Visually extremely attractive. Add
visual diversity. Fishing and sailing
opportunities. Wildlife viewing.
Barriers to access – big lochs can
only be crossed at bridging points.

Water supply. Source of insects for
feeding?

Early pole stage
conifer, mainly non-
native.

Not very attractive. Cover/shelter only. –

Affric Scots pine in
early pole stage.

As above, better when thinned by
horse.

As above, better when
thinned by horse.

–

Table 3.1a Interaction of Structures and flows for Glen Affric.
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Forest birds Colonising plants People: economic
values and products

Water

– – – Precipitation reception, snow
retention in winter, especially
N facing slopes and gullies
where drifted. Run-off
increases nutrient flow down
hill, and yield of sediments
may be seasonally variable.

– Depends on grazing pressure.
Possible extension of scrub or
remnant forest patches at lower
elevation. Very slow processes
naturally leading to some
krummholz type.

Venison from stalking
or culling of deer
herds. Important for
shooting estates in the
area.

Precipitation (less than
alpine). Water storage in peat,
especially in bogs, loss of
sediment during run off.
Worse in overgrazed areas.

Occasional incursion
but unimportant. Black
grouse will use some
areas.

Colonisation of trees from native
woodland fragments and plantation.
Affected by grazing. Some areas lack
seed sources and soil conditions for
colonisation to start.

Venison, sheep, meat,
wool, sheep subsidies
as income for estates
and tenant farmers.

Less precipitation. Water held
in bogs. Streams running off.
Some erosion due to grazing
pressure. Solifluction occurs.

Very good habitat for
them, especially black
game and capercaillie. 

Plants are actively colonising into
open areas. This happens more
slowly in the west than the east
because of the wetter soils. 

Some venison and
stalking rent.

Trend towards reducing water
yield because of greater
interception and
evapotranspiration.

Not so good as the
regenerating areas.

Plants are trying to colonise but too
much grazing pressure.

Some venison and
sheep production.

More run-off than the fenced
and regenerating areas and
less interception.

Favoured by capercaillie.
Essential for crested tit
breeding sites.

Nuclei of seed sources important
inoculi. Sources of spread for special
pinewood plants which are quite
mobile.

Some venison. Timber
production potential.
Seed value, especially
from the west where
genetic purity is
guaranteed.

Interception and
evapotranspiration. Drier soil
as a result.

More diverse small bird
community uses the
patch type: warblers,
chiff chaff, songbirds.

As above. Some venison,
firewood, timber,
possibly seed.

As above.

Some songbirds. The 2-
storey structure is good
for birds which prefer
conifers to broadleaves.

Colonisation of native species into
open sites is possible but there is a
net loss due to the shading from the
plantation growth. 

Thinnings for timber,
pulp etc.

As above.

Nest sites for goshawks
and sparrowhawks.
Woodpeckers use dead
trees.

Potential for Douglas fir, Grand fir,
Western Hemlock natural regeneration
out of the area. Colonisation of
woodland flora into the area.

High quality timber for
niche markets. Seed
from conifers.

As above.

Not so good as the
above for woodpeckers
except where old pine
exists. 

Non-native species can seed out.
Native woodland flora comes in
better under larch.

High yield of timber. As above.

Source of insects for
feeding.

- Fishing revenues.
Electricity (Scottish
Hydro), water supply
for drinking.

Storage of water and cycling
of nutrients. Sediment drops.

A few species, e.g.
crossbill.

Not much due to shade. Thinnings production. Interception and
evapotranspiration, soil drying
especially when drained.

As above, better when
thinned by horse.

Some seed spreading out. Better
when thinned by horse.

Thinnings but lower
production than non-
native conifers.

As above.
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Flow structure People: recreation Deer or grazing animals Moorland and open
ground birds

Non-local Scots pine
in pole stage.

As above. As above. –

Non-closed canopy
lodgepole pine.

Better than above. Varied texture
and rock outcrops more attractive
to look at and hike through.

Shelter and browse, grazing
and stripping bark.

–

Quarries. Seen as an eyesore. Dangerous if
cliffs are steep. 

Some grazing if colonised
on spoil by palatable
vegetation.

May be used if large enough.
Nesting opportunities on
ledges or cliffs.

Settlement (houses
and garden)

Accommodation, may be attractive
or not. Evidence of cultural
landscape contrast with wild areas.

May be some use by roe
and sika deer – gardens
offer food.

–

Carparks and picnic
sites. 

Used mainly for the recreation.
Honeypots. Wear and tear.

Disturbance, food discarded
by visitors.

Disturbance, food left
behind.

Agricultural fields. Part of diverse landscape. Provide
views and contrast with wilder
landscape up the Glen.

Grazing from edges of
forest on to fields. Sheep
grazing and fodder.

Used by open ground birds
for hunting if within their
territory.

Streams. Sight and sound is attractive. May
follow them as routes. May be
barriers when full of water. Fishing
in them.

Water supply, movement
along them, barrier to
crossing.

Water supply.

Forest drains. Considered unsightly. Present an
obstacle or hazard.

Water supply, hazard to
young animals.

–

Rides. May be walking routes through
dense areas of forest. May be
considered visually unattractive.

Used for grazing in denser
forest area. Sheltered and
sunny/shady depending on
angles and width etc.

May use wider ones for
hunting.

Roads. Used for car access to parking areas
and hiking/ ATB routes in forest.
Main means of access to the Glen. 

May be hazard from traffic.
Used as movement corridors
grazing and browse along
their edges (sheep 
especially).

Disturbance by traffic.

Pipeline. Looks artificial. Plenty of browse close to
edges. Repeated cutting
keeps forage value high.
May use it as movement
corridor across hill.

May use it for hunting when
freshly cut.

Electricity wayleave. Looks artificial. Towers unsightly. As above. As above.

Footpaths. Main routes up to tops or through
forest. Erosion by feet.

May be disturbed. Used as
movement corridors in
dense forest areas.

Disturbance near path from
passers-by.

• The old pine areas underplanted with lodgepole pine are mostly removed but perform a structural
function where they exist, for example as deer calving areas. This serves to show that structure can be
as important as species, but other objectives such as maintenance of native pinewood character may
eventually override this.

• In the managed plantation forest, almost all seral stages are represented and serve to demonstrate the
values of late seral `old growth’ as a habitat component compared with the mid seral pole or closed canopy
stages. Of course forest stands have to go from valuable early seral through dull mid seral to get to valuable
late seral stages. Management across space and time ensures the correct balance. This varies depending on
the disturbance agents present before the precise pattern for each landscape can be determined.

Table 3.1b Interaction of Structures and flows for Glen Affric (condt.).
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Forest birds Colonising plants People: economic
values and products

Water

As above. As above. Some genetic mixing and
corruption. 

As above. As above.

Poor except for black
grouse.

Loss of native plants as canopy
closes.

Some Christmas tree
production.

Some interception and
evapotranspiration. Drains
might lead more water away.

– Colonised by pioneer species into
birch on disturbed soil or spoil.

Stone for roads or
buildings.

Run-off from excavated
surfaces. Sedimentation risk.

Many birds use gardens
especially in winter. 

Plant species can colonise from
settlement. Weeds and exotic
garden species. Some can be
invasive.

Shops, hotels, garages
etc.

Run-off from surfaced areas.
Artificial drains. Sewage
systems and possible
pollution. Water consumption.

Disturbance, food left
behind.

Disturbed edges and poorly drained
areas may be colonised.

– Drainage over surface, run-off
and siltation from loose
surfaces.

Some use near edges. All non-native species and
agricultural weeds provide seeds to
colonise disturbed areas such as
clear-felled areas nearby.

Sheep grazing, hay,
subsidies.

Drainage via field drains and
some loss of soil in some
circumstances.

Water supply. Some seed may move in the water
and be washed up on freshly
exposed soil.

Collected for hydro-
electric power. Fishing.

Main flow is in stream beds.

Water supply. Some seed may move in them and
into streams for further dispersal. 

Help trees grow and
be more economic.

Collect water from ground
cover tree interception. Can
be acidic and turbid. Should
not be connected to stream
directly.

Provide edges and
mixed habitat.

Provide useful reservoir of plants to
move on to felled or thinned areas
for ground cover or native
broadleaves.

Reduce risks of fire and
cost of driving around
the forest.

Less interception than forest
nearby.

Disturbance by traffic
and disruption of
mating rituals.

Present fresh surfaces and disturbed
areas. Traffic may bring in seeds on
tyres.

Used for access to
timber traffic etc.

Run-off and silt into roadside
drains may pollute streams
and interrupt natural drainage
patterns.

Good edge habitat and
insects etc on plants.

Provides a seed bank for open/early
seral stage species.

Hydroelectricity is
generated from the
water in the pipe so its
maintenance is
important.

Takes water from the lochs
and bypasses the streams to a
lower outlet: some reduction
in flow levels of streams.

As above. As above. Transmits power. –

Disturbance near path
from passers-by.

Disturbed ground and pressure of
feet may favour some species which
may move along path.

Use by stalkers makes
revenue.

Some erosion and siltation
especially at stream crossings
unless culverts etc properly
made.

• The artificial patch types, such as agriculture and settlement, are relatively small and concentrated to
the eastern end where they combine to form the managed landscape of a different and contrasting
character. There are few problems for the ecology and some benefits to birds or deer over-wintering
here. As the land is in private ownership there is small likelihood of changing things except by way of
changes to grants and subsidies.

• The linear corridors are reasonably neutral in this area, being small in extent and impact. They can
be designed into the landscape and dealt with in detail where they need attention such as erosion or
sediment yield due to poor drainage along roads or paths, for example.



3 The above brief resumé gives an idea of the current status of the landscape and the major omissions in
terms of the ‘natural’ extent of major land cover types. The next task is to consider the current agents
which effect change to the landscape and which help to determine the structure over space and time.

Influences for change in the landscape

There is a wide range of disturbance agents operating in Glen Affric. Some of these are natural and
some are human induced. Some of them are major forces which limit or determine how the
landscape can develop, others alter limited areas in limited ways and at limited times. A useful way of
determining how these agents operate is to consider their scale, intensity, duration and frequency.

Natural agents of disturbance
• Wind: This operates over the whole landscape. Where there is forest, patches can be blown

down. Their scale varies from large on exposed aspects declining in size down the slope and
into more sheltered areas. A windiness map can be used to identify probabilities. The scale of
patch also depends on the history of cultivation, the species of tree and their management,
such as ploughed gleyed soils with low diversity of stand structure across the landscape. The
intensity of the effect therefore varies from single trees to large areas. The duration of wind
events is short, measured in hours, and the frequency varies from high (2–3 year intervals for
storms of 70–80 knots) to low (4–200 years for storms of greater than 90 knots). In Glen
Affric this means quite frequent events, which can produce damage to stands in the hazardous
range on the windier sites. Wind is one of the most important and least controllable agents.
The windiness maps and patch/site relationships could be used to construct a model of patch
size and distribution over space and time which would not only balance the risk of damage
over time but which could also, in effect, work with the wind to produce a more ‘nature-like’
forest (both in the pine reserve and the managed plantation zone).

• Fire: As far as is known there have been no natural fires in living memory or described in
historical records. Fires are however started by people, whether as muirburn (no longer
practised in the glen), arson – unable to be allowed for, or accident. Accidental fire is the most
likely and its location is related to where people congregate. The greatest risk is from wild
campers or fishermen lighting cooking fires, less risk from forest workers or machine operators
and the smallest from permit stalkers or hikers. The effect of a fire on the moorland would
depend on its intensity. A hot fire could get into the peat and burn out heather roots. Erosion
of burnt and unbound peat or soil could then occur and patches of bare ground result. Less
intense fires would hasten the regeneration of heather and other plants, which would improve
the food for a number of birds and insects.

Intense fire in the pine forest could kill some of the granny pines. This would create dead
snags of value for biodiversity, but otherwise could lose seed sources. Less intense fires would
tend to burn on the drier knolls and keep them more open by killing thinner barked smaller
pines or broadleaves. The wetter hollows would tend to escape. This would result in a
complex patchy, mixed pattern. The fires could be on the scale of tens of hectares. Duration
could be hours or days, up to weeks for deep burns in peat on the moor.

• Avalanche: This is of local occurrence, being confined to the well-used tracks. It can damage
fences at the top of slopes and flatten trees. The scale is small, of high intensity and short
duration. Avalanches can occur every winter depending on the snowfall. They can contribute
to the structure of the upper tree line. The chutes tend to be free of trees and become colonised
by scrubby plants. Any attempt to recreate the tree-line should take them into account.
Avalanches can also be dangerous to people out hillwalking in the winter, or to farmers;
livestock and wild animals. Their prevalence should be made aware to walkers and climbers.

• Ice and snow damage: In heavy snow trees can collect a significant weight of snow, sleet or ice
which may cause them to collapse (small trees), break or lose branches. The scale of effect is
limited to lee slopes in the lower forest zone. Its intensity is locally high, of a few hours
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duration and around every 4–5 years frequency. Snow break can help to reduce the density of
small trees regenerating on an area. Groups can be affected whereas with snow break of tops
or branches it is individual larger trees which are damaged.

• Floods: In the Glen Affric areas floods can only occur at a local scale because of the character
of the catchment lacking in flood plains. Where flooding occurs there is sediment deposition
and changes to stream patterns. This can create conditions for the maintenance of open areas
or for native broadleaves to develop. The intensity of the floods can be quite high because the
unforested upper catchments allow rapid run off from storm waters. Their duration is of hours
to days and they occur annually.

• Landslip: These occur locally on ravines in the Craigie area where the correct unstable surface
drift conditions exist. They expose fresh material for colonisation as new micro-environments.
Bigger areas can be exposed to the light if tree cover is removed. The slipped material may
alter stream characteristics and increase sediment yields. Slips can be slow or sudden events of
varying intensity and have a long lasting effect. There are likely to be several per year in
different places. Some are progressive and thus predictable.

• Insect pests: There are a number of insect pathogens which affect the vegetation of Glen Affric,
including pine beauty moth, sawflies, winter moths, heather moths and weevils. These tend to
attack individual trees and so are small in scale in the glen. They cause trees to be killed or
their growth suppressed. Their intensity is low, their duration is of weeks and they occur
annually. There are some minor epidemics such as of birch defoliators.

• Fungal pathogens: These include Pendermium spp., Heterobasidium annosum, Armillaria mellea.
They attack single trees or groups and kill them. Susceptible stands include alders and Douglas
fir. Their effects are of low intensity, they endure for years at a time and are always present in
the landscape.

• Browsing and grazing: Deer and sheep eat the vegetation. Their effects depend on their
intensity. Where they are intense they prevent regeneration. Where they are less intense they
affect stand composition. This may help reduce regeneration numbers, or may favour
unpalatable species over palatable ones.

It is likely that in Glen Affric the most important disturbance mechanism affecting the whole
landscape in a catastrophic fashion is wind. The others are more likely to affect smaller areas and
contribute to the finer scale mosaic structure that would develop. There was insufficient information
to enable a full analysis of the effect of wind on the landscape (see Chapter 5)

Human influenced disturbance
• Tree felling: This is the single most ‘catastrophic’ disturbance affecting the forest. Tree felling

can be of various kinds, each with its particular effects:
– Clearfelling: Scale varies depending on the various constraints and objectives. Depending on

what is left behind, this type is most similar to the effects of a wind storm or fire. The
forest stand reverts to early seral stage to be colonised with new trees and a wide range of
ruderal vegetation. The size and shape can vary. Timing is usually phased according to
various criteria. Scale over the forest (especially the managed plantations) can be large,
intensity high, with a duration of weeks and frequency dependent on the planned
rotation length: currently 40–70 years.

– Selection/partial felling by groups or single trees: This creates some structural variation,
opens the canopy to light and permits the development of multi-storey stands. Can be
most similar to the pockets of death or collapse caused by low intensity wind, insects,
snow or root rot.

– Thinning: this is similar to selection felling except that it occurs in younger stands. Light
is let in, at least temporarily, the density of trees reduced, and the stand becomes more
penetrable and attractive to animals, such as deer for cover.
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3 • Tree planting: New planting creates a change from an open to a forest habitat. Nature’s
colonisation is made simpler and speedier. Fencing reduces or eliminates grazing pressure and
ground vegetation can flourish. Soil disturbances by cultivation can occur (see below).

• Restocking: This follows the pattern of felling. It may herald a species change and also include
colonisation by native trees and plants. Soil is open to the elements for a time and to a burst
of nutrients following decomposition or oxidation of dead plant material or litter.

• Cultivation and drainage: This changes the physical soil structure and moisture regime. It is
related to the sites which have been felled and restocked. Ground vegetation is disturbed, the
range of wetness of the soil reduced and the site generally becomes more uniform. Silt yields
increase temporarily.

• Fertiliser application: This changes the nutrient status and is used on new planting areas of
native tree restoration. This change of nutrient status can change the composition of ground
vegetation, promote faster tree growth and earlier canopy closure. There has been some
remedial application of fertiliser to the managed plantation forest.

• Roads, dams, quarries: Here there is removal of soil and vegetation, alteration of drainage
patterns and the exposure of fresh rock and subsoil to weathering. This creates conditions for
ruderal vegetation to colonise although disturbance may be repeated by continued excavation
or maintenance so that the ruderal vegetation persists almost continuously.

• Trampling by people and animals: This is localised to those areas or routes used by large
numbers. The effect is more intense on non-mineral soils. Hill tracks have suffered on the
north side of Loch Affric. The erosion can cause silt yields, exposure of peat to the air, the
surface to be broken and become structureless. The local effect can be serious, of long
duration and repeated annually.

• Haymaking: The grass fields in the agricultural sector are cut annually. This maintains them as a
grass sward and prevents woody perennial plants from colonising. Nutrients may be taken
from the site unless replenished by manure or fertiliser. Over time the grass is becoming
invaded by rushes, bracken and perennial weeds including native grasses where management
intensity is reduced. This increases their ecological value.

Succession

Following disturbance there is some kind of succession taking place. What this will be depends on the
kind of disturbance, the site type, possible colonists and likely degree of browsing or grazing impact.
Some succession will start with natural colonisation, others will be a combination of natural and
planted species. A useful indicator of which chain of successions will occur is a map of NVC types for
the area. This is based on various precursor vegetation types and the expected woodland type (or
other ecotype) to be the late successional stage. Some succession is naturally slow, such as the re-
colonisation of eroded montane vegetation due to the climate and slow growth rates of the plants
involved. Other succession is faster, such as the pine re-colonisation once grazing is excluded on
favourable sites.

There was insufficient information to enable the dynamics of succession to be developed during the
workshop (see Chapter 6).

Developing the desired future condition

In the absence of a historical record of the landscape, and in view of its continued change or
evolution, a map developed using the Ecological Site Classification would give a useful picture of
what types of plant communities would tend to occur where. This could also help to determine the
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maximum natural extent of each woodland type given current climate and levels of knowledge. The
ESC also enables site types to be associated with species choice for the managed plantation elements
of the landscape. From this a ‘menu’ of species or woodland/plant community types can be built up
related to specific site, which are as ecologically optimal as current knowledge allows. As the potential
forest pattern for Glen Affric was unknown at the time of the expert workshop, this became an aspect
for further research (see Chapter 4).

The dynamics and scale of patchiness must also be entered into the equation. There are two levels to
this: one is the macro-scale disturbance of which wind is by far the most significant. With adequate
knowledge of the wind regime and the probabilities of disturbance over different parts of the
landscape it should be possible to construct a pattern of patch size according to location in the
landscape and use it as the basis for management. This became the second aspect of research to
develop out of the expert workshop (see Chapter 5).

Following disturbance, and also with colonisation of unforested areas, there is the process of
succession to consider. Insufficient information was available on this aspect at the expert workshop,
so this became the third element of research (see Chapter 6).

The interactions between landscape mosaic, disturbance and succession are highly dynamic and very
complex. Furthermore, it is necessary to see how well the developing, changing forest provides
habitat for the range of flows over time. This requires some complex modelling, so the fourth
element of research became that of taking the different components of the first three research
projects and developing a means of modelling landscape dynamics (see Chapter 7).
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Summary

This chapter presents the findings of research which demonstrates the value of Ecological Site
Classification (ESC) in identifying the potential forest cover for Glen Affric. The research was undertaken
as part of the programme developed following the expert workshop that took place in Glen Affric,
the results of which are presented in Chapter 3. Soil factors and climate, particularly warmth and
windiness, are shown to limit the range of woodland types and their geographical extent within the
Glen. Higher resolution soil-mapping is needed to develop the mosaic within the broad zones identified.

Introduction to Ecological Site Classification

The expert workshop held in Glen Affric resulted in the development of a research programme aimed
at filling some gaps in knowledge and at providing some methodological aspects of managers who
might be interested in carrying out landscape ecological analysis in other places. In this chapter we
show how Ecological Site Classification (ESC) can be used to evaluate the ecological potential of a site
and thence to predict the kind of native woodland that could be established by various methods of
management. ESC evaluates sites as a combination of climatic and soil factors (Pyatt et al.,2001; Pyatt
and Suárez, 1997). The four climatic factors and two soil factors are: 

• Warmth, as accumulated temperature in day-degrees above a ‘growth threshold’ of 5ºC.
• Windiness, as an equivalent to mean wind speed quantified by the DAMS scoring system

(Quine and White, 1993).
• Wetness, as moisture deficit in millimetres.
• Continentality, as a score reflecting the Conrad index.
• Soil moisture regime, as one of eight classes.
• Soil nutrient regime, as one of six classes.

The climatic potential for tree growth at a site is well expressed by a combination of warmth and
windiness (Worrell and Malcolm, 1990a and b). Warmth reflects the length of growing season for
vegetation. Increasing windiness is inhibitory to the amount of growth and also causes deformation
of the crown or stem. Moisture deficit is a measure of summer droughtiness rather than annual or
winter wetness, and is used in combination with soil properties to estimate the soil moisture regime.
Continentality reflects the seasonal variability in climate and distinguishes the most oceanic climate of
the north-west from the more continental conditions of the south-east of Britain. Values of these
climate factors have been calculated for the whole of Britain using climate models that relate the
values to location and topography (Pyatt et al., 2001; White et al, 2001).

Soil moisture regime estimates the availability of water throughout the growing season and also its
possible excess at any time. (There are eight classes of soil moisture regime from Very Dry to Very
Wet). In the drier classes, drought occurs either because the (climatic) moisture deficit is high or
because the soil has a small water-holding capacity or a combination of the two. In the wetter classes
a deficiency of oxygen at some depth in the soil restricts rooting depth. Near the middle of the
range, the Fresh class provides an ideal moisture regime for most tree species, with freely draining but
not droughty conditions throughout the year.

The natural forest mosaic: constructing the landscape
pattern of potential woodland types using ESC
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4 Soil nutrient regime estimates the availability of the major nutrients N, P, K, Ca and Mg. There are
five classes from Very Poor to Very Rich, with a sixth Carbonate class for very calcareous soils. Very Poor
soils are strongly acid and are deficient in at least one of the major nutrients, sometimes all of them.
Along the gradient of nutrient regime the pH and the availability of all the nutrients generally
increase, though rarely at the same rate.

Estimation of soil moisture regime and nutrient regime through soil sampling and chemical analysis is
not practical for all sites of interest. ESC permits the derivation of these factors from mapped soil
type, refined where possible with observations of indicator plants, humus form, lithology, stoniness,
slope etc (Ray, 2001; Pyatt et al., 2001). It is possible to predict with confidence the soil nutrient
regime of any site with sufficient cover of plants, in semi-natural and plantation woodlands and open
ground.

‘Suitability’ values of each of the climatic and soil factors have been identified for a number of
productive tree species and for all the woodland communities of the National Vegetation
Classification (NVC) (Rodwell, 1991). ESC considers a site type as a combination of climatic and soil
values. By assessing the factors at a site against the suitability values, it is possible to assess whether a
site is within the suitable range for a chosen species or woodland. If one or more of the factors is
outwith that range the site is classed as unsuitable for that species or woodland. For productive
species it is also possible to derive preliminary estimates of potential yield class.

Objective of study

The woodland cover of Glen Affric has been restricted in extent, and modified in character, by
centuries of man’s activities. As part of the landscape ecological analytical process being tested (see
Chapter 3), it was desirable to estimate what an entirely natural forest might comprise, and how
extensive it would be in the Glen. Such information provides a view of the ecological potential of the
area, to set against those of economic and social requirements. The information will also support
management plans for the restoration of Caledonian pinewood and montane scrub (Scott, 2000;
Forestry Authority (Scotland), 1998). The objective of the work was therefore: 

To use ESC to predict the potential extent and composition of native woodlands at Glen Affric.

This will be achieved by evaluating climatic and soil factors and comparing them with the ecological
requirements of NVC woodland communities for the study area of the landscape ecology project.

Assembling the datasets to define site types

Full datasets of the four climatic factors have been created for Britain through an interpolation
process that uses topographic information derived from the Ordnance Survey ‘Panorama’ digital
elevation model (White et al., 2001). Values for each factor can be calculated by the ESC Decision
Support System for any 100 m x 100 m grid reference (Ray, 2001). For this project, an improved
dataset was created for Affric with a horizontal resolution (pixel size) of 50 x 50 m (Figure 4.1).

Similar digital datasets for soil moisture and nutrient regimes are not available for any part of Britain.
Users of ESC can assess soil or ground vegetation themselves or interpret the best available soil maps.
The Decision Support System provides conversion aids for the Forestry Commission and National Soil
Survey classification schemes (Ray, 2001). The only available map for Affric was of broad soil
associations at the 1:250 000 scale, published by the Soil Survey of Scotland (1984). Therefore, we
chose to derive the soil factors using the most detailed relevant digital dataset. This dataset was the
Land Cover for Scotland 1988 (LCS88), which shows vegetation classes interpreted from aerial
photographs at a scale of 1:25 000 (MLURI, 1993).

Even at this scale, the LCS88 classes are not precisely defined, but mostly consist of complexes of two
or more kinds of vegetation in an unmappable mosaic, without any indication of their relative
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proportions. We chose to assume that the first component was dominant, but that secondary
components could be used to adjust the soil rating where the interpretation was uncertain.

To assist the interpretation of LCS88 and to provide a degree of validation, we carried out a field
survey of 10 transects chosen to provide a representative sample of the Affric terrain (Figure 4.2). At
100 m intervals along each transect we recorded the soil type, the peat depth, and the main plant
species and their cover, totalling 390 locations. Soil types included rankers, brown earths, podzols,
ironpan soils, surface-water gleys, peaty gleys, deep peats and alpine soils. Peat depth varied from nil
to over 100 cm and was not independent of soil type. The main plant species encountered were ling
heather (Calluna vulgaris), purple moor-grass (Molinia caerulea), deer-grass (Trichophorum cespitosum),
bell heather (Erica cinerea), blaeberry (Vaccinium myrtillus), bog-mosses (Sphagnum) spp. and step-
moss (Hylocomium splendens).

Construction of the potential woodland map

Inspection of the national climate maps indicated that neither moisture deficit nor continentality were
limiting factors to woodland potential in the Affric area. These factors were therefore not considered
further. With increasing altitude, however, it was clear that decreasing warmth and increasing
windiness would limit the kind and physiognomy of the woodland. Using existing classifications of
each climatic factor we defined four climatic zones (Table 4.1). We amalgamated classes of LCS88,
taking into account their likely soil moisture and nutrient regimes, to produce 13 classes.
The next stage was to use the information from the transects to refine the characterisation of the soils
from the LCS in the different climatic zones. Not only were there apparent differences in soil types
and peat depths between climatic zones, but it was possible to subdivide the largest zone (Upper
Forest) into two sub-zones based on peat depth. Accordingly, in this zone, each LCS88 class was
allocated to either a shallow peat or deep peat type of soil. Soil moisture and nutrient regimes were
assigned to the other vegetation types based on the indicator values of their principal species at their
respective transect points. A map of the four zones and the two sub-zones, henceforth referred to as
the ‘potential vegetation zones’, is given as Figure 4.3.
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Zone Warmth 
(day-deg >50ºC)

Windiness Approximate altitude
(m)

‘Alpine’
‘Sub-alpine’
‘Upper Forest’
‘Lower Forest’

<375
375–575
575–975

>975

>25
21–25
16–21
<16

>720
550–720
225–550

<225

Table 4.1 Definition of climatic zones at Affric.

Prediction of woodland communities

It was not possible to produce a map showing the mosaic at higher resolution due to the limitations
of available soil data, but it was possible to identify the elements of the mosaic in the different zones.
Reference was made to the woodland suitability ranges to decide which NVC woodland communities
and sub-communities could occur in each of the potential vegetation zones. Only three woodland
communities are considered likely to be important in Affric, the W18 pinewood, the W17 oak–birch
with Dicranum majus and the W4 downy birch with purple moor-grass (Rodwell, 1991; Whitbread
and Kirby, 1992). In addition, the W7 alder woodland (Alnus glutinosa–Fraxinus excelsior–Lysimachia
nemorum) would be found on alluvial and flushed streamsides.

The description of the potential vegetation zones is summarised in Table 4.2. No woodland growth is
possible in the Alpine zone. Within the Sub-alpine zone the climate, although very severe, will permit
scrubby growth of downy birch and pine in patches of relatively well-drained soil. Such growth will
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conform to krummholz, where the clumps of trees are semi-prostrate and have a wind-shaped profile
(Hale et al., 1998). In the Upper Forest zones conditions are climatically suitable for the pinewoods
and the downy birchwoods only. In the Upper Forest zone, however, the deep peat sub-zone is
considered too wet for appreciable amounts of woodland colonisation. Only in the Lower Forest zone
are conditions suitable for all three communities.

Within the W18 pinewoods, the sub-community W18c with hairy woodrush (Luzula pilosa) is most
likely on the brown earth soils with Fresh moisture regime and Poor nutrient regime. The W18b sub-
community with blaeberry and cowberry (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) is likely on podzols and ironpans soils
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N
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Figure 4.1 Map showing distribution of one of the four climate factors, Windiness (DAMS score – Quine and

White, 1993) for Glen Affric.
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transect used to validate soil types.
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where the peat depth is less than 15 cm, the moisture regime is Moist and the nutrient regime is Very
Poor. The W18d sub-community with Sphagnum spp and cross-leaved heath (Erica tetralix) is likely on
ironpan soils and peaty gleys where the peat depth is up to 50 cm (Pyatt, 1997). Here the nutrient
regime is Very Poor to Poor and the moisture regime is Very Moist.

The W17 oak–birch woodlands will be confined to the brown earth soils and in the main will be the
W17b ‘typical’ sub-community (Pyatt 1997). The frequency of oak will decrease with altitude as lack

Zone/
sub-zone

Main soil
types

Mean peat
depth (cm)

Main
SMR

Main
SNR

Potential vegetation

Alpine Alpine soils - - - No woodland possible. Montane
vegetation of low height.

Sub-
alpine

Rankers, deep
or shallow peat

30 Wet Very
Poor

Scrub (krummholz) growth of some
tree species.

Upper
forest,
deep peat
sub-zone

Deep peats,
peaty gleys,
rankers

53 Wet,
Very
Wet

Very
Poor

Mainly open mire interspersed with
poor growth of woodland. Mainly
W4c and W4b with some W18d and
W18b.

Upper
forest,
shallow
peat 
sub-zone

Peaty gleys
rankers, deep
peats

38 Very
Moist,
Wet

Very
Poor,
Poor

Better growth of woodland, finer
grained mosaic of woodland and
mire. Mainly W18d and W18b and
W4c and W4b.

Lower
forest

Brown earths,
podzols, surface-
water gleys and
rankers

9 Moist,
Fresh

Poor Good growth of woodland possible.
Mainly closed woodlands with boggy
woodland and a little open mire.
Mainly W17b, W18c and W18b.

Table 4.2 Characteristics of the potential vegetation zones.

N

Lower forest

Upper forest shallow peat

Upper forest deep peat

Sub-alpine

Alpine

Village

Water

Figure 4.3 Map of Potential Vegetation for Glen Affric, showing major vegetation zones. See Table 4.2 for

details of the mosaic within each broad type.



4 of warmth makes natural regeneration difficult. Within the Lower Forest Zone there is a fairly clear
association between aspect and woodland type, with the birch woods on south-facing and the pine
woods on north-facing slopes. Under such favourable conditions the birch woods are often well
grown and dense.

The W4 downy birch woodlands are found on wetter soils than the others where the nutrient regime
is Poor and the moisture regime Very Moist and Wet. Downy birch woodlands occur irrespective of
aspect and through a wide range of elevation, although as site conditions deteriorate the woods
become open and increasingly scrubby. The poorer and wetter soils suit the sub-community W4c
with Sphagnum spp., whereas on slightly less wet and somewhat richer sites the W4b sub-community
with rushes (Juncus effusus) is favoured.

Conclusions and further development

The application of ESC has indicated that there is considerable potential for woodland expansion in
Glen Affric. The limited range of woodland communities reflects the severity of the climate and poor
quality of the soils. Not all of the limitations can be mapped in fine detail given the currently available
soils data. As a result, the fine grain mosaic cannot be displayed within the broader zones that
indicate the main forest types. However, descriptions of site type have been provided, and these
could guide any planting or other intervention planned to improve the status, and expand the area
of the natural woodland communities.

More detailed prediction of woodland type would require improved resolution of soil mapping, and
this would need a comprehensive survey. We are currently exploring the possibility of filling in some
of the missing detail using the relationship between soil occurrence and topography (e.g. convexity,
concavity). The existing digital terrain model (50 m pixels) may be inadequate for this purpose,
particularly where there is existing forest cover, and we are exploring the use of remote-sensing
(including radar) to provide improved resolution and accuracy.

Note that the current exercise demonstrates the current (future) potential and does not necessarily
reflect past extent, nor the speed with which the potential could be realised. The method of
achieving expansion to more closely reflect potential would require further consideration, and the
solution of a number of practical issues such as herbivory.
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Summary

This chapter briefly reviews forest disturbance, identifies wind as the predominant disturbance agent
in British forests, and describes preliminary modelling of wind disturbance in Glen Affric. Current and
future work to improve the modelling of disturbance in Glen Affric is outlined.

Introduction to forest disturbance

Earlier notions of forests as stable, unchanging ecological communities have been replaced with an
understanding of forests as dynamic communities whose structure and composition are determined
by processes acting within, and from outside the ecosystem. Among the most significant external
factors is ‘disturbance’ – a rearrangement of structures, organisms and energy by some action of a
biotic or abiotic agent. Common biotic agents include insect or mammalian herbivory, and
anthropogenic effects. Abiotic agents include fire, ice, drought and wind. The structure and
composition of many natural forests are determined by the disturbance regime (whether abiotic or
biotic) – that is to say the frequency, magnitude and intensity of the action of the agent. Frequent
and large-scale disturbance creates a mosaic of even-aged stand patches, with a relatively simple
stand structure, and a predominance of early seral (successional) stages. Infrequent and small-scale
disturbance permits the development of structurally diverse stands, with a small proportion of the
forest in the gap phase. Late successional and forest dwelling organisms are favoured by the latter
regime, whereas early successional species and organisms that prefer open habitats are favoured by
the former. In practice, and particularly if a long time span is considered, most forests experience
both forms of disturbance – and the character of the forest is determined by their relative frequency.
The main disturbance agent of the northern boreal forest of Quebec is fire. In parts, the interval
between stand-replacing fires is 80–100 years, and here the forest comprises a mosaic of young
stands. In contrast, in Eastern USA, the hardwood forests are rarely disturbed by fire or wind
(catastrophically perhaps only every 1–2 000 years), the stand structure is very intimate, and change
is dominated by individual tree mortality.

Abiotic disturbance regimes are controlled by the interaction of climate, landform and geology. This
makes it difficult to identify a direct analogue for a ‘natural’ Glen Affric in forests overseas. Yet, there is
little local evidence on which to base a view of the natural forest, as the present structure of Glen
Affric owes much to Man’s disturbance regime! One approach is to use bio-physical models to explore
the likelihood of disturbance, rather than rely on analysis of the present structure. The question must
then be asked – which regime should we model? I have focussed initially on abiotic regimes as these
are known to be important in contemporary forests, and because biotic regimes are dependent upon
the particular combination of plant, insect or mammal and are therefore more difficult to generalise.

Wind as a disturbance agent

Origin of strong winds and examples from Natural forests
Wind is a significant disturbance agent in some natural forests, particularly those in a maritime
location, and those where strong winds are frequent. Strong winds originate in 5 main ways – in the

CHAPTER 5 Wind as a forest disturbance agent and its implications
for forest landscape patterns at Glen Affric
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5 most extreme form as tornadoes, but also thunderstorms (particularly mesoscale – sub-tropical
systems), orographic (i.e. topography-related lee slope winds), hurricane and extra-tropical
depressions. Hurricanes and extra-tropical depressions both affect large areas, and thus can dominate
the ecology of a region. Tropical forests e.g. in Northern Australia are shaped by frequent hurricanes,
while temperate forests in Japan, Southern Chile and Argentina, and South-East Alaska are strongly
influenced by extra-tropical depressions. Such winds result in a range of gap and patch sizes, from
tenths of a hectare to at least 100 ha.

The severity of the British wind climate
It is proposed that wind disturbance would be the dominant abiotic disturbance regime in Glen Affric
in the absence of Man’s management. The maritime position of Britain means that it has a very high
incidence of strong winds compared with Continental Europe and other forested countries of the
World (Holt and Kelly, 1995; Quine et al., 1999) (Figure 5.1). There is a long history of wind damage
to trees, woodlands and forests – with many examples before the recent phase of upland
afforestation (Lamb, 1991; Anderson, 1967; Andersen, 1954) (Figure 5.2). The moist climate limits
the incidence of wild fire, as lightning rarely occurs without associated precipitation, so fire appears
unlikely to have been a significant natural disturbance agent.
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Comparison of Northern Britain with others

parts of Europe. (a). Storm frequency –

average number of gales with wind speeds

over 30 knots per year for the period

1881–1993; (b). Maximum hourly wind

speed experienced in storms during the

period 1881–1993 (source: Holt and Kelly

1995).

Britain has a simple wind climate that results from the passage of extra-tropical depressions. This
means that there is a good relationship between sites that are generally windy, and those that receive
the most extreme winds. The incidence of strong winds varies with location in the country, location
in the landscape, and from year to year. However, there is a strong regional gradient – with the
windiest sites in the country being found in the north and west, and strong topographic effects –
with wind speeds increasing rapidly with elevation. In consequence, it would be anticipated that Glen
Affric would be windy, and that the windiness would vary substantially within the study area.



Modelling wind disturbance in Glen Affric

Methods
There is no record of the occurrence of wind damage in Glen Affric, and the forest area has changed
so much, and in character to such a degree, that a history would be difficult to interpret. An
alternative approach is to use existing models to consider the likelihood of forest disturbance, and
then interpret the information in the context of disturbance types and their spatial pattern.

A model to assess the risk of wind damage to coniferous forests has recently been developed by
Forest Research (Quine and Gardiner, 1998). The ForestGALES model calculates the threshold wind
speed required to break or to overturn a typical tree, based on mechanical characteristics of the stem
form and the species. The likelihood of the threshold wind speed being exceeded is then assessed for
location in the country and topography, using a conversion of mean wind speed to extreme wind
speed. Mean wind speed is estimated using the DAMS (Detailed Aspect Method of Scoring) system
which combines the influence of regional location, elevation, topographic shelter, funnelling and
aspect on site windiness (Quine and White, 1993).

The vulnerability of Scots pine and birch was assessed by calculating the threshold wind speed
required to over-turn, or snap, the mean tree at various stages in the stand growth; this can be
interpreted as catastrophic damage to the stand. Forestry Commission yield tables (Edwards and
Christie, 1981) were used to provide the necessary physical dimensions of the stems. The likelihood
of these threshold wind speeds being exceeded was assessed for a number of topographic positions
represented by a range of DAMS values. A number of simplifying assumptions were necessary due to
lack of available data or to limitations of the risk model. In particular:

1. The forest was assumed to comprise Scots pine or birch.
2. The growth rate was assumed to be the same regardless of topographic position or soil (a

Yield Class of 8 was used).
3. An initial plant spacing of 1.8 m in pine and 1.5 m in birch was selected (in the absence of

other information on wind-structured pine/birch forests). 
4. The calculations for the stand at 100 years were assumed to hold for the succeeding 200 years

(because no mensurational data was available beyond 100 years, and because at this age the
change in threshold wind speed was slight).

5. The wind climate was assumed to be static (i.e. no climate trend).

Results
The threshold wind speed declined with time, but the change became less marked as the stand
approached age 100; this reflects adaptive growth and survivorship of a stable component. Peats
provided a more stable substrate than other soils (gleys and freely-draining soils), and on these the
threshold wind speed for breakage approached the values for overturning. Changes in DAMS score,
within the range present in Glen Affric, were very influential in determining the probability of damage
(Figure 5.3). Results for birch were inconsistent, indicating the need for improved treatment of
resistance to overturning of this species, and were not subsequently used.
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Class Description DAMS scores for
freely draining
and gley soils

DAMS scores
for peats

1 Above treeline – no trees present (above threshold of
known examples of Scots pine – see Hale et al., 1998)

>24 >24

2 Krummholz and severely windswept trees; trees
adapted to severe wind regime and not
susceptible to widespread windthrow – fine-
grained disturbance predominates (above ESC
threshold for commercial woodlands and in upper part of zone
suitable for W18 woodlands)

21–23 21–23

3 Mosaic of large-scale even-aged patches with
frequent disturbance (cumulative probability of
catastrophic damage >0.5 within 100 years)

16–20 18–20

4 Mosaic of occasional large-scale even-aged
patches within matrix of older forest where fine-
grain disturbance occurs (cumulative probability of
catastrophic damage >0.5 within 300 years)

12–15 14–17

5 Forest in which fine-grained disturbance
predominates and no large-scale patches are
present (cumulative probability of catastrophic damage <0.5
within 300 years)

<12 <14

Table 5.1 Disturbance-related structural classes with limiting dams values for 3 soil groupings.

Figure 5.4 Structure classes for Glen Affric, assuming peat soils throughout.

Interpretation of results as disturbance classes
Five classes were interpreted from the frequency (and implicit scale) of likely disturbance (Table 5.1
and Figure 5.4). The highest DAMS scores represent a zone (class 1) where wind exposure and lack of
warmth make tree growth impossible (Hale et al., 1998). Below this is a zone (class 2), where growth
of woody plants is possible, but will be limited to dwarf or other highly adapted forms; these are
unlikely to be overturned by strong winds as the canopy of the stand is streamlined. In the zone of
good tree growth (classes 3–5), there is a zone (class 3) where catastrophic disturbance is likely to
occur very regularly and lead to a mosaic of even-aged patches of several hectares. In the most
sheltered zone (class 5), catastrophic disturbance is extremely rare, and there is adequate time in the
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intervening periods for an uneven structure to result. In between these two zones is an intermediate
zone (class 4) where a mix of even-aged patch and diverse remnant may emerge – depending upon
the precise frequency of the strong winds. At this stage it is not possible to be more precise about the
spatial detail of the various patterns or of the range of gap/patch sizes that might be found. The
spatial pattern would reflect the mosaic of varying site conditions, the particular features of damaging
winds (e.g. landform aspect versus wind direction) and the initial conditions.

Current and future work to validate the model

The predictions are very sensitive to the estimates of site windiness, but the nearest long-term
measurement sites are 40 km away. Validation of the wind climate is now being carried out by
measurements at three sites in Glen Affric (Table 5.2 – site details for anemometers). A 10 m mast
with anemometer and wind vane has been located at each site, and data is logged continuously, and
summarised for every half-hour. Measurements will be related to long-term sites, and compared with
predictions of the model.

Results from the first six months of monitoring (June to November 1998) emphasise the substantial
topographic control of windiness and wind direction (Table 5.3 and Figure 5.5). A preliminary test
has been made of the degree to which they fit the predictions based on the DAMS system, which
ForestGALES uses to derive the frequency of strong winds (Quine, 2000). The measurements accord
well with predictions (Table 5.4). 

Site Grid reference Elevation (m) DAMS score Structure Class

GA 1 274 12.3 4/5

GA 2 389 16.2 3

GA 3 404 20.5 2/3

Site Mean wind
speed

Maximum hourly
speed (m s-1)

Maximum gust
(m s-1)

Mean direction
(degrees)

GA 1 2.34 11.6 21 197

GA 2 3.90 19.37 29 215

GA 3 5.68 25.5 37 205

Site Predicted Weibull c
parameter (m s-1)

(from DAMS)

Measured Weibull c
parameter

(m s-1)

1:50 year maximum
hourly wind speed

(m s-1)

GA 1 3.7 2.9 15.1

GA 2 5.1 4.9 20.9

GA 3 7.3 7.1 29.8

Table 5.2 Site details for validation anemometers in Glen Affric.

Table 5.3 Summary data for the first six months of wind monitoring (1/6/98–30/1//98) at Glen Affric.

Table 5.4 Comparison of predicted wind parameters and measured wind parameters.
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Figure 5.5

a. Wind rose from initial 6 months of

measurements at hilltop site (GA 3).

b. Wind rose from initial 6 months of

measurements at mid-slope site (GA 2).

c. Wind rose from initial 6 months of

measurements at low level site (GA 1).

The application of the ForestGALES model has allowed a number of possible structure classes to be
identified, reflecting the frequency of wind disturbance. These classes can be regarded as predictions
and their validity tested by monitoring within Glen Affric. Early results of wind climate monitoring
support some of the model assumptions. Re-deployment of the anemometers is planned in order to
sample other topographic locations within Glen Affric. Ground and aerial survey will be carried out to
test the predictions of structural change. Validation of the threshold wind speeds is more problematic
– and it would be useful to pull some trees over! Assuming that the results of the model are plausible,
then there is a surprising diversity of disturbance regime represented by the Glen Affric landscape.
The implications of this are explored in Chapter 6.
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Modelling vegetation succession in Glen Affric:
implications for biodiversity and tree regeneration in
a forest
Jonathan Humphrey

Summary

This chapter presents further research that emanated from the expert workshop held in Glen Affric.
Models of vegetation succession are presented for native woodlands (principally of Scots pine) in
Glen Affric, with reference to natural disturbance by wind. It is proposed that a mix of different
disturbance regimes are likely within Glen Affric, with larger-scale stand replacement dynamics in the
windier high elevation zones, and small-scale ‘gap-phase’ (single tree fall) dynamics restricted to
sheltered glens. This continuum of gaps sizes provides a wide range of habitats for wildlife, and the
implications for a number of key pinewood species are discussed. The prospect for woodland
expansion through natural colonisation of non-wooded habitats is also considered. It is concluded
that some wet heath and mire communities may never be colonised by trees, although ‘bog
woodland’ could develop on the drier margins, perhaps after a series of dry summers. However, more
information is required to improve the value of these models as predictive tools in forest design, and
further field monitoring is planned as part of a wider landscape design project in Glen Affric.

Introduction

Following the expert workshops held in Glen Affric to bring together existing knowledge on their
ecology and biodiversity, and to initiate the development of decision support systems for forest
managers involved in forest design, a number of priority tasks for future research and information
gathering were identified. One of the tasks was to provide an improved model of natural disturbance
impacts, and the implications for subsequent vegetation succession. This chapter reports on progress
in understanding the dynamics of vegetation colonisation and succession in the context of natural
disturbance. The task ties in closely with the characterisation of wind disturbance regimes described
in Chapter 5. 

Two questions are addressed specifically in this chapter: 
1. To what extent might Scots pine-dominated native woodland colonise currently unwooded

habitats?
2. How might natural disturbance by wind affect the structure and biodiversity of existing and

future native woodland? 
Both questions assume a reduction in the current level of deer browsing which in many parts of the
study area is too high to allow natural regeneration of native tree species. 

Description of main vegetation and soil types in Glen Affric

The Affric study area has been categorised into three main elevational zones (Chapter 4): the Alpine
zone (>720 m elevation), the Sub-alpine zone (550–720 m) and the Forest zone (subdivided into
three subzones) (<550 m) (Figure 4.3). Over the past 200–300 years, native woodland cover within
the Forest zone has been much reduced through burning, over grazing and tree felling. However, in
recent years, a reduction in grazing pressure has allowed a proportion of the stands to regenerate
naturally, and the native woodland area is increasing.
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6 Pyatt and Fletcher (Chapter 4) have given a broad overview of the main soil types and condition of
native woodland found within the Forest zone. In general, soils within the Lower Forest zone          (<
225 m) are podzols and peaty podzols, but there are significant areas of brown earths associated with
birch-oak woodland types (W11 and W17)1. In the Upper Forest zone (225–500 m) the soils are
poorer, and are mostly peaty podzols, peaty ironpan soils, peaty gleys, deep peats and rankers. The
main woodland types are pinewoods, W18d1 on peaty podzols, and W18b1 on more freely-draining
podzols, with occasional pockets of W41 woodland on the wetter hollows.

The woods towards the eastern part of the study area are well stocked, comprising a scattered matrix
of older Scots pine (200–300 years) with downy birch (Betula pubescens) occurring in an intimate
mixture with some younger pine. Towards the western part of the study area, the topography is
flatter, the soils poorer with peat accumulation, and the pine more scattered with less birch. These
stands are characterised by a mosaic of wooded and non-wooded vegetation (mostly wet heath and
mire communities such as M15, M25, M19 and H21 (see Table 6.1). Pine is restricted to the more
freely draining knolls.

Modelling vegetation
succession in Glen

Affric: implications for
biodiversity and tree

regeneration in a forest
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Dynamic relationships between wooded and non-wooded habitats

Cyclical successions involving birchwoods, pinewoods and heathlands have been well documented
for the eastern Highlands (Miles, 1986). The extent to which these processes occur in higher rainfall
zones (>1400 mm yr-1), such as Glen Affric, is less well known. Peaty soils under wet heaths and mires
provide a poor substrate for tree establishment and growth, and this has led some researchers to

Community Successional status Colonising
tree species

Potential wood-
land type (from
Rodwell,1991)

M11 Carex demissa–Saxifrage aizoides
mire

seral at elevations
<500 m: succession to
scrub

climatic climax:
elevations >500 m

birch, juniper
rowan

W19

M15 Scirpus cespitosus–Erica tetralix
wet heath

seral: succession to
woodland

birch, pine
alder

W4/W18d

M17 Scirpus cespitosus–eriophorum
vaginatum blanket mire

climatic climax none none

M19 Calluna vulgaris–Eriophorum
vaginatum blanket mire

climatic climax?
possibly seral

pine, birch? bog woodland?

M25 Molinia caerulea–Potentilla erecta
mire

seral: succession to
woodland

birch,
willows

W4

H10 Calluna vulgaris–Erica cinerea
heath

seral: succession to
woodland

pine, birch W18a/b

H21 Calluna vulgaris–Vaccinium
myrtillus–Spagnum capillifolium heath

possibly seral pine, birch,
willows

W18e

Table 6.1 Main dry heath, wet heath and mire communities ( by proportion of total area) which occur as

mosaics with pine and birch stands within the Glen Affric study area (source: Scottish Natural

Heritage data, used with permission).

1National Vegetation Classification (Rodwell, 1991). W11: Quercus petraea–Betula pubescens–Oxalis acetosella
community; W17: Quercus petraea–Betula pubescens–Dicranum majus community; W18d: Pinus sylvestris–
Hylocomium splendens–Sphagnum capillifolium/ quinquefarium–Erica tetralix sub-community; W18b Vaccinium
mytillus–V. vitis-idea sub-community; W4 Betula pubescens–Molinia caerulea.



postulate that many of these treeless habitats are in fact natural climatic and edaphic climax
communities (e.g. Fenton, 1997). However, grazing and burning may have obscured the natural
extent of woodland on these site types. 

The main non-wooded communities that occur in matrix with pine and birch stands in the Affric
study area are listed in Table 6.1. A number of these could potentially develop into woodland if
grazing were controlled (Rodwell, 1991); the M15, M25 and H10 communities are the most likely
candidates. Plant species lists for these communities were cross-referenced with lists of ‘pre cursor’
species given in Rodwell and Patterson (1994) to generate the potential woodland types. 

Natural colonisation of wet mires and heaths may never be particularly extensive. In many cases
woodland communities will be restricted to the margins of blanket mires and valley bogs, particularly
where these open habitats have retained their hydrological integrity. Some community types (e.g.
M17) may never be colonised unless the site is altered by management to aid tree establishment such
as ploughing, drainage, planting (Crowell, 1998).

Partially wooded ecotones (so-called ‘bog woodlands’ where birch and Scots pine occur as scattered
trees of diminutive stature, but considerable age) could develop on some open habitats (e.g. M19),
perhaps after a sequence of unusually dry years which may alter the competitive balance between the
bog vegetation and colonising trees. Bog woodlands are virtually absent from Scottish pinewoods
(there are small examples in Glen More, and the Black Isle in Highland Region), yet they are common
in Scandinavia and in Canada (Anderson, 1997). These habitats could be created or recreated at
Affric by reducing grazing and allowing trees to colonise.

Impact of disturbance on native woodland dynamics in Glen Affric

The dynamics of the woodland communities are inextricably linked with the scale, pattern and
frequency of natural disturbance (Pickett and White, 1985). Typically, the frequency of disturbance
events which affect the forest area is inversely related to the spatial scale of those events, i.e. small
scale disturbances are more frequent and large-scale catastrophic events are much less frequent.
Consequently, a distinction is often made between fine-grained ‘gap-phase’ dynamics where the
death of one or several trees due to small scale disturbance may result in the creation of gaps <25 m2

to approximately 0.1 ha in size (Runkle, 1982), and larger scale stand replacement dynamics where
patches of tens or hundreds of hectares can be created (Foster, 1988). 

The main natural disturbance agent considered to have a significant impact on vegetation dynamics
within the Glen Affric study area is wind, although fire may have had a role in the past (Steven and
Carlisle, 1959). Glen Affric falls within a region of relatively high mean wind speeds compared to the
rest of Europe, and damaging storms are frequent (Quine et al., in press). Table 6.2 provides a
synthesis of theoretical ‘disturbance related structural classes’ for the Affric study area based on
windiness data (see Chapter 5 for more details). The possible dynamics of three different structural
classes which occur in the Forest zone (classes 3–5) can be considered by reference to a general
model of successional stand development after disturbance (Oliver, 1981).

Stage 1 Stand initiation – after a disturbance, new individuals and species continue to appear
for a few years. 

Stage 2 Stem exclusion – after several years, new individuals no longer appear and some of the
existing ones die. The surviving ones grow larger and express differences in height and
diameter (first one species and then another may appear to dominate the stand).

Stage 3 Understorey reinitiation – later, forest floor herbs and shrubs and advance regeneration
again appear and survive in the understorey, although they grow very little. 

Stage 4 Old growth – much later, overstorey trees die in an irregular fashion, to be replaced by
some of the understorey trees.

The four stage stand development sequence after major disturbance is shown in Figure 6.1 (sequence
a). However, the achievement of stage 4 (‘old growth’) may be rare, particularly where catastrophic
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Figure 6.3

Stem exclusion stage native Scots pine.

Competition continues to reduce the number

of trees per unit area and the decrease in the

amount of light reaching the forest floor has

meant that the flora is now dominated by

bryophytes and grasses. This area is browsed

by deer, which has also affected the ground

vegetation composition. 

Figure 6.4

This stand is well over 100 years old and is at

the understorey reinitiation stage. The reduction

in light levels has allowed Vaccinium myrtillus

to flourish at the expense of the Calluna. The

lack of pine regeneration is probably due to deer

browsing. The removal of deer would soon

enable advance regeneration of pine to develop.

Figure 6.5

An area of very old Scots pine, more or less

in old growth condition. It has an open

stand structure, with dead and dying trees

and dead wood on the ground. However,

deer browsing has meant that there is a

lack of a shrub layer or pine regeneration.

Figure 6.2

Planted native Scots pine at the stand

initiation stage of successional

development, around 10 years of age. The

area has been fenced to exclude deer so

that the Calluna vulgaris has also

flourished. Soon the trees will close canopy

and begin to suppress the Calluna.
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windthrow is frequent. Consequently, structure class 3 will occupy a higher proportion of stand
stages 1 and 2 comprising even-aged cohorts. In contrast, where partial or ‘gap-phase’ disturbance
predominates (i.e. structure class 5; Figure 6.1 sequence b), the individual stand stages will be less
distinct with carry-over of residual structural elements of stages 3 and 4 into the ‘renewal’ stand
stages (Oliver et al.¸1998). Examples of stand stages 1–4 in Glen Affric are shown in Figures 6.2–6.5.
Where a mix of disturbance intensities is predicted (structure class 4), the resulting stands structures
become more complex, and there is increasing likelihood of mixed-aged stands (sequence b)
reverting to even-aged cohorts (sequence a).

The stand-stages illustrated in Figure 6.1 can be interpreted in terms of their influence on vegetation
community development and associated biodiversity. The density of the tree cover has a marked
effect on the field and ground layers of the community by altering the balance between the more
shade tolerant bryophytes and grasses (predominantly Deschampsia flexuosa), found under closed
canopy conditions (stage 2), and the more light demanding ericoid sub-shrubs such as Vaccinium
myrtillus, V. vitis-idea and Calluna vulgaris associated with more open canopy conditions (stages 3 and
4) (Rodwell, 1991). 

Native woodlands in Glen Affric (especially the pinewoods) support a number of characteristic plants
and animals which include many rare and uncommon species. Stands stages 3 and 4, especially the
‘old-growth’ stage 4 (Figure 6.1) are particularly important for rare species such as the epiphytic
lichens (Bryoria furcellata and Arthonia leucopellaea) (S. Davey, personal communication), and
bryophyte communities associated with deadwood. The crested tit (Parus cristatus) is also
preferentially associated with the stands of older trees, where nest sites are available in large rotting
stumps (Summers et al., 1995). However, the value of early successional stands should not be
underestimated. Pinewood specialist herbs such as creeping ladies tresses (Goodyera repens) can thrive
under closed canopy conditions where light levels may be 10% of full sun (Humphrey and Coombs,
1997). A full range of different stand types is needed therefore to provide habitat for a representative
suite of native pinewood flora and fauna. A more detailed analysis of the habitat requirements of key
species within the Glen Affric study area will be published separately.

Class Description of landscape structure class DAMS1 windiness scores
range for all soil types

1 Above treeline – no trees present (above threshold of known
examples of Scots pine).

>24

2 Krummholz and severely wind swept trees; trees adapted to
severe wind regime and not susceptible to widespread
windthrow – fine grained disturbance pre-dominates (in
upper part of zone suitable for W18 woodlands).

21–23

3 Mosaic of large-scale even-aged patches with frequent
disturbance (cumulative probability of catastrophic damage
>0.5 within 100years).

16–20

4 Mosaic of occasional large-scale even-aged patches within
matrix of older forest where fine-grained disturbance occurs
(cumulative probability of catastrophic damage >0.5 within
300 years)

12–15

5 Forest in which fine grained disturbance predominates and no
large-scale patches are present (cumulative probability of
catastrophic damage <0.5 within 300 years).

<12

1DAMS – Detailed Aspect Method of Scoring windiness – see Quine and White, 1993.

Table 6.2 Disturbance-related landscape structure classes with limiting DAMS values (see also Chapter 5)6
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Conclusions

The development of succession models is more straightforward for some vegetation types than
others. Enough is known about the dynamics of native woodlands to make some preliminary
predictions about change following disturbance by wind, and the implications for biodiversity.
Predicting the extent to which woodland might become established on open habitats is open to
conjecture. Many of the wet heath and mire communities in the Affric study area have been
unwooded for centuries if not millennia. In many instances the soil conditions may be too wet, and
peats too deep, to allow significant woodland development, but on the drier heaths and degraded
mires some succession to woodland should be possible. ‘Bog woodland’ might develop naturally on
some site types, but again this is conjecture in the absence of definitive data. A detailed vegetation
map of the Glen Affric study area showing the distribution of NVC communities is in preparation, and
once this is completed it will be possible to predict where woodland expansion might take place and
to what extent. The next stage in this research project is to substantiate these predictions by
gathering additional field survey data on woodland colonisation of open habitats, linked to NVC and
site information. This will allow the construction of more accurate predictive models of woodland
development and provide some quantitative rules for use in GIS analysis of landscape change over time. 
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The application of forest landscape models to
planning for biodiversity
Joe Hope

Summary

Consideration of management at the landscape scale is essential if commitments to the conservation
of biodiversity are to be upheld. The ecosystem management approach, developed largely in North
America, has made use of various landscape modelling tools to assist in planning for biodiversity. The
roles of habitat suitability models, metapopulation models, spatially explicit population models
(SEPMs) and forest landscape dynamics models (FLDMs) in the planning process are discussed.
Potential is identified for developing landscape models in the UK within the contexts of landscape
restoration projects and semi-natural woodland management. The Glen Affric Landscape Dynamics
Reconstruction (GALDR) project is described and preliminary results are presented.

Introduction

Global commitment to biodiversity was first realised at the 1992 United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development (UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro. This was followed by a European commit-
ment to sustainable management of forests, developed at the Second Ministerial Conference on the
Protection of Forests in Europe (Helsinki Declaration) in 1993. In turn the UK responded to the commit-
ments to forestry practice made at Rio and Helsinki with the publication of Sustainable Forestry: the UK
Programme (Anon., 1994), and subsequently The UK Forestry Standard (Forestry Commission, 1998). 

The UK Forestry Standard emphasises the importance of conservation of biodiversity in forests, in
particular those species and habitats subject to EU directives and UK Biodiversity Action Plans.
Compliance with the UK Forestry Standard, as well as certification under the UK Woodland Assurance
Scheme (UKWAS Steering Group, 2000), requires that managers produce long-term plans to ensure
maintenance of important species and habitats. The UKWAS certification standard also requires that
‘the impacts of woodland/forest plans [are] considered at a landscape level, taking due account of the
interaction with adjoining land and other nearby habitats’.

Planning and management for biodiversity
Planning for biodiversity is an exacting task. Quite apart from the philosophical difficulties of deciding
which components of biodiversity should be present on a site, practical difficulties arise from the
complexity and unpredictability of species responses to management action. As stated by Ferris et al.
(2000), our understanding of biodiversity response to stand level factors such as age structure and
species composition is improving, but the significance of differing spatial patterns of habitat to
biodiversity is currently very hard to quantify. Theories of landscape ecology suggest that it is not just
what habitats are present that is important to species survival, but also the spatial arrangement of
habitats in the landscape (see Chapter 2). However, the effects of pattern will vary; different species
see the landscape in different ways. For large, mobile species, the limiting factor may be simply the
quantity of suitable habitat. Species occupying patches of fragmented habitat within an inhospitable
matrix may exist in a system of sub-populations known as a metapopulation (Levins, 1969; 1970),
where individuals may occasionally move between patches and sub-populations may at times
become extinct and re-colonise. In this case, because dispersal between populations is governed by
the inter-patch distance and the nature of the intervening ground, the spatial structure of the patch
network influences the viability of the entire super-population. Spatial scales of metapopulations vary
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enormously according to the dispersive ability of the species; the concept has been applied to
caribou (Rangifer tarandus caribou) in forests in Saskatchewan (Rettie and Messier, 1998), as well as
marsh fritillaries (Eurodryas aurinia) on heaths in the UK (Warren, 1994). 

The metapopulation concept also emphasises the importance of landscape dynamics as well as
landscape structure to species survival (and hence to maintenance of biodiversity). This is illustrated
by Valverde and Silvertown’s (1997) study of the common primrose (Primula vulgaris) in woodland.
Primroses are light demanding, so they do not survive under a closed canopy and local populations
are associated with treefall gaps. The metapopulation structure is therefore determined by the pattern
of canopy gaps but, crucially, this structure is also changing as new gaps are created and old ones
close; the metapopulation dynamics of the primrose are closely coupled with the gap-phase
dynamics of its habitat. 

Although it is difficult to determine which species behave as true metapopulations (and many may
not; Harrison, 1994), the above example demonstrates how species viability may be dependent on
the particular interplay between spatial and temporal patterns of disturbance. This may be
particularly so for species of old growth woodland, many of which are specialists and poor colonisers
(Peterken et al., 1995), in areas where the pattern of small-scale (gap-phase) dynamics is replaced by
or augmented with a larger-scale disturbance regime.

Clearly then, for biodiversity planning to be effective, consideration must be given to the entire
landscape and its associated dynamics. The spatial scale at which one considers the landscape should
probably be dictated by the largest scale at which any organism uses the landscape. For instance
Craighead (1979) reported that the Yellowstone population of grizzly bear (Ursos arctos) required at
least 5 000 000 acres (~ 20 000 km2) of habitat to remain viable. Appropriate timescales are more
difficult to define. According to principles of sustainability, management actions should not
compromise potential for species to maintain populations in perpetuity, but clearly planning on infinite
timescales is not a practical option. Although operational planning will be, by necessity, relatively
short term, it would be desirable at least to gain a broad view of consequences in the very long-term.
Just as the today’s landscapes are a product of many centuries of past management, current
management practices will leave their mark on the landscape as a legacy for as many years to come.

Ecosystem management
In Canada and the USA, consideration of a holistic approach to sustainable forest management,
prompted by increasing concern over biodiversity decline, has led to the concept of ecosystem
management (see Franklin, 1997; Grumbine, 1994). Rather than any particular technique or system,
ecosystem management is perhaps best described as a set of guiding principles. Themes include:

• Consideration of wider spatial and temporal scales.
• Adaptive management.
• Acknowledgement of the human role as part of the ecosystem. 
• Synthesis of knowledge across disciplines. 
• Maintenance of ecological integrity, comprising of three strands:

– maintenance of viable populations of native species;
– representation of habitats;
– maintenance of ecological processes (e.g. natural disturbance, nutrient cycling).

The complexity involved with keeping track of so many aspects of the ecosystem over large spatial
scales and long timescales has led Larsen et al. (1997) to argue that computer modelling is a
necessary component of the ecosystem management approach. Modelling allows researchers and
managers to assess the likely effects and relative benefits of varying landscape management scenarios
by performing experiments that would be unfeasible in the ‘real world’. The creation of an ‘end-
product’ will be the primary aim of many modelling projects, but the discipline of model
development itself may also be a useful way to encourage collaboration between researchers,
synthesise knowledge and identify research priorities.
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Landscape modelling approaches

A variety of modelling approaches has been developed to address the issue of maintenance of
ecological integrity or biodiversity at the landscape scale. Models have generally focused on one or
more of species, habitats and natural disturbance. A drawback of the species approach is that by
focusing on one or a few species, one effectively ignores the rest of the species present in the
ecosystem. In some instances this may be justified where management of a site is explicitly directed
at conservation of particular (usually endangered) species. Often this is not the case, in which case
the approach may be generalised by focusing on species guilds or keystone, umbrella or biodiversity
indicator species (Simberloff, 1998; Ferris and Humphrey, 1999).

Habitat suitability models
Although earlier habitat suitability models were non-spatial (Schamberger and Krohn, 1982), the
method lends itself well to implementation on GIS and has been used widely in this way (Donovan et
al., 1987). A number of habitat variables (e.g. canopy cover, elevation) are used to produce a habitat
suitability index (HSI) for a particular species. The HSI is intended to be roughly correlated with the
carrying capacity of the habitat for the target species or probability of occurrence of the species
within its habitat. Habitat suitability models can be categorised according to whether they are
deductive or inductive (Stoms et al., 1992). Deductive models are constructed according to
theoretical knowledge of the habitat requirements of the target species, and the HSI is usually derived
from the habitat variables according to some rule-base. Inductive models are constructed from
observations of species presence; the HSI is constructed according to correlation with habitat
variables using a method such as logistic regression. 

At the most basic level of application, the technique can be used simply to calculate the total
quantity of suitable habitat in a landscape. A more sophisticated approach is to examine critically the
spatial arrangement of the resulting habitat. The most usual way to do this is by calculation of
landscape indices or metrics (Diaz, 1996; O’Neill et al., 1988) – quantifications of landscape pattern
such as patch size distribution, fragmentation and contagion. Tools such as HABSCAPES (Mellen et al.,
1995) use landscape metrics to assess suitability of entire landscapes for species (see also comments
by Roy Haines-Young in Chapter 10). A third approach to the use of GIS-based habitat suitability
modelling is to incorporate the HSI as a base layer in some form of population model.

Metapopulation models
Since its original conception, metapopulation theory has been expressed in terms of models (Levins,
1969; 1970). Early models were analytical in nature and landscape applications were strategic in
approach. Recent developments linking metapopulation models with GIS have allowed for a tactical
approach to landscape-level biodiversity research. Practical applications of metapopulation modelling
often use Population Viability Analysis (PVA) to determine the impact of differing management
scenarios on the likelihood of extinction. For example, Akçakaya and Atwood (1997) used a
commercial metapopulation modelling package, RAMAS GIS (Akçakaya, 1994) to model the
metapopulation dynamics and risk of extinction for the California gnatcatcher.

Spatially explicit population models 
An alternative method of relating species population dynamics to spatial pattern in landscapes is
provided by spatially explicit population models (SEPMs; Dunning et al., 1995). The advantage over
metapopulation models is that no assumptions need to be made about the population structure of
the species in question (Rushton et al., 1997). Generally, SEPMs model population dynamics directly
on a spatially explicit representation of the landscape (usually raster grid or hexagonal tessellation)
whereas GIS-linked metapopulation models derive a connected graph (a set of vertices connected by
edges) structure from a HSI map, then model population dynamics according to the graph structure.
Additionally, SEPMs may be individual-based rather than population-based models – i.e. the location
of each individual of the target species is explicitly modelled. 

OWL (McKelvey et al., 1992), an SEPM for northern spotted owl (Strix occidentalis) was used by the
Bureau of Land Management to aid decision-making in relation to a range of management scenarios
in western Oregon projected over a period of one hundred years (Turner et al., 1995). Over
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timescales as long as this, representing the landscape as a static entity would be a dubious
assumption in most circumstances. The OWL model used a dynamic landscape in which habitat age
was increased over each timestep of the population dynamics model. In landscapes with more
complex vegetation dynamics, particularly those where natural disturbance has a major effect on
structure, it may be desirable to simulate landscape dynamics with more sophistication. Holt et al.
(1995) made the case for linking SEPMs to another class of model – vegetation dynamics models – at
a time when landscape-scale models of vegetation dynamics were in their infancy. Much progress has
been made in the field since then, although published examples of linked models are still scarce.

Forest landscape dynamics models
Vegetation dynamics models take a variety of forms; of particular interest is the newly emerging class
of forest landscape dynamics models (FLDMs). FLDMs may be defined as spatially and temporally
explicit simulation models of forest vegetation change operating at landscape scales. As well as
providing a mechanism for generating dynamic landscape representations for population dynamics
and habitat models, FLDMs may also be useful as stand-alone models of tree species and forest
habitats. This may be particularly so if some of these species or habitats may be perceived as keystone
species or ecosystems (DeMaynadier and Hunter, 1997). A major factor in the recent burgeoning of
FLDMs has been the rapid progress made in computing technology over the last decade. Simulation
of large landscapes at high resolution places heavy demands on processing speed and memory
usage. (By way of an example, a 10 km x 10 km landscape represented by a 50 m resolution raster
grid possesses 40 000 cells in which stand dynamics must be simulated.)

Mladenoff and Baker (1999b) place FLDMs in the domain of landscape ecology, although generally
their antecedents have been non-spatial stand-scale models of community dynamics, used to explore
concepts of succession, ecosystem dynamics and natural disturbance. For the most part FLDMs owe
their development either to transition models (such as Cattelino et al., 1979), or gap models of the
type first produced by Botkin et al. (1972).

The basis of the transition model concept is to describe land units as belonging to discrete vegetation
types (usually defined by species composition and/or elapsed time since disturbance). At each time-
step, transitions may occur as land units pass from one cover state to another because of succession
or disturbance. Models where transition probabilities from one cover state to another are constant are
described as Markov models (e.g. Waggoner and Stephens, 1970). Where the probability also
depends on the duration of occupancy of the first cover state, the model is described as semi-Markov
(e.g. Acevedo et al., 1995). Such models are mathematically tractable, so that steady state solutions
can be calculated by analytical methods, but many transitional models use a more complicated rule-
base to determine transition probabilities. 

Gap models simulate the dynamics of individual trees on a small plot over long time periods (usually
tens or hundreds of years). Individuals interact by altering the light environment in the plot, hence
the size of the plot is usually based on the canopy gap created by the removal of a mature tree. The
model structure generally consists of deterministic sub-models for growth and resource availability
and stochastic sub-models for recruitment and mortality. Differing adaptive traits for species are
simulated by defining a set of species parameters (e.g. shade tolerance, growth rates and form factor).

The conceptually simpler transition model construct has led to more management-orientated models,
while the gap concept has led to numerous variants used to explore community dynamics in different
regional forest types. The transition model of Cattelino et al. (1979) was used as a basis for the forest
planning system FORPLAN (Potter et al., 1979). Transition models have now been incorporated into
spatially explicit landscape management tools. TELSA (Tool for Exploratory Landscape Scenario
Analyses; Kurz et al., 2000) was originally designed for the Interior Columbia River Basin Project
(Quigley and Arbelbide, 1997) but has since been developed as commercial software for general
application by ESSA Technologies Ltd. The tool allows the user to define the vegetation types and
transition probabilities and simulates the dynamics on a vector GIS layer based on a Voronoi
tessellation of the landscape. Disturbances are modelled in a non-mechanistic manner, spreading via
adjacent polygons to correspond to the user-defined size distribution. In a similar manner, the
SIMPPLLE tool (SIMulating Patterns and Processes at Landscape ScaLEs; Chew, 1997) defines the
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structure of the model but not the nature of the vegetation types or transition probabilities. SIMPPLLE
uses three descriptors of vegetation: species, size/structure and density. The transition dynamics are
enacted on a database of vegetation patches derived from a vector GIS layer of original vegetation
cover including adjacency information. 

Spatial extensions of the gap model format have also been developed, but like the earlier non-spatial
gap models these have tended to have a research focus. Various methods have been used to
incorporate gap model type features into a spatial model. FORMOSAIC (Liu and Ashton, 1998)
replicates plots in a grid over a focal area of tropical forest. Forest outside the focal area is
represented as a non-spatial entity. Trees are represented individually and are located exactly within
plots as point vectors. This level of detail places limitations on the area that can be represented as
focal forest, so that although the model is described as spatially explicit and operating on landscapes,
it is not actually spatially explicit at the landscape scale.

Urban et al. (1999) demonstrate three methods of applying a gap model, ZELIG, to landscape
simulation. ZELIG is a spatially explicit gap model, but the level of model detail is too fine for it to be
used as a landscape simulation. Instead, the behaviour of the model has been simulated by three
meta-models. The first, METAFOR, is a cellular automaton parameterised by environmental data
derived from a digital terrain model (DTM). The second method (MOSAIC) is to classify ZELIG output
into a set of discrete vegetation types and, by tracking ZELIG output over time, define a semi-Markov
model that emulates the gap model. ZELSTAGE, the last model, replaces the individual-based
representation with a diameter stage model to reduce the level of computation at each cell.

The models LANDSIM (Roberts, 1996; Roberts and Betz, 1999) and LANDIS (Mladenoff et al., 1996;
Mladenoff and He, 1999) share a common approach that marries a gap model-like structure with the
‘vital attributes’ concept of Noble and Slatyer’s (1977) transition model. The vital attributes are
autecological characteristics of species that define their response to disturbance and competition.
LANDSIM and LANDIS both simplify the gap model approach by representing species by presence or
absence of ten-year age classes on each site. The principal difference between these two models is
that LANDSIM uses a vector polygon spatial structure while LANDIS uses a raster grid. LANDIS has
been used to predict future landscape composition for the Missouri Ozark Forest Ecosystem Project
(Larsen et al., 1997) the aim of which is to assess the effects of harvesting practice on habitat
availability and populations of migrant songbirds.

Vector versus raster representations for dynamic models
The vector representation allows for better depiction of landscape boundaries and, where patches
tend to be large and complex in shape, better coverage in relation to the number of individual sites.
However, the raster approach holds other advantages. Spatial processes such as seed dispersal can be
modelled in a distance-dependent way on a grid, whereas vector systems must often rely on
adjacency. The uniformity of raster cell size makes it easier to make assumptions about within-stand
conditions. The vector representation effectively fixes boundaries, so that the topology of the
landscape cannot change over the course of a simulation.

Integrated approaches to landscape modelling
Despite the case made by Holt et al. (1995) for linking spatially explicit population models with
vegetation dynamics models, published examples of linked models are still rare. One example is
Westervelt and Hopkins’ (1999) model of the desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) in the Mojave
Desert. More recently, Akçakaya (2001) demonstrated a linkage between the forest landscape
dynamics model LANDIS and the metapopulation modelling package RAMAS. It seems highly likely
that linked models will become more common, given the limitations that assumption of a static
landscape places on modelling long-term spatial dynamics of populations, The potential exists for
integrated modelling frameworks (see Figure 7.1), where one landscape dynamics model provides a
basis for population models for a range of target species: in sophisticated examples, population
models for habitat-modifying species such as large ungulates would provide a feedback loop to the
landscape dynamics model by influencing vegetation dynamics. Such a system would not have to
rely entirely on natural vegetation dynamics. Forestry-oriented models of timber growth and yield
(e.g. Teck et al., 1996) can deliver variables of relevance to habitat models, despite their primary
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purpose being non-ecological (Holt et al., 1995). Many landscapes contain mixtures of diverse
vegetation types ranging from the intensively managed to nearly natural with wild species using both
types; in such cases combining yield models with FLDMs may provide a mechanism for assessing
potential ecological integrity of the whole landscape.

UK perspectives on landscape modelling 

Neither ecosystem management nor landscape modelling have yet been applied seriously in the UK.
To some extent, this may be a product of differing scientific and management cultures, but a more
significant factor is probably the contrasting nature of the landscapes. North America possesses large
publicly owned forest areas under non-intensive management and subject to natural disturbance regimes.
These areas (e.g. Yellowstone) have tended to serve as the testing grounds for ecosystem management
and associated modelling projects. In contrast, natural forests and disturbance regimes in the UK now
exist only as a subject for academic speculation (Peterken, 1996). The fragmentation of our remaining
semi-natural woodland has led to management having taken place at the individual woodland scale –
i.e. in terms of tens of hectares rather than thousands or millions. This has been compounded by the
pattern of ownership. Generally, areas large enough to be considered landscape units in an ecological
sense will consist of various ownerships with a diversity of management aims and objectives.

Forest landscape restoration
In recent years however, there has been a growing interest in the restoration of entire forest
landscapes in the UK (Humphrey et al., 2003). Although many projects involve only a single
landowner, some have crossed ownership boundaries to include multiple owners (e.g. Life ‘97
Atlantic Oakwoods Project, Sunart). Generally, the objectives of such schemes will be to restore
ecological integrity (see page 73) and an ecosystem management approach, or components thereof,
may be appropriate. Certainly there will be the need to consider management at a wider scale than
has been traditional (Ferris et al., 2000). The scale of UK restoration projects is unlikely to match
those of North American ecosystem management projects. However, where the landscape consists of
a diverse range of habitat types and physical features, the principles will be similar. 

Could landscape modelling in the context of ecosystem management be useful for planning forest
landscape restoration in the UK? One school of thought argues that active management is
unnecessary for restoration at the landscape scale beyond the removal of threats and negative
pressures; allowing landscape processes to occur at the entire landscape level will ensure that
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Figure 7.1 A diagrammatic representation of an integrated modelling solution. Solid arrows represent data flow;

dashed arrows represent influence.
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populations of species persist, as they must have done in pre-settlement landscapes. However, this
approach is problematic for several reasons:

1. The resulting future-natural (sensu Peterken, 1993) vegetation would not resemble pre-
settlement (i.e. original-natural) pattern. Indeed, a legacy of artificiality may persist for many
generations of forest change. 

2. The scale of the project may not be large enough to support viable populations even if an
original- or present-natural state could be attained.

3. A laissez faire approach to restoration may not be fast enough to support viable populations.
Tilman et al. (1994) have predicted that species that persist in fragmented habitat may appear
to be surviving, but in fact may only be able to do so for a limited number of generations
before becoming extinct. Therefore, some species that currently exist in fragmented habitats
may in fact be on the edge of extinction. Effective restoration strategies for the conservation of
such species would be aimed at reversing habitat fragmentation in the shortest time possible.

On the other hand, striving rapidly to achieve an original- or present-natural pattern will necessitate
intensive management effort, and there will be a period of quite high artificiality in the transition
period. Establishing an appropriate level of intervention that will maintain populations of key species
is likely to be critical for those planning for restoration.

Models for forest landscape restoration
A modelling approach might be able to assist the restoration planning process in two ways.

1. If some form of present-natural woodland is the objective of restoration, there will be a broad
spectrum of possible states as well as of possible trajectories towards those states. Application
of an FLDM could indicate a range of states for present-natural woodland.

2. An integrated modelling approach could be used to assess different goals (e.g. minimal
intervention versus continuing conservation management) and methods of achieving
restoration (e.g. planting versus natural regeneration) in terms of the likely effects on particular
habitats and species (including potential reintroductions). It may be possible to gauge whether
the scale of the restoration is large enough to allow natural processes to progress
untrammelled or whether some control must be retained.

Planning tools such as the Native Woodland Model (NWM; Hester et al., 2003) and Ecological Site
Classification (ESC; Pyatt et al., 2001) can be used to indicate patterns of present-natural vegetation
in the landscape. However, while these models may be useful in making predictions on the species
composition of natural woodland, they convey nothing of the structure of the woodland, and
essentially portray it as a static entity. Such models are of great utility in current forest planning, but it
is possible that they could be even more useful if integrated into a dynamic modelling framework.

Developing modelling solutions in the UK
An integrated landscape modelling approach, such as that presented earlier in this chapter, for UK
forests and woodland would be a very long-term goal. Certainly, the amount of development needed
even to approach such a system for a single landscape project or forest type would be daunting.
Nonetheless, progress is being made on the types of models that could form the elements of a
system similar to the one described. Work is ongoing in Woodland Ecology Branch, Forest Research
on development of habitat suitability models for a range of species including red squirrel (Sciurus
vulgaris), adder (Vipera berus) and capercaillie (Tetrao urogallus) (for the latter, see Stewart, 2000).
Rushton et al. (1997) describe SEPMs for red squirrels. The following sections of this chapter describe
the development of a FLDM for Glen Affric.

Simulation of forest landscape dynamics in Glen Affric

Introduction and aims
GALDR (Glen Affric Landscape Dynamics Reconstruction) is a new FLDM currently in development for the
simulation of landscape dynamics of semi-natural pine (Pinus sylvestris) and birch (Betula pubescens, B.
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7 pendula) dominated woodland in Glen Affric. It may be characterised as a stochastic, cohort-based model
of natural disturbance and succession. The aim of the GALDR project is to develop a simulation model
capable of depicting change in species composition and forest structure over large spatial extents and
long timescales. By simulating the effects of natural processes such as seed dispersal, regeneration,
growth, wind disturbance and herbivory, the model will be used to investigate the relationship between
emergent landscape pattern and landscape process as well as predicting potential effects of management
strategies. It is intended that output from GALDR will be linked to habitat models for key species such as
capercaillie or red squirrel. Since this project represents the first effort at developing a FLDM for British
woodland, the approach is necessarily exploratory and research-oriented. In time, and after appropriate
model verification, the model may evolve into a tool that may be used in a management support role.

Implementation
The GALDR model is being implemented using SELES (Spatially Explicit Landscape Event Simulator), a
modelling support tool developed at Simon Fraser University in British Columbia, Canada (Fall and
Fall, 2001). Using a modelling support tool avoids the major implementation overheads introduced
by using a generic programming language (e.g. FORTRAN, C++) but allows a greater degree of
flexibility than is afforded by re-parameterising an existing model. In the scoping stages of the GALDR
project, various other implementation methods were investigated, including creation of an entirely
new model using C++, re-parameterising models such as LANDIS (Mladenoff et al., 1996) and TELSA
(Kurz et al., 2000), developing the model within ArcView GIS and producing the model with other
modelling support environments such as Simile/AME (Muetzelfeldt and Taylor, 1998). SELES was
chosen as the most appropriate development platform because it allows for rapid model prototyping
without forgoing a large degree of flexibility in model design. SELES has proved highly suitable
because it has been developed specifically for simulating models of landscape change, and the basic
SELES modelling approach agreed well with that of the early GALDR conceptual model. SELES is also
very convenient to use because it is compatible with ArcView GIS and it is easily available. The model
and full documentation are available for free download from the developer’s website at
http://www.cs.sfu.ca/research/SEED/. 

SELES represents the landscape by a collection of raster layers that are held in the computer’s
Random Access Memory (RAM) and may be exchanged with an external GIS via export files (ArcView,
ERDAS or GRASS). The number, extent and resolution of the layers, as well as their interpretation, are
all defined by the user, i.e. the model developer. Spatial data is divided into two distinct types by
SELES: static layers have constant values throughout the simulation run and represent aspects of the
landscape that we might regard as unchanging over the timescale of the model run; dynamic layers
represent the features of the landscape which change over time. In a typical FLDM the static layers
will represent (relatively) permanent landscape aspects such as topography or underlying geology
while the dynamic layers will represent the forest vegetation and other mutable aspects of the
landscape. Together, the static and dynamic layers plus non-spatial variables describe the model state
– the complete data representation of the landscape within the model (see Figure 7.2).

A SELES model consists of two principal elements: the model state, and the set of landscape events.
The landscape events determine the dynamic behaviour of the model – i.e. how the model state
changes over time. Typically, each landscape event will represent a well-defined biotic or physical
process in the landscape. For example a fire landscape event could simulate the effects of wildfire and
make changes to the vegetation layers of the model appropriately. Landscape events may be defined
to occur periodically or episodically. Continuous processes (such as growth) are represented by
periodic events occurring every timestep (i.e. at the level of the temporal resolution). Models are
constructed using the domain specific SELES language. A diagrammatic representation of the
structure of a SELES model is shown in Figure 7.3.

Outline of the GALDR model structure

Since the GALDR model is still in development at the time of writing, some parts of the specification
are not fully defined but the following description gives a broad outline of the model structure.
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Extent and spatial resolution 
The focal area of the study is the semi-natural woodland around the lochs in Glen Affric. However
since the raster maps must be rectangular, the simulation area also includes parts of the catchments
of Glen Cannich and Guisachan. For convenience the simulation area has been defined as a 20 km x
10 km rectangle corresponding to the Ordnance Survey grid-squares NH12 and NH22 (see Figure 7.4).

The spatial resolution (i.e. the size of an individual grid-cell) of the model needs to be carefully balanced.
If the resolution is coarse there will be large variation of stand and site variables within each cell. Also, the
capability to model some spatial processes may be impaired if the scale at which the process operates is
smaller than the model resolution (e.g. seed fall: most seed falls within 50–100 m of parent trees). If the
resolution is very fine, cells may be dominated by individual trees and could not be said to represent a
stand. More pragmatically, computation times are much slower for finer resolutions since the number
of cells for a given area is inversely proportional to the square of the resolution. The spatial resolution
for the GALDR model has been fixed at 50 m which seems to be well balanced against the above
constraints and agrees with the 50 m quadrat used for National Vegetation Classification (NVC) in
woodland (see Rodwell, 1991). It is a requirement of SELES that all layers conform to the same extent
and resolution, so this raster structure underlies all spatial data used in the model.

Figure 7.2 An example of the SELES graphical user interface displaying the raster state.

Initial dynamic
state (input)

Dynamic state
(output)SELES

Static state

Dynamic state

Landscape
events

Figure 7.3

A diagrammatic reporesentation of the

structure of a SELES model.
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Figure 7.4 A map of Glen Affric and surrounding area. The inner rectangle delineates the simulation area.

Timescale and temporal resolution
Although the time span covered by the model is not an intrinsic element of the specification, the
temporal resolution is integral to model design and must be appropriately matched to the intended
duration of simulations. A ten-year timestep has been used for GALDR since the model is intended to
be run for time spans in the order of hundreds of years. This timescale obviously goes well beyond
any management forecast and takes the projection into the realms of potentially changing climates
(political and social as well as physical). However, the advantage of taking the long view is that it
helps us to see what opportunities and constraints we are handing to successive generations of
managers by the management actions that we take today.

Collection of baseline data
One of the most challenging aspects of any landscape modelling project is acquiring data that
accurately describe the current state of the landscape. For the initial primary state, GALDR uses data
from the Forest Enterprise sub-compartment database to provide information on species composition
and cohort ages. However, the data for semi-natural components are often rather imprecise since
species composition and age structure are extremely variable and records of planting are unavailable. 

It may be possible to use remote sensing techniques (e.g. classification of spectral signatures using
LANDSAT Thematic Mapper) to add detail of spatial distribution of tree species, but estimation of age
structure poses a far more difficult problem. In some situations, it can be assumed that height provides an
indicator of tree age for the younger age-classes (although it provides no indication of tree age at all for
older age-classes). It is hoped that fine resolution tree height data will shortly become available from
the Glen Affric Radar Project (GARP; Cloude et al., 2001) for a large part of the GALDR study area. 

Determination of site suitability for species is another area where the model is data-limited. Site
suitability indices are calculated from ESC climate and soil quality factors and, ideally, the latter would
be determined from detailed soil survey of the whole area. However, no field-based soil survey exists 

Data structure
GALDR’s representation of trees in the landscape is based on species cohorts occurring within discrete
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stands that correspond to the cells of the underlying raster structure. Each species may exist as up to
five cohorts within a stand. Each cohort is represented by raster layers for age, height and number of
individuals. The array of cohort rasters comprises the primary dynamic state. Secondary dynamic state
consists of layers representing levels of seed abundance, wind disturbance and herbivory. The static
state divides into two thematic groups. The first is a set of topographically-derived rasters that permit
calculation of wind speeds used in the wind disturbance figure (see Chapter 5). The second is the set
of raster layers that define the site suitability of each gridcell for each species according to ESC
variables. In addition, each species is characterised by a set of life history parameters, including values
for shade tolerance, longevity, growth rate, palatability and seed dispersal distance.

Dynamic behaviour
Seed dispersal
Seedfall is calculated for each species over the entire landscape at each timestep. The abundance of
seed falling within a cell is determined by the abundance of cohorts of seed-bearing age. Immigration
of seed from nearby cells is dependent upon the abundance and height of seed-bearing cohorts and
is determined by a species-specific dispersal function of distance (see Greene and Johnson, 1989).
Masting (i.e. year-to-year fluctuation in seed production) is not simulated since it is assumed that any
effects would be averaged out over the ten-year timestep.

Regeneration
Stand initiation is modelled as a stochastic process where initial seedling abundance is influenced by
seed abundance and ESC site suitability for the species. Understorey reinitiation is modelled similarly,
but is also subject to light levels at the forest floor (as derived from the number and size of
established cohorts). In reality the occurrence and abundance of regeneration is highly unpredictable,
and the reasons for variation are poorly understood at present.

Stand development
This sub-model controls the growth and mortality of trees within an established stand. Height growth
is calculated according to approximations of the yield models of Edwards and Christie (1981)
modified according to site suitability as described by Pyatt et al. (2001). Where regeneration has been
dense, cohorts in the stem exclusion phase will be subject to mortality according to principles of self-
thinning (see Yoda et al., 1963; Zeide, 1987). Cohorts growing beneath a canopy of larger trees
suffer slower growth rates and higher mortality by a degree determined by the shade tolerance class
of the species. In the old-growth phase, mortality due to old age gradually reduces abundance of
trees in the older cohorts as they approach the species maximum longevity (see Chapter 6).

Wind disturbance
The windthrow sub-model consists of two components: wind speed generation (stochastic) and stand
stability (deterministic). The wind speed generation component is a re-engineering of the DAMS
model (Quine and White, 1993) designed to simulate individual wind events rather than the overall
wind climate. At each timestep, the model generates a raster map of wind speeds corresponding to
the most severe wind event over the course of the timestep interval. The stand stability component
has been derived from ForestGALES (Gardiner and Quine, 2000), and relates the wind speed required
to overturn the trees in each cell to stand height and soil moisture. Windthrow events are initiated
where the generated extreme wind speed for a cell exceeds the wind speed required for overturning
in the same cell (see Chapter 5).

Herbivory
The effects of red (Cervus elaphus) and roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) browsing are simulated by
reduction in abundance or height suppression in the seedling stage cohort. The severity of the effect
of herbivory is controlled by the deer density, which is assumed to be dictated by culling and hence
controlled by management. Where more than one tree species exists as seedlings, browsing will be
preferential according to relative palatability. Local deer density may depend on a number of factors
including shelter provided by topography and mature trees (Palmer and Trustcott, in prep.), but since
knowledge is lacking on the way deer use the entire landscape, consideration of local density has
been confined to defining areas where the terrain is too steep to allow deer access. Such areas may
provide important refugia for tree populations in times of heavy browsing.
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Figure 7.5 Output from a GALDR simulation showing age-class distribution at three points in time through the

model run. The image extent is 10km x 20 km. Note the slow predicted spread of naturally regenerating

woodland around pre-existing woodland and the age gradient in newly formed woodland reflecting

the incremental nature of the expansion process. The areas of managed plantation (see Figure 7.6)

are maintained in young age-classes by simulated 40-year rotational felling.

Management
The effects of management are simulated by manipulation of the primary dynamic state (planting,
felling and thinning) or by definition of herbivore free regions (fenced exclosures). Management
scenarios can be created by defining raster layers that specify the location and timing of operations.

Example of model output
Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show output from an early prototype of the model. The simulation depicts
woodland expansion in the absence of grazing. Non-native conifer plantations have been simulated
as being maintained on a 40-year rotation. It can be seen that the projected spread of semi-natural
woodland is very gradual and rather slow. Seed dispersal has been modelled in terms of what is
usually observable without considering very rare but extreme events. Reconstructions of the spread
of tree species in the early Holocene period (e.g. Birks, 1989) show much faster rates of spread.
This suggests that rare long distance seed transport may be more important than commonplace
short distance dispersal in determining large-scale dynamics. Unfortunately, rarely observed effects
are, by their very nature, exceptionally difficult to study.
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Conclusions

‘In its present condition, landscape ecology has little to offer those wishing to plan and manage the
landscape of the future.’

Hobbs, 1997, p.6

Hobbs’ statement carries a strong challenge to those wishing to apply theories of landscape ecology
to forest planning. This quotation is reproduced in the concluding chapter of Mladenoff and Baker’s
(1999a) book Spatial modelling of forest change in which the authors claim that spatial modelling
techniques, and FLDMs in particular, offer significant potential in bridging the gap between theory
and practice. However, even in North America, where the technology is most mature and progressing
most rapidly, much development is required before landscape models can become everyday tools for
forest management. In the UK, we are even further from such a position, since the discipline is truly
in its infancy here. For the time being at least, it seems likely that the majority of work on forest
landscape modelling in the UK will follow the lead of work taking place in North America.
Nevertheless, wherever modelling takes place, the major issue governing development of landscape
models as management tools is confidence in the accuracy and realism of the predictions. Experience
so far with the development of the GALDR model suggests that the principal limiting factors to
accuracy and realism are (a) the acquisition of good quality baseline data at landscape scales and (b)

Figure 7.6 Output from a GALDR simulation showing species distribution at three points in time though the

model run. The image extent is 10 km x 20 km. The future species distributions predicted by this

version of the model are heavily dependent on the initial pattern of species distribution.
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thorough understanding of the relevant ecological processes. Even if it is possible to build models
that are accurate and realistic enough to use as a management tool with current data and ecological
knowledge, generating confidence in the models will be dependent on adequately rigorous model
validation. This presents a further problem since the validation should operate at the same spatial and
temporal scale as the model. Given the limitations on the availability of historic spatial data, the best
that may be hoped for is that spatial data collected recently and in the near future might be useful
for model validation in the more distant future. 

While consideration of the limitations of landscape models may paint a rather bleak picture of their
prospects, it is worth recollecting that many benefits arise as a result of the modelling process rather
than the model as a product. The discipline of modelling forces the modeller to identify the most
important processes of the system under study, and to formalise hypotheses about how they operate
and interact. This process may highlight gaps in our understanding of the system or priorities for data
collection. Where the system under study is an entire ecosystem, as in a FLDM, the process also
necessitates the synthesis of theories from various disciplines. The bringing together of seemingly
disparate theories, which may have been developed separately, affords an overview of their relative
places in our conception of the system as a whole. Some sets of hypotheses may work together in
concert to engender emergent properties in the system as a whole; other sets may contradict or
conflict with each other when combined. In either case, the results are interesting. In the case of the
GALDR project presented in this chapter, the model can be considered as resulting from a synthesis
of concepts, many of which are presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. In time, as the project develops,
GALDR may be able to feedback insights to the theories upon which it is founded as a result of their
integration in a single structure.
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Testing landscape ecological analysis at Sherwood
Forest
Simon Bell

Introduction

Compared with Glen Affric (see Chapter 3) the Sherwood project area is much more complex. This is
partly down to the lack of an obvious topographic limit and partly to the more heavily developed (in
terms of industry, infrastructure and urbanisation) character of the area. The step-by-step approach
demonstrated by Nancy Diaz and followed reasonably easily at Glen Affric (Diaz and Apostol, 1992) is
less straightforward and there is more of an ‘ecosocial’ dimension to the analysis demonstrated here.
This is actually an advantage in terms of testing the applicability of the process, because it shows that
different versions can be used in a very flexible way in a wide range of landscapes. This chapter
presents the outcome of a second expert workshop, which also led to a programme of further research.

Identification of landscape structure

The process followed was the same as for Glen Affric. An explanation of the steps is given in Chapter 3.

The first step of the ‘Diaz’ process is to identify structures in the landscape. At Sherwood this proved
to be the first complication. After much discussion it was agreed to use the extent of the Bunter
Sandstone, which underlies the area, as the main determinant of the boundary to the study. This
increases the extent of the study and affects the definitions of structure quite markedly. It also
coincides quite closely with the Sherwood ‘Natural Area’ defined from English Nature (English
Nature, 1997). Figure 8.1 shows the extent of the Natural Area with the land cover defined by
surveys by Nottinghamshire County Council. It was also agreed that it was very difficult to identify
anything which could be described as a matrix due to the very fragmented nature of the area. At first
glance it looked as if the arable areas would fulfil the criteria but this was not the case on closer
examination. After some further discussion it was agreed that another approach might be more
helpful, that of identifying any components of the landscape that came to mind and describing them
before deciding if they need to be named as patches or corridors. A way of helping to evaluate these
components was suggested by Roy Haines-Young (see Chapter 10) by categorising them where
appropriate, using environmental accounting theory (ERL, 1992) as Critical Natural Capital (CNC) or
Constant Natural Assets (CNA). Some features of important cultural value could be described as
cultural capital or assets. This would help in planning and decision-making later on. To this could be
added categories of constraints and liabilities.

What follows is the phase of the landscape description in the way it developed during the workshop.
Figures 8.2–8.5 show some of the landscapes of Sherwood. There is no particular order in the way
they are listed at this stage.

1. The sandstone aquifer
This underlies the forest area and is vulnerable to pollution. This has been recognised by parts of the
area being designated Nitrate Vulnerable Zones or Nitrate Sensitive Areas. Some parts are
contaminated and others not depending on the location and land-use. As the aquifer is permanent
and the water renewable, this is a Constant Natural Asset.
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Allotments

Amenity grassland

Bracken and/or grass heathland

Bracken/grass heath with heather

Bracken/grass heath with mature trees

Bracken/grass heath with scrub

Broadleaved woodland

Coniferous woodland

Cultivated arable land

Mineral workings, active pits, tips and spoil heaps

Mixed woodland

New and/or improved grassland

New plantations

Open water – Lakes

Permanent horticultural crops

Permanent pasture/meadow with scrub

Permanent pasture and meadow

Permanent pasture/meadow with mature trees

Rough grassland including marshland

Rough grassland with mature trees

Rough grassland with scrub

Urban

N
10 km

8
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Figure 8.1 The black outline on the map shows the extent of the Sherwood Natural Area and the land cover

classes in and around the boundary (source, Nottingham County Council).
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Figure 8.3

Part of the remnant heathland at Budby

Heath in Sherwood Forest, once an

extensive land-use type.

Figure 8.4

The Major Oak lies at the heart of the

original Sherwood Forest. In legend it is

associated with Robin Hood, who is

supposed to have hidden in it.

Figure 8.5

A felled area within the pine forest at

Clipstone, planted by the Forestry

Commission on former heathland.

Figure 8.2

A view of the general landscape of the

Sherwood area, showing the mixed land-

use that currently exists.



8 2. Ancient woodlands 
These are unique, site specific and non renewable. They are not numerous. They are also sites for bore
holes because the woodland cover protects the water quality in the aquifers beneath. Because they
cannot be replaced and because they contain rare and immobile species they are Critical Natural Capital.

3. Minerals
These occur in fixed locations due to the geology. They are non-renewable. As they are beneath the
surface their impacts relate to the pollution or blight caused by pit heaps, subsidence, the pitheads
and other exploitation effects. Ecologically they are a Constraint and a liability with the added effects
of economic uncertainties surrounding the scale and duration of their exploitation.

4. Heathland
These are existing areas which have special qualities and potential areas which could be restored to
heathland. Some restoration could be easy, such as conversion of pine forests, others less so, for
example arable land. Such potential areas need to be identified. Heath is therefore both Critical
Natural Capital and Constant Natural Asset.

5. Soil
The soil is the only component which is continuous (more or less) across the landscape, so it could be
considered a matrix. The soil is acid and sandy but used widely for arable farming, being applied with
fertilisers and irrigation. The dryness and sandy nature has resulted in soil erosion in some areas. Some
soil has less weed seed bank and could be converted to heathland. There is a question as to whether the
current levels of agricultural productivity are sustainable. As soil is irreplaceable it is Critical Natural Capital.

6. Designed landscapes
These are the landscapes of the ‘Dukeries’, the estates belonging to the large country houses found in
the area. They have a high aesthetic and recreational value and are irreplaceable from a historic or
heritage point of view although some of their constituent parts are replaceable. They are assets but
could be described as both Critical Natural (Cultural?) Capital and Constant Natural (Cultural?) Assets.

7. Ancient oaks
Ancient oaks are a genetic resource, a reservoir for immobile invertebrates and have historic, aesthetic
and mythological values. They cannot be separated from their setting. In the long-term they can and
will eventually need to be replaced or restored to other areas and so constitute both Critical Natural
Capital and Constant Natural Assets.

8. Heathy wood pasture
This category actually includes the ancient oaks. It is a mosaic landscape which is the essence of the
old Sherwood Forest. It is merely a fragment of its former extent but could be extended and
recreated. As a component of a dynamic mosaic on a large enough scale it could move around the
landscape over time. It is Constant Natural Asset.

9. Robin hood
It is a new idea to include a legendary character as an ecological asset but in the context of
Sherwood Forest Robin Hood has tremendous cultural, historical and economic value. He cannot be
recreated and is vulnerable in terms of the continuity of the legend. He is critical to the sense of place
of Sherwood and the image if not the reality of the landscape. He is Critical Cultural Capital.

10. Tourist attractions
These occupy areas of land and draw on resources, concentrate people and cause pressure in their
own terms or relieve pressure on the Major Oak to some degree. Many are in locations which are not
critical for their requirements so could be moved.

11. Arable potential
There are economic values in maintaining the arable production potential. Current production levels
and the current landscape are dependent on high levels of support and impacts of fertiliser etc. Other
land-uses may or may not allow for the arable potential to be retained over the longer term.
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12. Pit heaps
These are artificial hills with potential for woodland or heathland creation. They act as focal points of new
landform or new landmarks. They are an asset but can also be Liabilities in terms of pollution, for example.

13. Pine forests
These are of plantation origin, are renewable and have economic values. They are also potential
heathland. They are robust and can easily be recreated over a relatively short period of time. They
can be considered Constant Natural Assets.

14. Settlements
These can have industrial or pre-industrial origins and character. They have been, and still are, subject
to fast rate of change such as new development, changes of industry, varying levels of population
with volatile levels of spending power among their populations. Many may not be economically
sustainable as the industries, such as mining, on which they have depended, have disappeared. In
some respects some are Cultural Assets, in other ways they may be Liabilities.

15. Acid grasslands
These are not common but are appearing as cereal land in nitrate sensitive areas is put down to grass.
Such grassland is a seral or successional stage in ecological terms so is a Constant Natural Asset.

16. Roads
Roads dissect the landscape. They bring people and goods in and out of the forest area. They are a
source of pollution from the traffic they carry. Roads form boundaries, both physical and perceptual
and they affect perception, development, fragmentation, compartmentation and linkage in the
landscape. They are a Constraint.

17. Gardens
Gardens act as edge habitat valuable in urban or urban fringe situations. They have potential to link
other features. Always valuable, they are a Constant Natural Asset.

18. Rivers and Lakes
Due to the climate and geology rivers and lakes are rare in the Sherwood area. They are used for
recreation, and are linkages across the landscape. The lakes are artificial: most have high nitrate
content and are used for water abstraction. They constitute Constant Natural Assets.

19. Rights of way
These provide access, especially for recreation. They are distributed across the landscape to different
degrees and have varying levels of use. They provide linkage between areas. They constitute Critical
Cultural Capital.

20. Powerlines
These are highly visible. The area beneath creates corridors through woodlands because they need to
be cleared. They effect a change in land-use. They are Constraints.

21. Railways (mineral and passenger/goods)
These comprise existing active lines and former or closed lines. The active ones have economic values
and linkage. The former ones can be used as access routes. Vegetation along the lines often consists
of semi-natural successional types of ecological value. Bridges can cross roads and help access. They
count as Constant Cultural Asset.

22. Industrial areas
These include new areas and old, long established ones. Their distribution and level of activity affects
the transport network and movement of goods and people. There are development pressures, often
around greenfield sites. Older industries may be dirtier and more polluting than newer ones, though
older ones may use more rail and newer ones more road transport. Socially, industry is an Asset,
ecologically it might be a Liability.



8 Landscape flows

Having completed the description of the components of the landscape structure the next stage is to
consider the landscape flows which move through it and interact with the structure. While an almost
endless list of potential flows could be identified, after discussion it was decided to limit the range for
some important key flows which are significant both historically and at present in the landscape and
which move across the whole of the area:

1. People are one of the major flows. People live in the landscape, go there for recreation, work
there, travel through it and manage it.

2. Water is a critical flow. The Bunter sandstone is a natural aquifer and there are significant
problems of nitrification of the groundwater. Thus its movement in the landscape needs to be
tracked and its interaction with different structures analysed.

3. Heathland birds are critical and characteristic of the landscape. If they are at functional
population levels then this is likely to be indicative of the health of the heathland habitat in a
number of other ways.

4. Deer live around the landscape. These large mammals are increasing in number but are
affected by the structure of the landscape in a number of ways.

5. Special invertebrates such as saproxylic insects act as indicators of ecological or habitat health
as they are dependent on certain key habitats or plants, for example.

6. Flora of different types interact with one another and can colonise different areas. The balance
of native to non-native species might be indicative of the functioning of the landscape.

Once the flows were identified a large spreadsheet was compiled and the interaction of each flow
with the structural components that had an ecological as opposed to a mainly social impact was
discussed and described as shown in Table 8.1a and b.

The state of the existing landscape

Once the spreadsheet was completed it was possible to see that for the range of flows chosen, some
elements of the landscape structure are more important than others and some are far more important
over time. When combined with the identification of the Constant Natural Assets, Critical Natural
Capital, constraints and liabilities, a detailed view of the current state of the landscape can be obtained.

When compared with the various historical descriptions of Sherwood (see Chapter 9) the landscape
is currently in a highly fragmented state with the natural or semi-natural and critical components
reduced to an all time low. These are under pressure from recreation and many, such as the old wood
pasture sections are gradually dying. Intensive arable agriculture is the major land-use but causes
problems of water nitrification and can only be sustained at its current levels by irrigation and
fertilisers. The core values in the landscape are to be found in the wooded heathland, the ancient
woodlands and Dukeries while plantations and hedges supply some gaps and refugia. The huge
increase in roads dissecting the landscape and the spread of settlement has put further pressures on
the landscape and fragmented it even more while the demise of coal mining has changed the socio-
economic situation, as well as producing significant areas of derelict land available for alternative uses.

One factor that stands out above all others is the over riding influence of people, past, present and,
presumably, future, on this area. The current situation is dynamic as a result of the changing
agricultural situation, the long-term viability of some types of agriculture, the declining industrial base
and the shift over to leisure and tourism as economic activities. These changes are creating potential
but also leaving liabilities, yet there is no strategic view of how to harness these to produce a more
coherent, unified, viable, ecologically as well as economically and socially based landscape. Changes
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are directed or caused mainly by human influences but occur in an ad hoc fashion. If through the
process described so far a Desired Future Condition for the landscape can be established, this might
help steer change and reduce its ad hoc nature. This Desired Future Condition must be based on
three aspects: the ecological, the cultural and the economic. 

While the role of natural and to some extent human disturbance was a key feature in the Glen Affric
pilot study, it is not so relevant to Sherwood. Natural disturbance is a minor determinant of pattern
while human agencies are paramount but unpredictable. In an area like Sherwood it is better to
decide what direction is desired for the landscape and then try to harness the agencies for change
towards that direction.

The Desired Future Condition (DFC)

For the Desired Future Condition it was decided to prepare a statement that describes what
landscape components are needed and in what amounts for sustainable ecological functioning instead
of a grand plan or vision. The significant influence of water and aquifer protection was realised in the
underlying requirement of any DFC and that a key measure of success would be the extent to which
this was achieved. A further look at the spreadsheet of flows and structures suggested that the
inclusion of people, water, heathland birds and saproxylic invertebrates in a statement would focus
on the key indicators for sustainable ecological functioning. This might not at first seem to describe
the Genius loci of Sherwood but describes surprisingly well what is required. The statement is as follows:

‘Sherwood Forest is characterised by its use by people, the presence of heathland birds and
dead-wood insects which all strongly relate to the key landscape components of woodland
and heathland overlying a major aquifer contained in the rock of the Bunter Sandstone. The
quality and connectedness of this complex is reduced by the ad hoc presence of intensive
agriculture, industry, settlements and transport routes. The quality of life and of the
landscape will be increased by expansion and greater connectivity of woodland and heath at
the expense of some of the liabilities’.

What this means in practice is to recreate a matrix of woodland/heathland in those places where it is
most feasible, in amounts certain to fulfil habitat requirements and at least economic cost within
which patches and corridors of other uses can co-exist. In this way Critical Natural Capital will be
safeguarded, Constant Natural and Cultural Assets maintained and enhanced and constraints and
liabilities reduced in scale and impact. Figure 8.6 demonstrates this.

From this statement and the accompanying diagram the group moved on to consider how much of
each component should be enhanced and where. The following, shown at Table 8.2 are rough
guesses at this stage but give a start to determining how the landscape should develop.

Achieving the desired future conditions requires several things:
1. A better idea of the potential for each habitat type cross the landscape, using soil and NVC

methods.
2. An understanding of successional processes in order to model how vegetation changes over

time and how this affects overall landscape functioning.
3. Means of modelling landscapes in terms of both ecological functioning and social aspects such

as incorporating different stakeholder interests, landscape improvement, peace and quiet and
perceptions of landscape change.

GIS should be used to test scenarios. The various models can then be designed up into possible
strategy plans. From there particular areas can be chosen for land-use change within the overall
strategy and more detailed designs worked up for them. The programme of research for Sherwood
Forest has followed two routes. The first is the ecological development and modelling of different
scenarios (see Chapter 9). The second is an exploration of ways of linking social values and
perceptions with ecological requirements (see Chapters 10 and 11).
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Flow
Structures

People Water

Roads 
north/south 
east/west

Through routes and visitor access: high volume.
Routes within area used for shorter journeys: low
volume.

Drainage interruption and removal of rain water
into storm drain system. Some minor pollution
(salt, oil, rubber, diesel exhaust particles).

Rights of
way
Footpaths

Linear. Varied density: low in north and on closed
private estates, higher density in south. Long
distance routes (Robin Hood’s Way and the
planned Greenwood Way) run N–S. High use of
existing routes especially in FE areas and Clumber
Park. Wear and tear on ground but soils hard and
free draining.

Some erosion of exposed soil.

Railways Mineral network mainly E–W effecting links
between mining and power stations. Closing lines
offer access opportunities.

Some alterations to drainage and small pollution
in runoff.

Wooded
heath

S Budley: restricted access by MOD. Extensive
vistas. Clumber Park: access open to all. Strong
image. Educational potential. Military training use.
Scope for extensive and special types of
recreation. If Clipstone is included there is
extensive access but enclosed landscape.

Aquifer protection; water extraction.
Contamination from neighbouring areas
(nitrates).

Arable land No access or use. Food production. Some
employment.

Large demand for water for irrigation.
Eutrophication of streams or ponds.

Plantation Open to people. High carrying capacity (physical
and visual). Perceived as unnatural.

Aquifer protection.

Ancient
woodland

Culturally significant. Few areas. Half has access,
half does not. Open areas over-used. Connection
with Robin Hood. Lack of management (grazing).
Ancient oaks give sense of place.

Aquifer protection.

Pit heaps
and pits

Socially important locally. Restoration potential
including recreation. Open to problem uses.
Active pits give employment. Close to settlements
– local impact. Risk factors.

Contamination of runoff. Could make new water
features. Disturbed water flow (underground) and
lowering of water table.

Settlements Habitation infrastructure governs flow of people
over space and time. Nodes of dispersal in all
directions. Changes to socio-economic situation
alter patterns, e.g. work to leisure. Waste disposal.

Consumption. Pollution. Drainage of black, grey
and white water. Channelled watercourses.

Industrial
Sites

Employment/unemployment. Transport of goods
and people. Distribution centre.

As for settlements. Some high demand such as
coal washing.

Visitor
Attractions

Honey pots. Local/tourists. High density use.
Seasonal pattern. High localised pressure.
Congestion cause site compaction. High impact.

Consumption. Pollution risk.

Gardens Perception of wildlife. Accessible. Aesthetics. Water consumption.

Dukeries Heritage value. Tourist attraction. Traffic flow.
Generally low impact.

Aquifer protection. Constructed lakes.

Table 8.1a Interactions of structures and flows at Sherwood.



Heathland birds Deer Special 
invertebrates

Flora

Potentially detrimental.
Fatalities.

Major roads are
strong barriers to
movement. Fatalities.

N/A Ruderal species grow on verges
and spread along them.
Mowing affects distribution.

Human disturbance and
dogs.

Human disturbance
and dogs. May follow
paths in dense areas.

N/A As above. People may spread
seed on shoes, clothing and
dogs’ fur.

N/A As lines close, the
barrier effect is
lessening.

N/A Ruderal species along lines. May
be wilder once lines close and
scrub not cut.

Need a minimum patch
size of 20 ha. The wooded
fringes or edges. Mobile
and will follow new heath
in a forest area.

Cover and forage
provided – need the
right ratio. Deer can
be seen and have
heritage value in this
type. May help
maintain heath by
browsing.
Disturbance easier.

Need temporal and spatial
continuity to survive and
spread. Some are
heathland obligates and
depend completely on
appropriate management
for their continued survival.
May act as reservoirs to
give dispersal outwards.

Reservoirs for colonisation.

Potential for woodland on
set aside.

High forage value –
become pest as
impact on food
production. Edges of
arable most
vulnerable.

Pesticides. Arable plants: weeds/wild
flowers depending on view.
Herbicides reduce diversity.
Cultivation continuously disturbs
them. Seed bank viability may
be an issue e.g. for heathland
regeneration.

Mobile and dynamic habitat
and varied age structure.
Birds need a mosaic [clear
cut areas]. Minimum
useable patch size 10 ha.

Cover provided.
Mosaic good. Can be
pest – damage to
young trees.

Potential interim host area
until old oaks are replaced.

Reservoir of viable seed over
time for heathland plants.
Greater potential for heathland
restoration than the arable
areas.

No pure associates. Wood
pasture types more
important.

Food, shelter.
Localised disturbance.
Grazing/browsing
impact, heritage
association.

Stronghold for saproxylic
types. Coarse woody
debris. Bottleneck because
of preponderance of
veteran trees and no
recruitment of replacements.

Core reservoir. Heathland
species in glades. AWS potential.
NVC type W16.

Potential dependent on
after use.

N/A N/A Potential spread of species
depending on restoration use.

N/A Disturbance to the
dear, presence of
dogs, possible
poaching.

N/A Ruderal colonisation – gardens,
waste ground.

N/A Barrier to them N/A Ruderal colonisation as for
settlements.

Potentially damaging -
dogs disturb birds in
nesting season.

Disturbance. Deer
watching.

Invertebrate watching. Erosion, over managed (mowing
etc).

N/A N/A N/A Introduction and escapes.
Reservoirs for wild species.

Sanctuary. Exotic water
fowl live on ponds.

Sanctuary. Deer
watching.

Sanctuary – some old trees
and dead wood etc.

Good sources of flora. Exotic
plants also present – some could
be invasive (rhododendrons).
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Flow
Structures

People Water

Golf courses Local use. Change in land-use from farming.
Controlled access (clubs etc). Special recreation
value.

Water consumption. Fertiliser/pesticides may
pollute. Protect aquifer.

Rivers and
lakes

Recreation. Aesthetics. Pollution. Barrier to
walkers.

West to east flow. Channelled rivers. Variable flow.

Powerlines Influences settlement. Visually intrusive. Visual
diversity. Create corridors.

N/A

Soil Alteration by drainage and fertiliser. Verticle flow. Nitrate sensitive areas. Low moisture
retention (sandy).

Hedgerows Landmarks. Cultural value. Can define right of
way.

N/A

Table 8.1b Interactions of structures and flows at Sherwood (continued).
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Figure 8.6 Targets for landscape development in Scotland.



Heathland birds Deer Special 
invertebrates

Flora

Potential heathland areas
leading to expansion of
habitat.

Grazing. May retain old trees - can
be good.

Potential of recolonisation in
rough areas.

Waterfowl and riverine
birds only.

N/A N/A Dispersal of seed including
undesirable species.

Bird strikes. Raptor perches. N/A N/A Linear habitats in woodland or
potentially high value.

Mosaic of bare soil required
for heathland species.

N/A Bare soil needed for
heathland invertebrates.

Seed bank viability and nutrient
status affect potential.

N/A Possible travelling
routes long hedges.
Cover, food.

Hedgerow trees may be
ancient features therefore
long history and low
disturbance.

Refuge for ancient woodland
species and wider range of
arable plants.

99

1. More W16 woodland - 10% more - linked to existing W16 woodland
- possibly near/along road for - up to 500 m gap between woods

maximum visual/image benefits - not on archeological sites
- minimum 5m width, average - not on existing heath

200 m from roads on NSAs - not on historic parks
- partly on existing FE land

2. More heath - 300% more than at present - most convertible agricultural land
- must be more than 20 ha in size, - pine plantations

per patch - not ASNW
- should be greater than 50 ha in area - not old flood meadows
- link with existing heath or heath/forest - on spoil heaps
- on most recently lost heath that went 

to arable because of seed bank viability

3. Flood meadows - restore former flood control areas to wet meadow
- limited extent of former sites

4. Riparian woodlands W1–7 - river beds with no flood control system

5. Heath/forest or new
plantation (designed to
current guidelines)

- 50% increase - not important archeological sites
- arable - not ASNW
- pit heaps - not flood plains
- next to existing - not historic parks
- can be separate - along roads
- next to heath - possibly near settlements

6. Pasture wood - restoration of former areas
- consider where new W10 could be managed as wood pasture, woodland or

other ancient woodland
- permanent 20% of this present as CNA somewhere

7. New ‘Dukeries’ - new designed landscapes as 20thC contribution
- low priority

8. Farmland: acid grassland - more pasture (15/20% conversion) - set aside
- ex arable - more marginal areas
- NSAs - less hope value areas

9. Short rotation coppice - ex-arable up to 500 ha
- moister areas
- not recently reclaimed heath or potentially restorable heath
- not archaeology site

Table 8.2 Estimates of amounts of additional vegetation types for Sherwood.

most favourable locations}
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A landscape-scale approach to forest design and
biodiversity conservation in Sherwood Natural Area
Richard Ferris and Karen Purdy

Summary

This chapter describes a possible successional model for semi-natural plant communities and outlines
how landscape analysis can be used in forest design in the Sherwood Natural Area. Using GIS, a
number of landscape indices are calculated which quantify the historical changes which have
occurred in the landscape, and which may be used to evaluate future management scenarios.
Options for increasing areas of woodland within the Natural Area are examined, demonstrating the
impact of different spatial patterns on habitat patch size and connectivity. 

Background

Chapter 1 reviewed the background to the growing interest in the use of landscape ecological
analysis techniques for forest design planning, and rapid developments in the applications of
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) now enable researchers and managers to interpret existing
patterns of land-use and examine the impacts of future management scenarios. The basic principle is
that temporal and spatial facets of ecosystem processes operate primarily at the landscape-scale, and
forest design and management must be considered at this scale to ensure the conservation of
ecological diversity (see Chapter 6). Based on these principles, the method of landscape analysis
developed for managed forest ecosystems in the Pacific North-West USA and Canada (Diaz and
Apostol, 1992) was applied and evaluated for Sherwood in the East Midlands, as described in
Chapter 8, in which a programme of further research was developed. This chapter describes the
approach taken for Sherwood, concentrating on the ecological issues. The economic and cultural
aspects of landscape restoration are the subject of a parallel study by Nottingham University (see
Chapters 10 and 11). 

As described in Chapter 8, an expert workshop was held to discuss this new approach to forest
design planning, and to set targets for the restoration of degraded habitats (primarily semi-natural
woodland and heathland) and enhancement of biodiversity in the Sherwood area. This specified
priority habitats and associated species, with targets for increases in area (Table 9.1). In a similar
manner, English Nature’s Natural Areas approach (English Nature, 1997) sets targets, and these are
being developed further through their Habitat Restoration Project (English Nature, 1996), for which
Sherwood is a case study area. This chapter takes this previous work as a starting point and extends
the application as well as exploring various means for modelling the ecological outcomes of the
options for meeting the Desired Future Condition described in Chapter 8.

The Sherwood Natural Area

The Sherwood Natural Area covers an area of 53 456 hectares, approximately corresponding to the
extent of the Bunter Sandstone outcrop, and comprising a wide range of landscape and habitat
types, including the historic heartland of Sherwood Forest, the extensive parklands and estates of the
Dukeries and their associated farmland (English Nature, 1997). The overall character of the area is
made up of gently rolling hills (generally <100 m asl), with oak (Quercus robur) and (Quercus petraea)
and birch (Betula pendula) woodland, conifer plantation and heathland. Although it is intensively
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9 farmed, its former heathland character is still evident, with bracken (Pteridium aquilinum), gorse (Ulex
europaeus) and broom (Sarothamnus scoparius) present in roadside hedges and verges, clearings and
forest rides.

Woodlands
Woodland is a major component of the area, particularly to the east of Mansfield, running up to the
south of Worksop, although much of the original broadleaved woodland of the area has been lost
from the landscape, primarily to agriculture but also due to conversion of ancient semi-natural
woodland to plantation forestry. There are substantial blocks composed of recent conifer plantations,
mainly of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) and/or Corsican pine (P. nigra var. maritima), and areas of
secondary oak-birch woods. There has also been considerable planting of broadleaves, such as sweet
chestnut (Castanea sativa), sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus) and beech (Fagus sylvatica), both within
plantations and in the old parkland areas. There are numerous large, old, stag-headed and/or
pollarded oaks scattered throughout most of the study region, which provide clues to the past
management of the area. They also provide the habitat for a wide range of species including lichens
and saproxylic invertebrates. Much of the remaining old oak woodland forms a mosaic with
heathland and grassland of nature conservation value.

The Dukeries
A significant contribution to the Sherwood region is made by the designed landscapes known as the
‘Dukeries’ estates, a key feature of which are the formal gardens and lakes. Where old trees are
present they provide an important habitat for invertebrates and birds. Natural watercourses were
engineered to form artificial lakes and some of the larger ones are now important for several species
of wildfowl and wader.

The age-class structure of parklands and wood pasture in the Sherwood area has broken down, and
this may be problematic for many of the saproxylic invertebrates. The break in continuity will result in
a period of time when there is no deadwood available. Although some planting is presently being
carried out, it is likely to be insufficient to overcome this.

Heathland
Along with acid grasslands, heathland fragments give Sherwood much of its character, with
characteristic species such as bracken and gorse also present on many roadside verges and in
woodland clearings. The remaining heathland area provides habitat for rare birds like the nightjar
(Caprimulgus europaeus), as well as many typical heathland plants and invertebrates. The most
substantial area of heathland remaining in the region is centred around Budby South Forest, to the
north of Edwinstowe and Sherwood Forest Country Park, with smaller areas within Clumber Park,
Welbeck Park, and Walesby Forest. However, there is little physical connectivity between these areas.
Much of the heathland in the Sherwood region is in need of management intervention, with
considerable natural regeneration occurring in places, both of birch and pine, plus some oak. Much
of it is only at the pre-thicket stage, but some areas are now beginning to close canopy, with others
having formed fairly mature clumps of isolated woodland. 

Vegetation classification
Most of the woodland can be classified as either W16 (oak-birch-wavy hair-grass) or W10
(oak–bracken–bramble). Where W10 woodland occurs, it is frequently of sub-community type 10e
(sycamore–wood sorrel), which is successionally close to W11 (sessile oak–birch–wood sorrel
woodland); or sub-community type 10d (Yorkshire fog), which is widespread in secondary, often
‘coniferised’ woodlands of this type. Small remnants of locally important wet woodlands occur along
riparian zones: W5 (common alder–greater tussock sedge) and W6 (common alder–nettle woodland).

Heathland in the Sherwood Natural Area can be classified as H9 (heather–wavy hair-grass heath),
with some smaller patches of H1 (heather-sheep’s fescue heath), albeit in an often highly-modified
form due to increased abundance of wavy hair-grass (Deschampsia flexuosa), and invasion by
regenerating birch, oak and Scots pine. Heathland patches within conifer plantations, such as those
found associated with restock areas and pre-thicket stands in Sherwood Pines Forest Park (Clipstone
Forest), have modified species complements and can be described as modified H9 heathland, with
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significant bracken and bramble (Rubus fruticosus agg.) invasion. Heathland often occurs in zonation
with grassland community types U2 (wavy hair-grass grassland) and U4 (sheep’s fescue-common
bent-heath bedstraw grassland), forming a complex mosaic. 

The most dominant ground- and field-layer species in the majority of secondary woods (mainly
broadleaved but at lower abundance in coniferous and mixed stands) are bracken, bramble and wavy
hair-grass, which make up over 70% of the total field layer between them. These species are key
components of both W10 and W16 woodlands, with bramble being a constant species in W10 but
less abundant in W16, and vice versa for wavy hair-grass. Bracken appears to be dominant in most
woods for which assessments have been undertaken (with the exception of the riparian woodlands),
presenting some problems in classification.

On the heathland, wavy hair-grass is the most dominant species and, although some patches of
gorse and heather (Calluna vulgaris) occur throughout, most of the heather is over mature and
requiring management. Soft rush (Juncus effusus) is locally abundant around the ponds and wetter
areas of the heath. It seems likely that the areal figures for remaining heathland are over estimates,
since much of that which is mapped as heathland is in very poor condition, having followed various
successional pathways to acid grassland or woodland, largely due to cessation of management.

Succession modelling

There are many different factors influencing patterns of plant communities among the semi-natural
habitat types in the Sherwood Natural Area. Given the relatively homogeneous soil type, few of the
shifts reflect changes in surface geology, although the distinctions between the three main woodland
communities (W10, W11 and W16) reflect changes in soil moisture and base status. The majority of
successional changes result from alterations in levels of management, but also need to consider the
impact of nitrification upon heathland communities.

The model presented in Figure 9.1, which excludes the riparian woodland communities fringing the
three river corridors which bisect the Natural Area from East to West (River Meden, River Maun and
Rainworth Water), shows possible successional pathways for the semi-natural woodland, heathland
and unimproved grassland communities. This is broken down into the major pathways (Figures
9.2–9.4) which influence heathland, unimproved grassland, scrub and woodland. 

The model clearly shows how the heathland communities depend on appropriate management for
their continued existence. The lack of grazing, cutting or burning can lead to their succession to
either species-poor grassland (e.g. U20 bracken–heath bedstraw), on the deeper soils, or the acid
oak–birch woodland, W16, regarded as the typical climax forest of dry, acidic soils in this part of
Britain (Rodwell,1991b). This has happened in parts of the Birklands, which were open heathland
around the turn of the 20th century, but have since undergone succession through natural regeneration
of birch and, to a lesser extent, oak. This area now comprise a shifting mosaic of heathland,
woodland and grassland dominated by wavy hair-grass. Whereas the uninterrupted successional
pathways between these three communities progress towards W16 woodland, the failure of oak and,
in patches, birch to regenerate in the gaps, due to browsing pressure, results in a halted succession.
There is also evidence of heathland degradation due to invasion of wavy hair-grass, one possible
cause being the input of atmospheric nitrogen, although it has also achieved local prominence along
the margins of the many well-worn paths that fragment heaths such as that at Budby South Forest. 

The woodland communities may undergo change as a consequence of management. Clearfelling of
the W10 woodland on the heavier, more base-rich soils, can lead to the development of underscrub
communities such as W24 bramble–Yorkshire fog Holcus lanatus which, if the bramble growth is
luxuriant, can prevent re-establishment of this woodland type. On deeper soils, the W25 bracken–
bramble community can establish, and is often very resistant to succession back to climax forest
(Rodwell, 1991a). This community is widespread throughout the area, as the typical sub-canopy
vegetation in conifer plantations, often in mosaics with the W23 gorse–bramble community. It is
more likely on the disturbed heathy soils of the area for this community to result from disturbance or
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clearance. This community forms complex patterns with several other community types in the
Sherwood Area. Where it is grazed, it occurs in zonation with the U4 sheep’s fescue Festuca ovina–
common bent-grass Agrostis capillaris–heath bedstraw Galium saxatile grassland, and is also found
with bracken as a transitional species where grazing is less intense, forming mosaics with the U20
bracken-heath bedstraw community (Rodwell, 1991a). 

The arable landscape of the Sherwood Natural Area is difficult to classify according to the NVC,
although there are patches of remnant semi-natural vegetation which can act as a reference point.
For example, the W23 gorse–bramble underscrub community can still be picked out within the
remaining hedgerows, where it may be found in association with W25 bracken–bramble underscrub
communities persisting in field borders, and in succession to either W10 or W16 woodland. A
theoretical succession model, showing likely processes following abandonment of arable farming is
depicted in Figure 9.5.
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Figure 9.1 A model of successional pathways influencing semi-natural vegetation communities in the Sherwood

Natural Area.
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Further field assessments to reclassify land cover classes according to NVC plant community types will
allow the succession model to be applied spatially, such that future landscape change under different
scenarios can be modelled and its impacts analysed.
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Figure 9.2 Heathland succession.
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Figure 9.3 Grassland succession.
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Figure 9.5 Possible successional pathways following abandonment of arable land.
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Figure 9.4 Scrub and woodland succession.
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Landscape change

The Sherwood Natural Area has undergone dramatic changes in its landscape pattern, both in the
medium-term (since 1600) and in the short-term (since 1900). These are particularly marked for
woodland and heathland (Figures 9.6a–c). There has been an overall loss of heathland area since
1785 of 21 115 ha. Total area of forest cover has increased in this same period, by 2 729 ha.
However, this is largely due to forestry expansion this century, and difficulties in interpretation of the
Chapman map of 1785, in which extensive areas shown as heathland are likely to have included
wooded heath in transition to W16 woodlands. Using Nature Conservancy Council Ancient
Woodland Inventory data for 1990 (Lister et al., 1990) and comparing this with woodland cover in
1785, losses total 6 570 ha.

a. 1785 Chapman map
of Nottinghamshire

b. Late 19th century
Ordnance Survey maps

c. 1994/5 Nottinghamshire
County Council landcover map

Heathland

Woodland

8 km

N

Figure 9.6 Patterns of landscape change for woodland and heathland between 1785 and 1995.

Using Geographical Information Systems (GIS), it is possible to map and interpret these changes,
analysing the spatial arrangement of the various landscape units. In the present study, ArcView 3.1, a
vector-based GIS, and Avenue (the ArcView programming language), were used to handle and
display data, and for computation of landscape indices such as mean patch size, edge:area ratio,
inter-patch distance. The planting models, presented later, used ArcView and Spatial Analyst (an
ArcView extension), which enables the use of raster grids and surfaces.

Table 9.1 shows a number of commonly used indices, calculated for the Sherwood Natural Area at
three separate dates: 1785, 1900 and 1994 (with a fourth date, 1990, added for ancient woodland).
Over this 200-year period, woodland and heathland have undergone considerable change, having a
major impact on the landscape pattern, fragmenting these semi-natural habitats within an
agricultural matrix. The average size of habitat patches has been dramatically reduced: by 94.5% for
woodland of all types, and by 99.8% for heathland. For ancient woodland, the reduction in average
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patch size between 1785 and 1990 has been 97%. For woodland, the amount of edge has also
increased relative to core area during this period, irrespective of woodland type (ancient vs.
secondary). This may be interpreted as reflecting the fragmentation of woodland into increasing
numbers of smaller patches. However, the edge:area ratio for heathland has shown a decline over this
period, reflecting the conversion of heathland patches to other land-uses. Although only nine
heathland patches are >20 ha in 1994, the maximum patch size is 57.4 ha; in contrast, no ancient
woodland patches reach 20 ha, with a maximum of 18.3 ha. Mean inter-patch distance has shown a
marked decrease for both woodland and heathland between 1785 and 1994 suggesting improved
habitat connectivity. However, this change reflects the shrinkage and fragmentation of rather few
large patches present in 1785 into small but relatively close patches. 

Implications for wildlife

These changes may be expected to have implications for wildlife, particularly those taxa dependent
upon relatively extensive habitat patches and/or continuity of conditions. For example, saproxylic
invertebrates dependent on deadwood habitats provided by old broadleaved trees (in this case, oak)
are considered to have poor powers of dispersal (Kirby, 1992) and are now restricted to rather few,
isolated sites in the Sherwood Natural Area. Nightjars utilise conifer plantations and arable land in the
Sherwood Natural Area, in addition to their traditional habitat of dry heathland (Tomlinson, 1995),
and it is possibly easier to accommodate their needs in future landscape planning.

Analysis of present and future landscape scenarios with respect to key taxa will form part of the next
phase of this research.

Landscape restoration for the conservation of biodiversity

The targets for increasing areas of both woodland and heathland (Table 9.2) have been set with
reference to key habitats and species for which Habitat Action Plans and Species Action Plans have
been developed. However, they represent guidelines and have been arrived at through consensus
largely based on intuition. There is an important need to consider the spatial pattern of any new
blocks of either habitat type, and to develop a strategic planning approach, which allows resources to
be concentrated where they are most likely to bring maximum benefit.

Date Mean
patch size

(ha)

Woodland
edge: area

ratio

Mean inter-
patch

distance (km)

Mean
patch size

(ha)

Heathland
edge: area

ratio

Mean inter-
patch

distance (km)

1785 90.0894 0.3587 510.5234 1239.2370 0.4205 1062.7440

1900 14.6346 0.5477 172.8518 28.3471 0.2905 353.3434

1994 4.9741 0.6107 55.5802 2.9490 0.7205 112.9249

Habitat type Present area (ha) Target area (ha) Future total area
(ha)

Condition

Broadleaved 3159.4 10% increase 3475.3 < 500 m
inter-patch

Heathland 1191.4 300% increase 3574.2 > 20 ha per
patch

TOTAL 4350.8

Table 9.2 Landscape and habitat restoration targets for the Sherwood Natural Area.

Table 9.1 Influence of landscape change on key indices of landscape structure for woodland and heathland.



Figure 9.7 Landcover map of the sample area used for landscape analysis (near Worksop).
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There exist a number of options for increasing heathland and woodland cover, and these need to be
evaluated in terms of their ecological benefits. A number of existing features are suitable for
restoration management: broadleaved woodland, wood pasture and parkland; coniferous plantation;
heathland and acid grassland (English Nature, 1998). These can be enhanced through restoration
and extension, e.g. establishing new generations of oaks to provide future veteran trees in ancient
wood pasture and parkland habitats; creation of linking habitats within the arable matrix or within
plantations, e.g. farm woodlands, hedgerow restoration, planting of new hedgerow trees,
management of forest edges to encourage the development of broadleaved fringes; and creation of
heathland patches and links, both within coniferous plantations and on farmland.

Buckley and Fraser (1998) examine the implications of a number of new woodland planting scenarios
on landscape pattern and function for a series of case study areas. Options such as random, envelope
and buffer planting need to be evaluated for the Sherwood Natural Area, using a GIS approach to
quantify their effects. This can also facilitate the calculation of minimum targets in terms of
restoration of semi-natural habitats, with reference to key species, and the development of an
ecologically optimal solution.

In order to do this, the impacts of a range of scenarios based on the targets set down by the English
Nature Natural Area Profile (English Nature, 1997), the English Nature Habitat Restoration Project (English
Nature, 1998), and the Desired Future Condition described in Chapter 7, are being explored. 

Currently three planting models have been developed to ‘plant’ new areas of a chosen landcover
class in existing landscapes. The Buffering model adds this new area around existing patches of the
chosen landcover, until it achieves the required increase in area. The Random planting model creates
new patches of the chosen landcover randomly in the existing landscape, in theory until it achieves
the required increase in area. The user enters the number of new random patches required, each of
which are individually allocated an area by the programme. The model then tries to grow each patch
to their allocated size, but in some cases constraints in the landscape may prevent growth beyond a
particular size, which results in the loss of some of the required area increase. The third model, the
Envelope model, is not a method of planting in itself, but a way of targeting the planting. This model
allows the user to create ‘envelopes’ in the existing landscape, and to set rules for the method of
planting, and required increase for each envelope zone, so allowing a more targeted approach.

To illustrate these models a sample area has been chosen from the Sherwood Natural Area (Figure
9.8). The landcover shown in the map of the sample area (Figure 9.7) is representative of the
variation in landcover that occurs in the Natural Area. In the north west of the sample area is the
edge of Worksop, the western side shows part of the Dukeries (Clumber Park, and the edges of
Thoresby Park and the Welbeck Estate), and the eastern side is mainly arable land with little
woodland or heathland.
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Two separate targets of a 10% and a 50% increase in broadleaved woodland for the sample area
were used to test the planting models. Each model currently uses the same constraint layer (Figure
9.9), a simple boolean layer that specifies where planting can and cannot occur. The new landscapes
produced from this have been analysed in terms of key spatial parameters, such as mean patch size,
edge:area ratio, and inter-patch distance (Table 9.3). In this example the broadleaved woodland 
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Figure 9.8

Location map of Sherwood Natural Area.

Planting model No. of
patches

Total
area
(ha)

Mean
patch
(ha)

Min.
patch
(ha)

Max.
patch
(ha)

Total
peri-

meter
(km)

Mean
per area
km ha-1

Per
cent
area

Mean
min.

distance
(m)

Original sample
area metrics

313 554.44 1.77 0.01 31.16 222.47 1.28 7.55 85.71

buffer 10% 289 610.09 2.11 0.01 32.31 230.29 1.08 8.31 95.42

random 10% 322 609.76 1.89 0.01 31.16 233.05 1.25 8.30 85.24

random & size 10% 315 608.39 1.93 0.01 31.16 228.82 1.27 8.28 83.99

envelope 10% 317 609.90 1.92 0.01 31.16 231.25 1.27 8.30 84.13

buffer 50% 264 832.82 3.15 0.01 37.81 260.30 1.06 11.34 92.26

random 50% 312 783.65 2.51 0.01 78.54 241.65 1.28 10.67 77.30

random 50% SE 316 685.38 2.17 0.01 58.04 236.00 1.27 9.33 85.58

random & size 50% 317 790.13 2.49 0.01 144.53 239.66 1.26 10.76 82.82

envelope 50% 304 789.58 2.60 0.01 32.31 248.72 1.16 10.75 85.28

Table 9.3 Influence of planting model choice on key indices of landscape structure for broadleaved woodland for

the sample area.



landcover class has been examined, but the planting models will work with any other landcover, or
with any other element from a classification that could be used to divide the land surface into
patches, e.g. the NVC plant community.

The landscapes produced by the buffer model are shown in Figures 9.10 and 9.11. It can be seen
that this approach spreads the new area of broadleaved woodland very thinly across the landscape,
especially in terms of the 10% increase (Figure 9.10).

The random planting model appears visually to have produced a greater change in the landscape,
when viewed as a two-dimensional map layer. Figure 9.12 illustrates the adding of 10% in 10
random patches, and Figure 9.13 of adding 50% in 6 patches. In the latter case, most of the new
broadleaved woodland has been added in areas where there is the greater amount of woodland
already, by random occurrence, and this may or may not be desirable. Figure 9.14 shows a different
landscape produced by 50% increase using 6 patches planted randomly, and also by directing patch
growth to the east and south only, which has generated more triangular patches. This landscape also
highlights the way that the constraint surface can limit the growth of patches to their required size,
and can also sculpt the shape of patches into a more natural appearance even with what is a very
simple constraint surface. As more information and data are collected it will be possible to replace the
constraint surface with graded surfaces of suitability or desirability for planting a particular
landcover/species. Therefore, rather than incorporating a ‘can or cannot plant’ decision it will
become possible to target planting towards more suitable or desirable areas, depending on the
information incorporated. This could also greatly effect the shape of newly planted patches, and so
reduce their regular geometric appearance.

An adaptation of the random model is currently under development, to allow the size of random
patches to be more representative of naturally occurring patches by using a reversed J-curve size
distribution. While this distribution model is under development, Figures 9.15 and 9.16 show the
more realistic effect that can be produced by a simple size distribution model, when applied to the
random planting method.

Figure 9.17 illustrates the two planting zones created in the landscape for the envelope planting
model. In the case of the 10% increase in broadleaved woodland, this has been grown in zone A only
using 5 patches with the random planting model, with no planting allowed in zone B (Figure 9.18).
Different rules have been applied for the 50% increase target, with 45% being added into zone A
using the random planting model with 10 patches, and 5% added to zone B with the buffering
planting model (Figure 9.19). The envelope model therefore allows targeting of particular increases
and planting methods to areas with differing landscape characteristics.

Having created these landscape scenarios, landscape metrics have been calculated for each of them
(Table 9.3) by using the same methods employed when looking at Landscape Change in the
Natural Area.

The ‘total area (ha)’ column shows the total area of broadleaved woodland in each of the new landscape
scenarios. Whereas the buffering approach will usually be able to add all of its total required increase, the
random model and envelope method (when random planting is employed) are more variable. This, as
mentioned above, is due to constraints limiting the growth of individual patches. As a consequence, it is
often not possible to plant the total new area, and the excess is effectively lost from the future landscape. 

The range of patch sizes can be seen in the ‘min. patch (ha)’ and ‘max patch. (ha)’ columns. The
minimum patch size for all the landscapes is 0.01 ha, which is the smallest possible patch size on a grid
of this resolution (10 m x 10 m). This would suggest that at least one patch of 0.01 ha is totally cut
off by constraints, and so could not even be increased in size by the buffering model. The maximum
patch size changes very little for the 10% increase in broadleaves, whereas the 50% increase has a
much greater effect, especially in terms of the random planting models, and of these the random model
using a defined patch size distribution is particularly effective. The maximum patch size in the random
models can be controlled to some degree by specifying the number of patches to be added; if more
patches are used, then the area is spread more thinly, and the maximum patch size is reduced.
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Figure 9.9 Constraint data layer to enable planting

choice.

Figure 9.10 Broadleaved woodland increase of 10%,

added with the buffer planting model.

Figure 9.11 Broadleaved woodland increase of 50%,

added with the buffer planting model.

Figure 9.12 Broadleaved woodland increase of 10%,

added with the random planting model.

Figure 9.13 Broadleaved woodland increase of 50%,

added with the random planting model.

Existing
broadleaved
woodland

Area available
for planting
broadleaved
woodland

Area NOT 
available for
planting broad-
leaved woodland

New areas of
broadleaved
woodland

2 km

Figure 9.14 Broadleaved woodland increase of 50%, added

with the random planting model, and instruc-

tion of growing east and southwards only.
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Figure 9.15 Broadleaved woodland increase of 10%,

added with the random planting model

with size distribution.

Figure 9.16 Broadleaved woodland increase of 50%,

added with the random planting model

with size distribution.

Figure 9.17 Planting zone designation of areas A and B,

for use with the envelope planting model.

Figure 9.19 Broadleaved woodland increase of 50%,

added with the envelope planting model.

Figure 9.18 Broadleaved woodland increase of 10%,

added with the envelope planting model. 

10% added into zone A, using the Random planting model, and 0%
added into zone B

45% added into zone A, and 5% added into zone B, using the
Random planting model

Planting zone A

Planting zone B



9 The perimeter/area ratio of patches in the landscape scenarios remains very similar to that of the
sample area, which would suggest that the shape and form of the patches in the new landscapes are
representative of those in the original landscape. However in the landscapes created by the buffer
planting models the ratio has decreased to some degree, which would suggest that patches in the
new landscape are more compact, and also larger (as number of patches has decreased and total
area increased in these landscapes), reducing the amount of perimeter in relation to area. This may
be partly due to the buffering approach having joined smaller patches that are closer together.

For each broadleaved patch the minimum distance to the next nearest broadleaved patch has been
calculated, and then these have been averaged to calculate the figures in the ‘Mean minimum
distance’ column, also often referred to as mean inter-patch distance. In the random and envelope
model landscapes this statistic has decreased, suggesting less fragmented landscapes. However, in the
landscapes created by the buffering method, the inter-patch distance has increased and the number
of patches has decreased, which would suggest a more fragmented landscape. However the mean
patch size in these landscapes has risen, and so it would seem that this is due to the buffering
approach joining smaller patches that are closer together, and therefore removing the very small
inter-patch distances from the calculation of the mean. Therefore the inter-patch distance metric may
produce unpredictable results if examined in isolation, and so may need refining.

Results of these analyses will form part of the next phase of this project, and may help to identify
strategically important locations for creation or re-establishment of semi-natural habitats. However, as
we have seen, the landscape metrics are open to interpretation, and may only look at the landscape
from a human point of view. Another way of quantifying the landscape is to analyse the landscape
elements in terms of habitat requirements for key species, to produce scores of ‘suitability’ or
‘potential’. This would require knowledge of the habitat requirements for these species, and so this is
an area for future development.

Future research will address the habitat requirements of key species within the Sherwood Natural
Area, for which Biodiversity Action Plans have been produced, looking at woodland and heathland
specialists, as well as those species adapted to agricultural landscapes.
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Background to the study

In recent years environmental management has been characterised by the increasing use of
computer-based systems to store, display and analyse the information required to make decisions
(Lein, 1996). This study considers some of these decision support tools and seeks to develop the
concepts around which they have been built. The work has been stimulated by recognition of the
limitations of recent efforts to build spatial decision support systems (SDSS) for landscape management.
This study will show how existing approaches can be refined by using ideas from environmental
accounting to model landscapes in ways that are helpful in planning for sustainable development.

In order to explore how concepts can be used in a practical way, this study will focus on some of the
landscape management issues that are important in the Sherwood Natural Area (Figure 10.1). The
area has been selected because it illustrates many of the landscape management challenges found
elsewhere in the English lowlands. It is an area, for example, that supports a productive and diverse
agriculture, but which also bears the legacy of industrial decline as the result of the closure of mines
on the South Nottinghamshire coalfield. The area also includes important cultural and historical
elements in Sherwood Forest and the large estates collectively known as the ‘Dukeries’. Recreational
and tourist activities thus form an important aspect of the local economy.

The Sherwood Natural Area provides a useful test case against which ideas for the development of a
spatial decision support system can be evaluated and discussed. However, while this study will help
explore some of the landscape issues that are found there, our goal is to develop an approach that is
sufficiently general that it may be applied elsewhere. The challenge is to develop a system that can
combine an understanding of the way that human and natural factors interact to shape the
development of the landscapes of such areas.

Aims and objectives

The computer-based, decision support tools used by environmental managers have taken many
forms. Geographical Information Systems (GIS), for example, have been widely employed as an aid to
landscape planning. Their value lies in the fact that they allow users to integrate data from diverse
sources and to gain easy access to information that can inform the decision-making process.
However, as ‘formal’ Spatial Decision Support Systems (SDSS), their role has been more limited. For
while the data handling aspects of decision-making are well supported by many current GIS, the
ability of these systems to model the implications of decisions, and to test the sensitivity of outcomes
to the assumptions which underlie them, has rarely been available to the user. The provision of such
modelling tools is one of the key characteristics of an SDSS.

Thus, the primary aim of this project is to explore how the modelling capabilities required in a SDSS
can be developed out of the traditional data handling capabilities of a GIS. As noted above these
issues will be explored by thinking them through as they relate to the construction of a system for
the Sherwood Natural Area.

CHAPTER 10 A spatial decision support system for the Sherwood
Natural Area: an environmental accounting approach
Roy Haines-Young
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The construction of a spatial decision support system is not, however, simply a technical exercise. To
construct such a system we need both an understanding of what is technically possible and an
insight into the way in which decisions are made. In the context of this study, which concerns the
problem of management at the landscape scale, we need to understand the types of question that
will be asked of the system and the range of outputs that are eventually required to aid the decision-
making process. Thus a project such as this must combine a discussion of the technical aspects of
SDSS systems with an analysis of a range of theoretical ideas about landscape structure, the way it
changes over time and the way people understand and value the environment.

A second aim of this work is therefore to examine the extent to which current approaches for the
biophysical analysis of landscape structure can be used to develop the modelling capabilities necessary
for a SDSS, and the way they might be developed to include the socio-economic dimensions of
landscape. Ideas about the biophysical analysis of landscape will be based on current thinking
landscape ecology. The link with socio-economic issues will be provided by the concept of natural
resource, or environmental accounting.

In order to achieve the two general aims the following specific objectives were set for this study:

1. To review existing approaches in landscape ecology for the analysis of landscape structure and
change, and how they may be linked to the analysis of socio-economic issues through the
concept of environmental accounting.

2. To review the landscape issues present in the Sherwood Natural Area and identify the range of
outputs that would be required from an SDSS.

3. To review the data resources that would be required to build a SDSS for Sherwood.

The first objective is addressed in the next two sections of this chapter. The first considers the general
character of a SDSS, and the modelling issues that arise in developing such a system. The second
explores how these issues can be resolved by using the concept of environmental accounting as a
framework for SDSS design. The final section provides a specification for a pilot system for Sherwood,
and describes how it would be used to develop a richer understanding of different views about
landscape resources in the area.

SDSS and the management of landscape

The decision-making process
Decision-making has been described by Carroll and Johnson (1990) as the process by which a person,
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Figure 10.1

Extent of the Sherwood Natural Area.
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group or organisation identifies a choice or judgement to be made, gathers and evaluates
information about alternatives, and selects among those alternatives some course of action. For Lein
(1997), the process can be characterised as consisting of seven key steps:

1. Problem identification or recognition.
2. Goal setting.
3. Alternative generation.
4. Development of evaluation criteria and database against which outcomes can be tested.
5. Selecting preferred outcomes.
6. Undertaking action based on preferred solution.
7. Feedback and iteration.

Such a description is obviously a caricature of what takes place in the real world, and the extent to
which we may accomplish or identify these elements will vary from one situation to another. The
complexity of the problem may, for example, make it difficult to agree on what constitutes the
problem, or to decide between alternatives solutions, so that the latter phases of the decision-making
process may be absent or ill-formed.

Thus in addition to understanding the different steps that characterise decision-making, it is also
important to understand the context in which the decision-making process is taking place. An insight
into these contextual factors is provided by Gorry and Scott-Morton (1971), for example, who have
argued that a decision problem can fall into one of three general categories, namely:

• Structured.
• Semi-structured.
• Unstructured.

A structured problem is one that tends to be well defined and understood. Moreover, when faced
with such a problem, people generally agree about the solution once the appropriate analysis has
been made. In the case of landscape design, for example, a well-structured problem might involve
the analysis of inter-visibility. Once the location of a wind turbine, say, has been decided, it is a
matter of routine analysis to determine its visibility across an area, given the height of the structure,
the elevation of the site and the character of the surrounding landscape.

Semi-structured and unstructured problems, by contrast, tend not to be so easily solved because they
cannot be approached in routine ways. With semi-structured problems there may be some
uncertainty about the factors that have to be taken into account in developing a solution. In the case
of unstructured problems such issues are even more extreme, and to problems of uncertainty may be
coupled with the fact that the problem may have a number of unique features that make the use of
generalised methods difficult.

Semi-structured and unstructured problems often arise in the context of landscape management. A
semi-structured problem, for example, might involve an issue of site selection for a wind turbine.
Here the problem of what constitutes a suitable site is more open than the one involving inter-
visibility, in that while people might agree that physical factors should be taken into account,
agreement about how, say, the impact on scenic quality should be measured might be a matter of
some debate. Different assessments of impact might be tried and the outcomes used to inform the
final judgement as to the suitability of various candidate sites, but a definitive solution to the problem
may not be possible. The uncertainties in this exploration process are at their most acute, when, for
example, the decision-maker has to rely on the output from partially or poorly validated
environmental models.

Lein (1997) argues that if information technology is to support decision-making, then it must provide
tools to help process and analyse data and to promote learning and understanding of the problem
situation amongst decision-makers. The extent to which such tools can be provided by GIS will be
discussed below. This review will highlight both the strengths and limitations of GIS, and show how
in the case of unstructured problems, such technology needs to be developed in the form of an SDSS.
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10 GIS as decision support tools
If GIS are to be used as decision support tools, then their capabilities must link to each of the
elements of the decision-making process. Webster (1993) summarises the situation by identifying
three general support functions provided by GIS that can be directly matched with the various steps
identified above namely, description, prescription and prediction. As we shall see, GIS perform
particularly well in the areas of description and prescription but are more limited in terms of their
predictive role.

GIS are clearly valuable as tools for describing the world, because they are, by their very nature,
systems designed to store, retrieve and display spatial data. They bring a high degree of flexibility to
the design of outputs, so that specific themes can be explored or emphasised. They also support a
variety of reporting formats, including maps and tables, and more advanced forms of data
visualisation in the form of simulations and virtual reality (VR) representations. Using such techniques,
Webster (1993) argues, GIS can support the decision-making process by helping the user to identify
the nature of the management problem and to set up (implement) a framework in which solutions
can be explored.

The prescriptive aspects of decision-making, according to Webster (1993), concern the setting of
goals, and the selection and evaluation of alternatives. GIS supports such activities by allowing
manipulation and analysis of data in a controlled and structured way, so that people can frame
potential solutions and identify some desired future condition for the environment. In GIS, such
activities are undertaken using overlay techniques, and methods for minimising constraints or
maximising the benefits though goal weighting. GIS applications that commonly use these
techniques include suitability mapping and optimal site selection.

Although GIS can support the final phases of the decision-making process, namely exploration and
monitoring, by providing access to predictive modelling capabilities, it is in this final area where
many of the current limitations of GIS are most clearly evident (Frysinger et al., 1996). For prediction
depends on the access to a repertoire of modelling tools, and these are often lacking in many current
GIS (Lein, 1997). By access to such models users should be able to explore the ‘what if’ type
questions that commonly arise as the assumptions that underlie more complex forms of decision-
making are examined.

The use of GIS to support the predictive aspects of decision-making is difficult because it requires an
approach that combines both the technical aspects of GIS and theoretical knowledge about the
particular application area, in order to design a set of realistic models. Not surprisingly, GIS vendors
focus on the development of the generic aspects of these systems in order to maximise their market
potential. As a consequence, the task of developing the predictive models is often left to users. Given
the complexity of the problem users are generally forced to turn to models that are only loosely
coupled to their GIS systems.

The situation can be illustrated by reference to recent work in Great Britain using the survey
information derived from Countryside Survey 1990 (CS1990; Barr et al., 1993). CS1990 data have
been made widely available though a simple GIS known as the Countryside Information System (CIS;
Howard et al., 1995). While the system allows users to display the geographical patterns of land cover
across the country, the predictive capabilities of the system are limited (Haines-Young et al., 1994). In
the context of exploring the consequences of changes in agricultural policy, for example, users have
to turn to other models such as the LUAM model (see www.rdg.ac.uk/AgriStrat/CAS/
topic/luam.htm) developed by the Centre for Agricultural Studies to predict how agricultural land
cover might change under various policy scenarios. Although the output from LUAM can be mapped
using CIS, transfer of data between systems is not automatic. Significantly, it does not support any
kind of interactive analysis. A similar problem exists in exploring the output from a forestry model for
England and Wales developed by Lorrain-Smith et al. (1995).

Such case studies support the assertion that most current GIS are useful decision support tools in the
context of structured and semi-structured problems, but that their capabilities are more limited
when faced with the type of unstructured problems that frequently challenge the policy community.
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The development of SDSS has been suggested as one way of helping decision-makers address this
class of problem.

Spatial decision support systems: an overview

‘... the modelling tools that are available in the GIS environment are generally cumbersome, offer
poor human interfaces and little or no means for interaction with GIS data.’ (Frysinger et al.,
1996, p.357)

Spatial decision support system (SDSS) have been proposed as a way of closing the gap between
what GIS can provide in terms of their descriptive and prescriptive capabilities, and what is required
in terms of predictive capabilities when faced with an unstructured problem. It has been proposed
that the characteristic features of an SDSS are that they should be interactive, easy to use, and
provide access to all the data, analysis and modelling procedures required in a given problem
situation (Djokic, 1996).

It is generally considered that an SDSS consists of three closely integrated elements, namely:

• A language, or a dialogue generation and management system, that provides the user interface
to the SDSS, so that they may effectively ‘drive’ the system.

• A knowledge or database management system, that holds all the relevant application specific
information in an organised way, so that it may be accessed during the operation of the SDSS.

• A problem-solving or model-based management system, that allows the user to explore the
decision problem via the database, by access to a set of algorithmic procedures and model
management protocols.

GIS now commonly provide the first two elements, but rarely the third. The further evolution of such
systems to provide access to a model-based management system is therefore proposed as the basis
for fully functional SDSS (Frysinger et al., 1996; Lein, 1997). Unfortunately few SDSS are commercially
available. Instead they have been created in a research environment by integrating various software
elements in the context of a particular problem or issue. The process can be illustrated by reference
to the work of Djokic (1996).

Djokic (1996) shows how an SDSS can be created by linking a GIS (ARC/INFO), an expert system
(Nextpert Object) and an analytical engineering model to address a hydrological management
problem. The system was designed to prepare input data for the engineering model that predicts the
runoff response of a watershed, given its geographical and topological characteristics. The expert
system extracts the relevant parameters from the underling GIS database and passes them across to
the runoff model so that output can be generated. The complexity of the model is such that users
would find the calibration of the model difficult without ‘expert’ help. The SDSS allows the process to
be automated so that users can easily interact with the system and generate alternative runoff
scenarios by varying the nature of the inputs.

Given that the development of SDSS is very much at the research frontier, a variety of architectures
can be recognised (Lein, 1997). In ‘network’ and ‘bridge’ designs the database, dialogue and
modelling components are heterogeneous in character. By contrast, in ‘sandwich’ and ‘tower’ designs
there is more standardisation and greater sharing of functionality across each element.

Whatever form the SDSS assumes, however, some kind of model management system is always at its
core. Three general categories of model can be present:

• Problem formulation models, that assist in the identification of the problem elements and
characteristics. Such models include interaction matrices, decision trees and structured
modelling methods. An example of such a system is provided by the work of Lam and Pupp
(1996) who describe how GIS, expert system and modelling capabilities can be linked to
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10 support ‘state of the environment’ (SoE) reporting activities. SoE reporting generally requires
information to be brought together from a diversity of sources, with the aim of providing an
overview of the environmental situation at a particular time. The system described by Lam and
Pupp (1996) allows users to interpolate or predict missing data for a given environmental
parameter, so that a complete picture can be built up for a given environmental characteristic,
or to predict pollution loads from a knowledge of the key controlling factors.

• Analytical models, that attempt to describe the structure and behaviour of the real world
using, for example, gaming models, trend and time series analysis, dynamic simulation and
mathematical programming models. There are many examples in the literature of SDSS
providing access to such analytical modelling tools, such as the hydrological system of Djokic
(1996) described above, and the LOADSS decision support system for regional planning
developed by Negahban et al. (1996). The latter was designed to help address problems
created by phosphorus runoff into neighbouring lake ecosystems. The system consisted of a
series of agricultural and hydrological simulation models linked to an ARC/INFO GIS that held
the basic geographical data relating to the area. Using the system, planners could examine the
environmental and economic consequences of altering land-use and management practices.

• Interpretative models, that assist in the evaluation and comparison of alternatives, using for
example, multiple attribute utility theory, social judgement or other methods of alternative
elimination. Keller and Strupp (1996) describe a system to assist with the problem of land
consolidation in a fragmented farming landscape. Land consolidation requires changes in
ownership by redistribution such that individual farmers own fewer, more compact but larger
land parcels. Consolidation is a complex process, however, because of the many physical,
social and political factors that are involved. When faced with the problem it must be
recognised that there may be no single optimal solution, but rather a set of possible outcomes
that satisfy some underlying goal. The system described by Keller and Strupp (1996) allows
users to perform consolidation by varying the criteria by which redistribution occurs; various
consolidation scenarios can then be explored.

Although conceptually the types of modelling capabilities required for the SDSS model base can be
identified, in practice there is often a dearth of models that can actually be used in the decision
making context. The problem has been highlighted in the UK by Haines-Young et al. (1994), on the
basis of their experience of designing the Countryside Information System. These authors suggested
that the easy access to rural data achieved by GIS exposed the lack of a model that could be used to
examine impacts of different policy options on the wider countryside at national scales.

An example of what can be achieved at the local scale is the NELUP system (O’Callahan, 1995;
McClean et al., 1995), which considered the problem of managing land-use in the rural areas of the
River Tyne catchment. The goal was to create an SDSS that could assist decision-makers in reaching
strategic choices about land-use at regional scales (O’Callahan, 1995). The system was created by
linking a GIS (ARC/INFO) and a relational database (ORACLE), which contained the land-use related
information for the catchment, to a set of economic, ecological and hydrological models that were
developed for the purposes of the project. The project demonstrated how computationally intensive
the development of an SDSS could be. Unfortunately the work has now ceased. A limitation of the
work was that few generic tools were created during the study to enable the ideas to be applied to
other rural areas. Moreover, it is difficult to see how such systems could be ‘grossed up’ from the
catchment to the national scale.

SDSS and landscape ecology
The case studies described above demonstrate that progress has been made in the development and
use of landscape-scale models as an aid to decision-making. It is clear, therefore, that landscape
ecology is beginning to provide a platform for the development of SDSS technology. In this section
the focus is broadened to consider landscape ecological models more generally in order to explore
whether they too might be brought into a SDSS framework. The goal is to determine how these
models might be used to build a system for the Sherwood Natural Area.
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There are three important research themes in landscape ecology that are relevant in the context of
providing a foundation for the development of SDSS technology, namely:

• The description of landscape structure
• The development of landscape design and management tools
• The development of spatially explicit models.

Each will be considered in turn.

Landscape structure
Landscape ecology views landscape at any scale as a mosaic of spatial elements (Forman, 1995a, p.
6–7, 1995b). Each point in the mosaic is considered as being within a patch, a corridor or part of the
background land cover matrix. This idea forms the basis of the so-called, patch-corridor-matrix (PCM)
model, which is fundamental to much thinking in landscape ecology (see also Chapters 2, 3 and 8).
Using this model, landscape ecologists assert that the spatial arrangement of elements in a landscape
mosaic control or have implications for the ecological processes that operate within it. Similarly, it is
claimed that landscape structure is itself controlled by the processes operating across a landscape
mosaic.

While landscape ecologists have claimed that landscape structure and process are closely linked,
much empirical work has stopped short of showing that this is indeed the case. Instead, many
workers have often been content to describe the structure of landscape mosaics, and assumed that
once structural issues have been resolved, the link to process can be made. As a result, the literature
is rich in accounts of methods for measuring landscape structure (e.g. Gustafson and Parker, 1992;
McGarigal and Marks, 1994: FRAGSTATS Version 2), but relatively poor in material that shows the
relevance of such measures to the dynamics of real landscapes. The situation is illustrated by the
review of landscape indices by Haines-Young and Chopping (1996a and b).

As the search for more sustainable forms of forest management illustrates, there is a need to link
landscape design goals with an understanding of ecological principles (Fry and Herlin, 1995; Selman
and Doar 1991,1992). Landscape indices have been proposed as a way of achieving this because
they potentially provide a means of describing the extent to which a landscape departs or conforms
to a predefined design goal. However, such indices will only be of value if they can be used to
measure structural features that have clear ecological or environmental consequences.

Haines-Young and Chopping (1996a and b) showed that while in the UK, for example, these forest
design goals are now reasonably well articulated, the extent to which the current repertoire of
landscape indices can be used to help measure whether they have been realised is limited. The study
showed that two general problems emerged in the use of indices. The first concerned the
interpretation of the indices themselves, in terms of what they purported to measure. The second
concerned the extent to which they can be used to predict or indicate a real ecological change ‘on
the ground’.

It was found, for example, that some indices (particularly those relating to shape) are often insensitive
to major changes in structure, and that different indices which purported to measure the same
characteristic sometimes gave conflicting messages. The more complex measures of edge
characteristics, such as the character of interior habitat (core indices) and nearest-neighbour
relationships, were found to be highly dependent upon various weighting factors and parameters
which have to be set by the user, and the spatial resolution of the underlying land cover database.
Since there is little ecological information which can help the user decide on appropriate values, the
choice of parameter value is often arbitrary. As a consequence the results may be difficult to interpret
and comparisons between areas are often difficult to make.

It was concluded that at the stand-level, when a single plantation is the focus of the analysis,
numerical indices could be a useful tool for optimising restructuring campaigns. However, at the
landscape scale their general usefulness probably depended on landscape context. Upland landscapes
are often less complex than those of the lowlands, because landscape extent is usually more easily
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10 determined and there are fewer constraints at forest boundaries (i.e. fewer fixed patch types and
impenetrable barriers). As a result, indices are likely to be easier to interpret than in the lowlands,
where landscape is a patchwork of cover types and linear features. In these situations indices are
generally less sensitive to the more subtle changes in landscape structure that occur over time and
are, as a consequence, less informative.

What are the implications of these findings for the development of SDSS? It is clear that while
procedures for the calculation of landscape indices are now sufficiently generic, with the widespread
availability of packages such as FRAGSTATS, their use and interpretation is not straightforward. Indeed
it could be argued that for them to be used most effectively, they should be employed in the context
of a SDSS, so that the relevant ‘expert knowledge’ can be provided. This is certainly the case in a
situation such as the Sherwood Natural Area, where the assumptions that underpin their use are
critical. Even so their use would have to be accompanied by an understanding of the way they link to
real environmental properties.

Landscape design and management tools
In addition to the availability of computer-based methods for the description of landscape pattern,
recent advances in landscape ecology have also included the development of a number of more
formal landscape design tools. Such work has largely focused on design issues in forested landscapes.
Packages available include UTOOLS, Landscape Management System (LMS) and TRETOP.

UTOOLS was developed by the US Forest Service to combine a relational database and a simple
terrain viewing system in order to help users to analyse and model forest vegetation structure and
pattern at landscape scales. Similar capabilities are also provided by LMS, which is being developed at
the Silviculture Laboratory of the College of Forest Resources at University of Washington, although
this system includes more sophisticated tools for visualising the impact of forest management
scenarios on a landscape. TRETOP, developed by the Turnbull Jeffrey Partnership (now Envision Ltd) of
Edinburgh, by contrast, is intended as a design tool.

Such systems clearly have a role to play in decision support, but they are more generally directed
towards tackling the structured or semi-structured problems that arise at the operational and tactical
levels of management. In the main, these systems tend to be most relevant to design issues at the
site or stand level. Although they may be used to consider the wider landscape impacts of, for
example, forest rotations, they do not explicitly allow the wider strategic issues that arise in
heterogeneous landscape mosaics, like Sherwood, to be explored. As a result they are less important
as a component of an SDSS for such areas.

Spatially explicit models
‘Spatially explicit’ models (Turner and Gardner, 1991) have been used widely in landscape ecology to
represent spatially heterogeneous landscapes to study the effects of disturbance within, or to explore
the operation of landscape-scale processes across, the mosaic. Using such models Turner et al. (1994)
examined the effects of disturbance on landscapes of varying levels of connectivity and susceptibility
and found significant differences appeared to exist between in the behaviour of ‘random’ landscape
mosaics and real ones, taken from part of the Yellowstone National Park. Using such results these
workers argued that such models held important general insights for the management of natural
areas elsewhere in the USA.

Elsewhere, spatially explicit models have been used to view the effects of different management
strategies on species population structures (Turner et al., 1994), the spread of a species population
across a landscape (Rushton et al., 1997), and the movement of individual animals within a landscape
mosaic (Tischendorf, 1997). Such work clearly demonstrates that these types of models can
potentially play an important role in developing a SDSS, and in fact there has recently been an
increase in the availability of generic modelling systems that enable the techniques to be applied in a
variety of situations.

The RAMAS GIS, for example, has been developed to link landscape data held in a GIS to an
ecological metapopulation model for population variability analysis and extinction risk assessment
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(Applied Biomathematics, 1997). The system it is calibrated by the user with data on the ecological
requirements of a given species, various parameters describing its population dynamics and
information on dispersal rates. The system then simulates the metapopulation dynamics of the
species and the effects that long-term landscape dynamics might have. The user can run the
metapopulation model to predict the risk of species extinction, time to extinction and expected
occupancy rates for patches.

HABSCAPES is another example of an ecological modelling system at the landscape scale. It has been
built on the UTOOLS system described above, and provides a way of assessing the amount and
distribution of habitat for guilds of species across an entire forested landscape. The basic procedure
involves creating a patch map from the digital vegetation map using the PATCH module, and then
determining the suitability of each patch for each guild. Guilds are divided into ‘generalist’, ‘patch’,
‘mosaic’ and ‘contrast’ classes and habitat availability is assessed on the basis of comparisons of each
guild type’s specific requirements (e.g. minimum patch size, home range, buffer width) versus patch
configurations.

Systems such as RAMAS and HABSCAPES have clear advantages over packages such as FRAGSTATS as
a potential component of any SDSS, because they model the effects of landscape structure directly
upon an ecological process. FRAGSTATS merely provides structural data from which certain general
ecological consequences must be inferred. However, the better focus comes at a price. RAMAS and
HABSCAPES require the user to identify a species or set of species as having some indicator by which
management actions in an area can be judged, and that information on their habitat requirements
and population dynamics are available. When faced with the task of building an SDSS for an area
such as Sherwood, for example, it is clearly worthwhile considering the extent to which any such
indicator species can be identified and how model output might help inform the decision-making
process. Similar problems are encountered in Joe Hope’s work described in Chapter 7.

In addition to the generic modelling capabilities that have developed out of the use of spatially
explicit models, we have also seen some important conceptual advances that are important in the
context of SDSS technology. A key idea that has developed, for example, is that of the ‘neutral model’.

Gardner and O’Neill (1991) note that the complex interaction between the various factors that
influence landscapes make the study of cause–effect relationships difficult. In these circumstances,
they suggest, the various factors may be entangled by using a so-called ‘neutral model’, which
excludes consideration of key structural factors or processes from the model, and then tests the
adequacy of the model as a description of the real world. Thus, the study on natural areas in the
USDA by Turner et al. (1994), described above, attempted to gain an insight into the dynamics of
real landscapes by comparing their behaviours with ‘random’ landscapes.

With and King (1997) have reviewed the use of neutral models in ecology and emphasised their value
for providing a baseline for comparison with real landscapes. They suggest that such models have
already made important contributions to ecology in six areas, namely: (1) development of spatial
indices to describe landscape patterns; (2) prediction of critical thresholds in ecological phenomena;
(3) definition of landscape connectivity; (4) development of ‘species’ perceptions’ of landscape
structure; (5) provision of a general model of spatial complexity; and (6) determination of the
ecological consequences of spatial heterogeneity. In the future, they suggest that emphasis on NLMs
should shift from theoretical development to application and model testing. Such work could clearly
occur in the context of further developing SDSS technology.

Gardner and O’Neill (1991) have argued that the key stages in the development of a neutral model are:

• The formulation of a clear statement of the problem.
• Design of a simple model that allows the importance of each variable to be examined.
• A comparison of the model predictions against observations.
• Undertaking an objective test of the adequacy of the results.

The process described in broadly analogous to the decision-making framework used by Lein (1997)
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10 and others (see page 119). The possibility of developing a spatially explicit, neutral model for gaining an
insight into the management of aspects of the Sherwood Natural Area should therefore be investigated.

SDSS: the sherwood context
Having considered the SDSS concept, and recent work in landscape ecology that is relevant to the
development of the technology, it is useful to examine these ideas in relation to the Sherwood
Natural Area. By thinking through the problems that arise in applying the concepts to Sherwood, we
can identify the merits and shortcomings of current approaches and begin to draw up a specification
for a possible pilot system for the area.

Three key issues can be identified from the review of developments presented here. First, the work
has a heavy North American bias. This is significant because the ideas and concepts have been
developed in relation to particular types of landscape. Although some studies have dealt with issues
in agricultural areas (e.g. Negahban et al., 1996), the bulk of the work, particularly that relating to
spatially explicit models, has focused on natural and semi-natural landscapes. It is not clear how ideas
can be translated into the Sherwood context, say, where people rather than nature have been the
major organising force.

The second issue that may be identified from the review of material presented above follows on
directly from the focus on semi-natural rather than human landscapes. The models developed and
described in the literature largely dealt with biophysical processes. While it is true that many of the
studies from North America deal with landscapes in which commercial forestry is a key human
activity, the nature of the human impact is far simpler than in Sherwood. As a result the decision
problem is often better structured. In landscapes like Sherwood, we can identify a range of actors and
interest groups whose actions connect in various ways to different aspects of the landscape.

Ewert (1996) has emphasised the importance of human factors in natural resource management,
even in the context of the forested landscapes in North America. This author argues that as
perspectives have broadened beyond the concerns of commercial forestry, people’s views and values
increasingly have to be taken into account in shaping the long-term management of these areas. The
case is even stronger for situations like lowland Britain.

If it is accepted that there is a need to consider the human dimension in the design of a SDSS for an
area like Sherwood, then a number of challenges have to be addressed. At the most superficial level,
it is clear that there is a need to move beyond the development and use of biophysical models in a
SDSS to the inclusion of a wider range social and economic models. At a deeper level, the framework
and context in which the SDSS technology itself is used may be open to question.

A third and final feature of the work reviewed here is that, even in studies where human agency is an
important factor, SDSS technology has largely been built around the development of quantitative
analytical models. This is the case, for example, with the NELUP study where a socio-economic model
was a key component of the system. Models that help define the nature of the management
problem, or help interpret and understand alternative outcomes or proposed solutions, tend to be
less common features of SDSS applications.

There is a tension in much of the SDSS literature. While in general terms it is accepted that such
systems are designed to tackle unstructured or open-ended problems, the need to make them
‘operational’ in a computational sense, encourages the development of quantitative analytical models.
By emphasising those aspects of the problem that can be treated in this way, the SDSS designers
appear to step back from the contextual and human issues that make it difficult to solve. Instead they
focus on those elements of the problem that can be approached in structured way, and leave out the
wider issues. The NELUP study illustrates the situation dramatically. Although economic factors are
included in the SDSS, only those socio-economic aspects that can be modelled on the basis of the
assumptions of neo classical economics are considered, such as the farm-level economic processes.

It seems unlikely that SDSS technology can help resolve semi-structured or unstructured problems
simply by providing a toolbox of formal models that consider only those aspects of an issue that can
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be structured in a quantitative, analytical way. Future development of SDSS must take these wider
human elements into account

Clayton and Radcliffe (1996) have explored the issue of problem solving style and problem context,
in their Sustainability: a systems approach. They make a distinction between ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ systems
approaches to problem solving. Their account is of interest here, because it gives a much richer view
of the nature of unstructured, environmental problems than is captured by accounts such as Lein
(1997).

Clayton and Radcliffe (1996) compare and contrast a ‘hard’ systems approach to problem solving
with a ‘soft’ approach, which they suggest is more applicable to problems involving people. ‘Hard
systems engineering’, they suggest, tends to provide a solution to a defined problem in the same
terms that it was initially posed. With soft systems methods, Clayton and Radcliffe (1996) argue, it is
recognised that there may be disagreement about what constitutes the problem and what the goals
and objectives are, so that different characterisations of the issue must be compared and different
goals and value systems considered.

The hard systems approach is appropriate in the context of structured and semi-structured problems.
With unstructured problems the definition of what constitutes both the problem and an appropriate
solution is open to debate. In situations where definitions depend on the viewpoint adopted, Clayton
and Radcliffe (1996) suggest that it is helpful to make the viewpoints explicit and then work out
systematically the consequences that follow.

Clayton and Radcliffe (1996) argue that, in practice, when faced with an unstructured problem, we
cannot even be prescriptive about the stages that we would follow in the analysis of the issue and the
development of a solution. This is because:

‘The problem itself may get redefined during the process, so that it is necessary to be prepared to
go back to the first stage and spend more time reconsidering the problem.’ Clayton and Radcliffe
(1996, p. 186)

They go on to suggest that even the ‘client’ for the solution may even get redefined in the process of
problem solving.

Clayton and Radcliffe suggest that the broad elements of the soft systems approach are as follows:

1. Reviewing the unstructured problem situation.
2. Clarifying and expressing the problem situation.
3. Defining the relevant systems and subsystems, whether these are formal or informal.
4. Building conceptual models, scenarios and analogies.
5. Comparing these models with the expressed situation.
6. Effecting such changes as are currently both feasible and desirable.
7. Taking action to improve the problem situation.

The contrasting picture of the hard and soft approaches provided by Clayton and Radcliffe (1996) is
valuable because it causes us to clarify the philosophy that underlies SDSS technology, namely,
whether spatial decision support required the development of a system or procedures to support a
process. Although commentators such as Lein (1997) emphasis the need to find ways of tackling
open-ended, poorly structured problems, the paradigm they describe seems to involve the attempt to
reduce them to better structured ones. According to this paradigm spatial decision support is about
what can be operationalised by access to formal, computer-based methods.

By contrast, if the arguments of commentators such as Clayton and Radcliffe (1996) are followed, the
emphasis is more on the way in which a decision is made than on the technology per se. If this view
is accepted then it is recognised that the decision making process is inherently fluid and solutions
always approximate. Formal, quantitative models may have a role to play, but not a central one. Of
greater importance is the development of tools to help visualise and describe different conceptualisations
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10 of issues (problem formulation models) and interpret the implications of different putative solutions
(interpretation models). If spatially explicit models of landscape are built, then the concept of null
models that allow assumptions about patterns process to be tested are likely to be of value.
To conclude, when considering how current thinking about SDSS can be applied in an area such as
Sherwood, then it must be recognised that:

• People rather than nature is the major organising force in the landscape, and that soft systems
thinking is more appropriate than one that attempts to discover analytical solutions based on
biophysical processes.

• In such situations technology may help support decisions, but decision-making cannot be fully
automated. Computer-based tools should be designed to support the process because all the
relevant factors that shape a decision cannot be fully captured in some set of linked,
interactive analytical model.

• If SDSS technology has a role to play in helping address the kind of unstructured problems
that often confront society, then it must provide support for problem formulation, problem
redefinition and the methods for the evaluation of possible outcomes, as well as tools by
which alternative outcomes can be generated. Such tools may require the use of qualitative
techniques that are different to those used to build analytical models.

These conclusions form the framework in which the task of building an SDSS for Sherwood may now
be considered.

SDSS and environmental accounting

Natural capital and the accounting model
The idea of sustainable development provides a useful catalyst for discussion of the issues affecting
the landscapes of the Sherwood Natural Area. Although it may be recognised that when faced with
an unstructured problem many viewpoints are possible, the concept provides a useful starting point,
because it grounds the discussion in one of the key, prevailing policy orthodoxies. In the context of
Sherwood, it may therefore be asked whether the environmental resources associated with the area
are being used sustainably and, if not, how more sustainable forms of development might be
achieved.

The sustainability debate takes in many issues. In their practical guide for sustainability reporting for
UK local authorities, the LGMB (1996), for example, suggest that sustainability involves understanding:

• Issues of environmental limits and environmental quality.
• The factors that affect the quality of life as well as the quality of the environment.
• The nature of our impacts on the future as well as the present.
• How welfare is distributed between different social groups.

Fundamentally, the idea embodies the belief that improvements in the quality of human life are
acceptable only if they do not undermine the integrity of the environment. In other words, through
their actions, people should not consume or undermine the natural capital base.

The concept of natural capital, like sustainable development, is a complex and contested one. It takes
in the idea that the environment consists of a set of assets, which can offer a stream of benefits or
services providing that people do not damage them. In an area like Sherwood, where human impact
has been a significant factor, the environment may also include a number of liabilities. Thus an
assessment of sustainability will depend on not only an understanding of the different elements of
natural capital and how they are changing over time, but also what liabilities are carried forward and
what has to be done to manage them, by taking various remedial or defensive measures.

One method of documenting environmental assets and liabilities and the way they are changing over
time is through the development of a set of environmental or natural resource accounts (Haines-
Young, 1999). The task of drawing up a set of natural resource accounts involves:
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• Preparing a ‘balance sheet’ describing the stocks of environmental resources existing at a
particular time.

• Constructing a ‘flow account’ showing what uses are made of the resources and how they are
transformed over time.

• Developing a means of ensuring that the accounts are consistent, so that the environmental
balance sheet can be reconciled over the accounting period.

It has been suggested that natural resource accounts can have a variety of general uses (Table 10.1)
(ERL, 1992). While they can assist directly in the management of a resource, it is also clear that the
discipline of developing a set of accounts can be valuable in helping people identify what the
important aspects of the environment are, what process affect them and what consequences follow
from their transformation.
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Potential uses Comments

Problem identification Might be used to demonstrate problems of resource depletion
in association with depletion or sustainable development.

Policy analysis Can provide inputs into models linking physical changes to
economic activity.

Resource management decision-
making

Needs to be assessed with reference to specific resource
management decisions.

Monitoring compliance Other simpler indicators likely to be more useful.

Monitoring performance As above.

Monitoring sustainable
development

Natural resource accounts might be used to measure changes
to specific and important resources.

Macro-indicators of environmental
performance or wealth

Problems of weighting different factors in finding common
numeraire – other indicator approaches may be more useful.

Improvements to measures of
national income

May not be a high priority as an input to the environmental
policy debate.

Table 10.1 Uses of natural resource accounts (after ERL, 1992).

The remaining sections of this chapter will explore how such accounts can be developed in relation
to land cover and landscape resources, and how they may form the basis of a SDSS for the Sherwood
area. The accounting model will be considered in theoretical terms in order to explain the concepts
that lie behind the approach. The final part of this study will present a specification of a pilot SDSS
that uses the accounting framework.

Land cover accounts: defining natural capital
In the context of land cover, a set of natural resource accounts would describe the stock and change
of different types of cover and, in particular, record the transfer of land between covers categories.
The idea is best explained by reference to an example take from a set of accounts for GB based on
the results of Countryside Survey 1990 (Haines-Young et al., 1996).

Part of the woodland account for GB is shown in Table 10.2. The account gives the ‘opening’ and
‘closing’ balance in terms of the area of each woodland type, and the gains and losses of area in each
category that occurred over the survey period. The account also shows the net increase in
broadleaved woodland area, but also highlights the relationship between the gains and losses of
woodland cover. In terms of the amount of initial stock ‘carried over’ during the survey period, there
is clearly a loss of the 1984 ‘capital’. A key question for any decision-maker would be whether such
loss has significance, even though broadleaved woodland area has increased.



10 A further example of a land cover account from the GB study is given in Table 10.3. It shows the
transformations associated with some of the semi-natural cover types recorded in Countryside Survey
(CS) 1990. Overall, these data show the total area of semi-natural land to be stable, but that this
stability masks a considerable turnover of land within the category. The columns for ‘intensification’
and ‘extensification’ are particularly interesting. The former records the land that has been lost from
one of the semi-natural types reported by CS1990, to arable or an intensively managed grassland
cover class; extensification records change in the opposite direction.
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coniferous woodland 125.0 0.1 10.7 -4.1 -0.1 0.0 131.6 6.6 4.8 5.4 5.1 4.1

mixed woodland 20.3 0.7 0.8 -0.3 -0.1 0.2 21.5 1.2 0.8 6.1 1.5 7.3

broadleaved woodland 88.8 -0.2 6.8 -3.3 -0.8 0.1 91.2 2.7 1.5 3.1 6.7 7.5

scrub 9.7 -0.7 1.8 -2.0 -0.1 0.0 8.7 -1.0 0.6 -10.1 3.5 35.9

Total woodland 252.0 0.0 21.5 -13.1 -1.3 0.4 259.6 7.6 2.0 3.0 20.2 8.0

Table 10.2 Part of woodland account for GB, in 00s km2 (after Haines-Young et al., 1996 and Barr et al., 1993).
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non-agriculturally
improved grass

15.1 0.9 -3.1 5.3 -0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 18.1 3.0 2.4 19.6 4.0 26.5

upland grass 64.2 -2.6 -5.9 6.5 -1.4 0.5 -0.2 0.0 61.2 -3.0 3.2 -4.6 19.2 29.9

dense bracken 41.6 -5.2 -0.1 1.2 -0.7 0.9 0.0 0.1 36.9 -4.7 4.1 -11.5 12.2 29.4

purple moor
grass-dominated
moorland

39.0 0.3 -0.1 0.2 -2.4 0.3 0.0 0.0 37.2 -1.8 4.6 -4.5 6.1 15.6

moorland grass 86.1 -1.4 -0.7 0.2 -1.0 0.0 -0.3 0.0 82.9 -3.2 2.0 -3.7 11.7 13.6

unmanaged grass-
land and tall herbs

22.3 1.0 -4.7 11.9 -1.1 0.9 -2.4 0.8 28.7 6.5 2.6 29.0 9.6 42.6

dense heath 46.4 0.8 -0.1 0.1 -0.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 46.9 0.4 1.4 0.9 4.4 9.5

drier northern
bogs

49.5 -0.3 -0.2 0.0 -3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 45.9 -3.6 3.2 -7.3 5.3 10.6

Total semi-natural 693.7 -0.7 -18.1 29.1 -13.2 6.2 -3.2 1.3 695.1 1.3 1.3 0.2 90.2 13.0

Table 10.3 Part of account for semi-natural cover in GB, in 00s km2 (after Haines-Young et al., 1996 and Barr et al., 1993).

If one looks at net change alone, then the data for semi-natural cover in GB might be interpreted as
consistent with the goals of sustainability, because the area of semi-natural cover is stable. However, if
one considers the condition of the resource in relation to the turnover of land and, in particular, the
exchange of land via intensification and extensification, then a very different conclusion can be
drawn. Only if the land gained was of equivalent ecological value to that lost, could the stability be
considered consistent with the goals of sustainability.



These examples show that flow accounts can be useful in highlighting aspects of land cover change
that are important in the context of the sustainable development. Certainly they provide a much
deeper understanding of the way in which land cover is changing compared to land cover indicators,
based only on the analysis of net changes in area (DoE, 1996 and Haines-Young, 1999). Using such
accounts we may be better able to judge the nature of the asset base related to land cover and the
significance of the changes that we observe. This may be illustrated by looking at the way in which
accounts can be used to describe the different types of natural asset that are related to land cover.

Critical, constant and tradable natural assets
The general form of a flow account, of which Table 10.2 and 10.3 are examples, is shown in Figure 10.2.
The structure of the world is defined by the items in the rows of the main body of the account; for
Sherwood these would be the types of land cover that characterise the natural area. The processes
that affect the world are set out in the columns between the opening and closing balances; these
show how the stock of land cover resources might be changed. For woodland, for example, the
process might include forest rotation, afforestation and deforestation, development and reclamation.
For semi-natural cover the important processes might include intensification, extensification. If the
rows of the flow account represent different natural assets, the view we take about the way they are
changing will determine whether we consider these assets to be ‘critical’, ‘constant’ or ‘tradable’.
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Flow account

Rows of table define
structure of world in
terms of elements of

natural capital

Columns define
process affecting

row elements

Opening balance

Indicators

Closing balance

+/-

Figure 10.2 Conceptual basis of flow account.

A critical natural asset is one that we regard as essentially irreplaceable. In Sherwood, an example of
such assets in GB might be areas of ancient woodland. The loss of such woodland could not be
compensated for by remedial action elsewhere, and so the issue here is how much of the initial stock
should be retained, given the rates of loss shown in the account.

By contrast, a constant natural asset is considered replaceable, in the sense that we believe new stock
can be created. For these types of resource, the management issue is how to maintain an appropriate
level of the stock, rather than the stock that was initially present. In Sherwood Natural Area, an
example of such a resource might be patches of scrub-heath habitat. For this habitat, specific sites
might be lost as succession proceeds, but new sites can be created during the process of woodland
rotation. The stakeholders in any decision relating to such areas must make a judgement about how
much habitat is required to maintain or enhance the character of the natural area and to conserve
the biodiversity associated with such areas.

A final category of natural asset concerns those that can be regarded as tradable, in the sense that
loss can be tolerated and there can be no requirement for the creation of new stock elsewhere. Thus,
in the Sherwood area, improved or unimproved grassland could be given up to woodland, because
we might value an increased tree cover at least a highly as the original grassland. Alternatively,
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grassland might be given over to development in order to remove the threat to other, more valued
habitats. The initial attempts to categorise the environmental capital of Sherwood are discussed in
Chapter 8. These examples illustrate that flow accounts can be useful in helping set out systematically
information about the resources in an area and the judgements that we make about them. However,
it must be recognised that although it is helpful to think of the rows of the natural resource account
as defining the structure of the world, the categories we place there are clearly contestable. What
constitutes an asset and, more particularly, whether we regard such entities as ‘critical’, ‘constant’ or
‘tradable’, is a matter for debate. However, by stimulating such a debate, the accounting concept is
valuable, because it provides one way of approachings exploring the kind of unstructured problems
that often confront those concerned with the management of landscape resources.

For example, in drawing up the set of land cover account for GB, from which the extracts shown in
Tables 10.2 and 10.3 were taken, the resource categories used to define the rows were the reporting
categories developed by scientists within the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology. It could be argued that
these categories are not appropriate in the wider context, because they do not easily relate to the
cover types used in policy debates concerning, say, biodiversity. In the UK, more policy-relevant
categories might include the broad habitats defined by the Biodiversity Action Plan (DoE, 1994). A
similar debate would have to take place if we came to develop a set of environmental accounts for
the Sherwood Natural Area.

The debate would begin by defining who the various interest groups in the Sherwood Natural Area
are, and how they view and value the different elements of the landscape resource. Such information
could be used to develop different representations of the natural asset base that could be used to
compare different outcomes and scenarios. The approach therefore clearly fits into the framework
suggested by Clayton and Radcliffe (1996) for tackling unstructured problems, in that it would allow
us both to review the ‘problem situation’ and to ‘clarify and express’ the key issues and conflicts.
From such work we could then move on to defining the relevant systems and subsystems, and
whether they can be modelled formally or informally. During the piloting of the Diaz approach to
landscape ecology described in Chapter 8, a group of experts from agencies or academia developed
the initial ideas. These were only representative of the people and their professional background, so
that the results represent only one view of Sherwood.

Quantity vs. quality: characterising natural capital
Although flow accounts based on the change of land cover area are useful tools for describing the
natural asset base of an area, it is important to note that not all changes in that asset base can be
described in terms of area alone.

Two broad sets of factors affect judgements about the sustainability of land cover change: first, the
magnitudes of the quantitative changes in the area of each cover type; second, the qualitative
changes going on within the stable land cover elements. In both cases we seek to understand how
the environmental characteristics of the land cover mosaic are being modified and, in particular, the
extent to which changes are potentially reversible. Land cover accounts can also enable these aspects
to be explored systematically, by linking supplementary tables or accounts to core tables that
describe stock and change in terms of area.

A given land cover type might be valuable in its own right, but more often it is merely a surrogate or
useful label for a range of other characteristics. In the GB study based on Countryside Survey 1990,
qualitative changes in land cover were assessed by developing a set of biotope accounts. These
accounts described the botanical groups that were associated with each cover type and the way they
changed both in relation to change in land cover, and in relation to varying management regimes
within the stable land cover elements. In a more complete set of environmental accounts land cover
information might be linked to a series of other tables dealing with resources such as nutrients or water.

Such linked accounts (Figure 10.3) define systematically the particular characteristics of the resource
that are important in the context of sustainability. Once again the process of developing them can be
used as an opportunity to document the different views people take of the natural resource base, and
the significance they attach to changes that are observed.
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The idea of linked environmental accounts that describe the qualitative characteristics of land cover
that are important for the evaluation of sustainability, underpins the approach to characterising
environmental capital suggested in the UK by the Countryside Commission (now Countryside
Agency) and its partners (Countryside Commission, 1997). The latter argue that although the notion
of environmental capital has been influential, it has been hard to use the concept operationally
because people have attempted to define capital in terms of whole ‘objects’ or ‘things’; in the case
study described here, the objects would be particular land cover types. As a result is has often been
difficult to decide what types of asset (critical, constant or tradable) they represent, because the
objects may be associated with a range of characteristics or properties.

To overcome these conceptual problems, it is proposed that natural capital should be defined in
terms of the functions or services these objects provide in relation to ideas about sustainability.
According to the approach, objects (land cover types) are merely labels for a particular set or groups
of attributes, some of which may be more or less important in the context of particular management
issues. Moreover, the approach recognises that different management strategies may be developed to
protect or enhance each of the attributes associated with particular object, according to their
importance, degree of substitutability and scarcity.

Figure 10.4 shows how the approach suggested by the Countryside Commission can be used to
characterise a patch of ancient woodland as an element of natural capital. It is argued that by
standing back from features or objects and considering attributes of functions, we are prompted to
ask a series of key questions about environmental capital, instead of merely asking whether it is
critical, constant or tradable. Some of the key questions are:

1. What are the characteristics or attributes of an object or place that matter for sustainability?
2. How important is each, and to whom, and for what purpose or reason?
3. At what geographical scale is the object or place important?
4. What, if anything could be used to replace or substitute for each of these benefits?
5. How much of them do we need or require?
6. What kinds of management action are required to protect or enhance each of the objects?
7. What threats or risks are there associated with the management plan?

SDSS and the accounting model
On the basis of our review of SDSS technology presented in the second section, it was concluded
that where people rather than nature is the major organising force in the landscape, the ‘soft systems
approach’ is more appropriate than one that attempts to discover analytical solutions based on
biophysical processes. It was suggested that if SDSS technology has a role to play in helping us

Flow account

Rows of table
define elements
of natural capital

Columns define
process affecting

row elements

Opening balance

Linked accounts describing
relationship between 

elements of natural capital 
and their attributes (e.g.

land cover x biotope)

Closing balance

+/-

Linked account shows how characteristics map onto resource elements 
and their vulnerability given the processes defined in the main flow account

Figure 10.3 Linked accounts defining resources and their characteristics.
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address unstructured problems, then it must provide support for the whole process, including
problem formulation and problem redefinition as well and methods for exploring the consequences
of different assumptions and evaluating alternative outcomes. Here we have shown how the concept
of environmental accounts might help achieve such a goal.

Natural resource accounts can be used to set out systematically the features different interest groups
think are important as elements of natural capital. They also provide a framework in which
judgements can be made as to whether such assets are critical, constant or tradable. Moreover, once
we document both the stock of each resource and how it might change over time, such accounts
can be use to explore what targets are appropriate and how, in relation to the types of land cover
change that are possible, such targets can be realised.

In our general review of SDSS technology it was suggested that any such system contains three
essential elements or modules, namely: a dialogue generator, through which the user communicates
with the system; a database, that provides the information on which decisions are made; and a
model base, that allows users to explore the consequences of different assumptions and views of the
world. The concept of environmental accounting set out here provides a framework in which the
design of these different elements can be contemplated. In particular, the accounting paradigm
provides both a vocabulary and set of procedures that can help users interact with the system to
refine and evaluate their ideas. In the final part of this study the way in which this framework can be
operationalised in a pilot SDSS for the Sherwood Natural Area will be explored.

An SDSS for the Sherwood Natural Area

Overview
This section considers the specification for a pilot SDSS for Sherwood that can be used to test and
refine the ideas set out in the earlier sections of this study. So far, the review suggests that whatever
decision support tools are developed, the focus of any work should be on the way they relate to the
whole decision-making process, not just those parts that are amenable to treatment by developing
structured, formal models. Such a conclusion was based on the fact that in a landscape where people
are a major organising force, decision-making is inherently unstructured. In situations where different
views of the world are possible and different goals and aspirations exist, the decision-making process
cannot be reduced to a simple step-by-step procedure. Instead the process involves defining and
redefining the objectives, comparing models with the current situation using different assumptions
and criteria, and feeding back that experience to the groups that have an interest in the outcomes so
that further refinements can be made.

Figure 10.4 Characterisation of an ancient woodland as an element of natural capital (after Countryside

Commission, 1997).

Consider woodland as an example. It can provide the following outputs:

• Source of timber • Recreation

• Biodiversity • Historic value

• Carbon store • Scenic value

So we can ask the following key questions about this ‘element of natural capital’

• What are the characteristics or attributes of this object or place that matter for sustainability?
• How important is each of these, to who, and for what reasons?
• What, if anything, could replace or substitute for each of the benefits?
• Do we expect to have enough of each of these functions or services in the future?
• What kinds of management actions are needed to protect or enhance the attributes?
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The assumption that underlies this study is the idea that environmental accounting can be used as a
framework for the development of a SDSS. The accounting model provides a paradigm that focuses
system development on user needs rather than technological opportunities. The output from the
study is a specification for a prototype system that will enable these claims be explored and tested.

An overview of what is proposed in the specification that follows can be given in terms of the basic
elements of a SDSS, namely the dialogue generator, a database and a model base. It is envisaged that
the accounting framework will:

• Organise the dialogue generator: by providing a ‘language’ in which users interact with the
system. Using such a dialogue generator the system will gain the views of users about the
natural assets in the area, the characteristics that make them important in the context of
sustainability, and the types of change that people think affect them. It will also provide a
language in which outputs can be generated.

• Structure the underlying database: by providing the underlying rational for the data model on
which the system is based. It is envisaged that the an object-orientated database will be built
using the accounting model, in which natural assets are defined in terms of the various types
of spatial object found in the area and their associated characteristics.

• Focus the development of the model base: by defining various spatial analysis tools to help users
characterise spatial objects (natural assets), predict what kind of change may occur under
various assumptions, and derive various indicators of change that can be used to help users
evaluate outcomes.

Thus, overall, the goal of the Sherwood Environmental Accounting Pilot (SEAP) is to:
• Allow different user groups to construct sets of environmental accounts that reflect their

different views of the environmental assets and liabilities they associate with the landscapes of
the Sherwood Natural Area.

• Allow users to understand how the assets and liabilities might be changing.
• Allow these different views of assets and liabilities to be compared.
• Allow different assumptions about the factors that affect the assets and liabilities in the area to

be explored and changed.

The account of the specification of a pilot system will be structured around the various ‘phases’ that
have been identified as relevant to the resolution of unstructured problems. A summary is provided in
Table 10.4, which sets out the relationship between the questions that are asked at each stage in the
decision-making process and the corresponding accounting, GIS and SDSS requirements. The phases
have been grouped according to whether they are mainly concerned with the constructional phases
of building the users’ view of the world (Phases 1 to 3), or modelling and exploring the system
dynamics (Phases 4 to 7).

In order to help explain the types of operation involved at each step, the specification will refer to the
Natural Area Profile for Sherwood (English Nature, 1997) and the report from a workshop organised
by the Forestry Commission as part of their Landscape Ecology Project for Sherwood, in 1995, as
presented in Chapter 8. Both are useful in that they contain clear statements of particular user views.
While they might not be inclusive of all opinions, they provide examples of the types of information
that would be available as input to the SDSS. The information contained in these publications would
be used to build the pilot. It is envisaged, however, that in working with the system ‘for real’, the
initial phase would be one of consultation with the different interest groups, so that a more complete
picture of people’s views about the area could be built up.

Phase 1: Problem recognition and review
The environmental accounting framework provides for both the design of the computer-based
elements of SEAP and the way in which it is used. Given the discussion of the so-called ‘soft systems’
approach to decision-making, it is clear that consultation with the various interest groups is a key
element in the process. The accounting paradigm provides a way of structuring the initial discussion
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Phase Key questions Accounting techniques GIS requirements SDSS
requirements

1. Problem
recognition
and review

- Who has an interest
in the resources
associated with the
landscapes in the
study area?

- What are the natural
assets and liabilities
in the study area?

- What are the
characteristics of
these assets that are
important?

- Document how different
stakeholders view the
natural assets and
liabilities associated with
landscapes of the area.

- Describe how the assets
and liabilities relate to
mappable cover types.

- Describe how these assets
can be regarded as either
critical, constant or
tradable.

- Describe the nature of the
environmental liabilities
and how they interact
with the natural asset
base.

- Assemble relevant
baseline and archive
land cover information.

- Develop an object-
orientated (o-o)
database structure to
describe the asset and
liabilities in terms of
land cover.

- Document the
characteristics of the
land cover objects in
the o-o database.

- Map and compare
different stakeholders’
views of natural assets
and liabilities.

- Review existing
documentation
for study area,
e.g. Natural
Areas
descriptions,
local plans.

- Develop tools
for problem
formulation,
e.g. story-
boarding.

- Develop tools to
structure ideas
about natural
assets in context
of GIS objects.

2. Clarifying
the
problem
situation

- How are the assets
and liabilities
changing over time?

- In what ways are the
changes important
or significant to the
stakeholders?

- Define what processes
affect the various cover
elements that represent
natural assets or
environmental liabilities

- Analyse land cover
change data and
classify types of
change according to
processes defined in
flow accounts.

- Map incidence of
different change types
of change.

- Develop tools to
help structure
ideas about
processes in the
context of
mappable
changes.

3. System
definition

- What are the
processes likely to
transform the asset
base or environ-
mental liabilities?

- At what geographical
scales do the
processes operate?

- Develop sets of flow and
linked accounts to
describe different repre-
sentations of asset base.

- Develop indicators by
which changes in assets
and liabilities can be
tracked.

- Create reports from
GIS database to
document ways in
which assets and
liabilities are changing.

4. Model and
scenario
building.

- How is the asset base
likely to change in
the future?

- What will be the
impact of the
changes?

- What kinds of
change are desirable
or necessary?

- Define range of likely or
desired future outcomes,
and the types of trans-
formation in land cover
that would realise them.

- Document assumptions
on which projections are
based.

- Develop tools for
projecting flow accounts
into the future.

- Develop spatially
explicit modelling tools
to simulate future
change.

- Analyse simulated
change data to create
projected accounts.

- Test sensitivity of
outcomes to
assumptions.

5. Model
comparison
and
evaluation.

- How can we
compare and
evaluate alternative
scenarios?

- Can priorities be set?

- Compare possible out-
comes in terms of changes
in critical, constant and
tradable natural assets.

- Develop zonal accounts to
compare spatial contrasts.

- Evaluate impacts of
different scenarios.

- Develop null models to
use for comparison of
simulated outcomes.

- Map outcomes and diff-
erences between them.

- Assess spatial
consequences and
scale effects.

Using positional
analysis,
Sustainability
Assessment Maps
(SAMS).

6. Developing
a manage-
ment plan

- What management
actions need to be
taken?

- What defensive and
remedial measures
are required?

- Use accounts to define
targets.

- Map management
zones.

- Produce visualisations
to assist in
management activities.

- Attach
explanations to
management
zones and
visualisations.

7. Monitoring
- Taking
action to
improve the
problem
situation

- What interest groups
need to be
influenced?

- How can the
situation be
monitored?

- Monitor and update
accounts.

- Monitor and update
spatial database.

- Compare
changes to
modelled
predictions or
policy goals and
targets.

Table 10.4 Outline specification for SEAP (construction phases).



so that a picture can be built up of the way people view the different assets and liabilities that are
associated with the area. It is proposed that there is an initial phase of consultation that is used to
collect information from the different interest groups that can be fed into the first three phases of the
decision-making process. Ideally, feedback should occur at all stages of the process. However,
practically, this may not be possible and so it is assumed that groups will be consulted once at the
start of the process and once at the end.

It is important to realise that the process of consultation does not operate in a vacuum. The
consultations should be structured so that the information can be related to the basic information
held in the GIS. In working with the Sherwood Natural Area it is fortunate in that much basic land
cover and landscape information in digital format is already available as a result of the landscape
appraisal undertaken by the Nottinghamshire County Council in 1990. The purpose of the appraisal
was to provide a strategic overview of the county’s rural environment for environmental planning and
landscape management. Other, more recent digital land cover data are available from English Nature
for part of the area called the ‘Sandlands’.

It is proposed that the data from the county’s landscape appraisal form the basic dataset for SEAP,
and that it be held in the ARC/INFO GIS. The problem that this poses for the construction of an
accounting system is that this type of GIS holds data as a set of ‘fields’, or separate, thematic, data
layers. By contrast, the accounting model with its concepts of natural assets and liabilities views the
world as a set of ‘objects’.

Object-orientated concepts have recently become an important tool in GIS (Worboys, 1996). They
have been developed to help design representations in GIS that are closer to the way people think
and describe the world. To illustrate the idea, we might think of the object ‘Sherwood Forest’. It is
clearly not a single feature, but rather one built up of all the different land cover elements in a
particular area. More importantly, it is more than entity with a boundary. Its properties or
characteristics are inherited from all the elements (woodlands, heathlands, plantation woodlands) that
make it up. The individual elements that make up Sherwood Forest may themselves derive
characteristics from the fact that they are part of the object ‘Sherwood Forest’.

It is envisaged that:

• During the consultation phase users would be encouraged to think in terms of natural assets
as ‘objects’. An example of the type of output that might be produced from such discussions
is that produced as one of the outputs from the Forestry Commission’s workshop on the
landscape ecology of Sherwood (see Chapter 8).

• The major function of SEAP in Phase I is therefore to provide a set of tools that can be used to
associate the different landscape elements (woodlands, heathlands, spoil heaps) with different
natural assets.

• The consultation process would also be used to develop ideas about the characteristics of the
natural assets and liabilities that are important in the context of sustainability and that these
characteristics can be inherited by the elements that make up the asset.

It is not envisaged that the process should be interactive, in that the different interest groups can see
the representations of their ideas immediately ‘on-screen’. The task of object building will require time.
Indeed, undertaking types of spatial analysis will derive some additional characteristics. For example
woodland parcels may be assigned different values according to their size, or position in the landscape
(Figure 10.5). However, it is proposed that SEAP should provide some tools for users to gain an overview
of the area in that some natural area objects (e.g. ‘Sherwood Forest’, ‘The Dukeries’) can be pre-built.

Consultees can be encouraged to think about these assets in order to describe the features that they
consider to be important, and to explore whether the extent or composition needs to be modified.
Thus in addition to the object-building tools available in SEAP, there should also be a set of
storyboarding tools that can be used to represent information about the area.

135
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Assign new attributes 
to woodland parcel 
according to their

context on other data 
layers, e.g. which

woodlands have high/
low recreational value,
or which woodlands 

have high visual impact?

Spatial
analysis

Terrain model

Woodland layer

Figure 10.5 Example of how spatial analysis techniques can be used to assign characteristics to elements of

natural capital.

Clearly the storyboarding tools can include the facilities to produce information on maps. They may
also include the ability to link photographs to places on maps and video clips of fly- or drive-
throughs on a terrain model. The video sequences will be generated in an external VR system and
stored in SEAP.

It is proposed that ARC/INFO should be customised to create the object-building tools required by
SEAP. Storyboarding techniques are more appropriately developed within ARC/VIEW. Customisation
of both systems will, however, allow other Windows-based tools to be launched, such as a media
player for video sequences.

Clarifying the problem and system building
In terms of system design, the second and third phases of the decision-making process overlap
sufficiently for them to be discussed together. The goal is to develop a deeper understanding of the
problem situation by:

• Identifying how the various natural assets and liabilities are changing over time.
• Identifying the significance of these changes for the various interest groups.

In this way we can identify the processes that may be modelled in the later stages of analysis.

It is proposed that the GIS database that underlies SEAP be used to hold both base line and historical
data on land cover, where these are available. Change data can be used in two ways, namely:

• To extend the storyboarding aspects used during the consultation process, by pre-building
some change scenarios that will illustrate the historical background to the Sherwood area.
These tools will be used to gain a preliminary understanding of the different interest groups
views about change in the area. In addition they should include a comparison of the types of
change that have occurred in the area with national trends. The latter will be derived from
the national land cover accounts developed from Countryside Survey 1990 (Haines-Young
et al., 1996).

• To construct a set of historical land cover accounts that describe the changing natural asset
base of the area and the types of transformation each asset has undergone. This aspect of
the system will require a second inventory of land cover to be made using archive data, such
as air photos. It is proposed that an attempt should be made to map change over the last
20–25 years; the Nottinghamshire County Council landscape appraisal should be used as the
baseline and ‘change-only data’ should be mapped. Where necessary, however, additional
historical land cover data for specific elements, such as heathland or woodland, will be
included in the database so that users can be given a longer historical perspective. (See
Chapter 9 for some historical reconstructions of the Sherwood landscape.)
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It is proposed that the consultation on aspects of change will be undertaken as part of the discussions
in Phase I, and will employ the same storyboarding techniques. The construction of the historical
accounts will, however, require the development of additional tools within SEAP. These will enable:

• The identification of types of land cover change and their assignment to particular types of
process (e.g. afforestation, heathland ploughing, development) so that a complete flow of
accounts can be constructed using the historical data.

• The documentation of how the characteristics of the area that are important in the context of
sustainability have changed, by means of a set of linked or supplementary accounts.

• Maps showing both the locations of different types of land cover change and changes in
characteristics associated with the different types of natural asset and liability.

The output from the first three phases will be a detailed understanding of how different interest
groups view the area in terms of the natural assets and liabilities associated with it, and their general
views about the types of change that have taken place. The initial set of consultations should involve
as many meetings as are required to establish the views of the different interest groups. Indeed, as
the process of consultation occurs, new interest groups might be added to the circle by asking
questions about what other parties the interest groups think would have a similar or different view to
their own. A key design goal of SEAP should therefore be a set of tools to enable the similarities and
differences between different views to be compared.

Phase 4: Model and scenario building
The first three phases of the decision-making process are mainly concerned with developing a richer
understanding of the problem situation. In the context of the Sherwood Natural Area, for example,
this would consist of an account of the different views of the natural assets of the area held by the
various interest groups (e.g. local authority, country agencies, NGOs). The goal of Phase 4 is to
explore the implications of the different visions for the area that are held by such groups, or the
implications of different assumptions about the general landscape dynamics of such areas.

The term ‘scenario’ is used here to refer to an informal or descriptive model, developed on the basis
of mainly qualitative criteria. The term ‘model’, by contrast, will be used to refer to a more structured
set of procedures whose application uniquely determines the output. Both scenario and model
building tools will be provided by SEAP to support this phase of the decision-making process. It is
proposed that the system will allow scenarios to be built using an understanding of the views for the
future held by the different groups. For example, the Sherwood Forest Trust proposes that about 250
ha of woodland and heathland are recreated in the Natural Area by 2003 (English Nature, 1997). The
type of location where such recreation might take place can be gained from the interest group and
system used to allocate the new areas appropriately. A modified set of environmental accounts can be
developed using the scenario as a basis of the comparison with the present condition. While single
interest group scenarios are useful for identifying the similarities and differences in the goals of
different interest groups, it will also be instructive to build scenarios that superimpose several or all of
the desired future conditions on top of each other.

The system will allow qualitative models to be used to explore different assumptions about the
processes of landscape change in the area. For example, using the set of flow accounts developed in
Phase 3, a set of transition probabilities describing land cover change can be obtained. These
probabilities can be used to extrapolate change into the future. Alternatively, for comparison,
transition probabilities can be derived from Countryside Survey 1990 (or 2000) data, and future
change simulated on the basis of the historical trends that have occurred across the English lowlands.
In either case it is envisaged that these simulations serve as null models, against which different
assumptions about the factors shaping future change can be tested.

The scenario and model building tools required for SEAP will be developed using ARC/INFO’s macro
language. The scenarios that represent the different ‘desired future conditions’ can be built using
standard GIS techniques to identify the suitability of different types of cover for the required type of
transition. A probabilistic or Monte Carlo allocation model can then be used to allocate change across
the area. A set of runs will be used to define an average outcome for the scenario. For example, in
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the case of heathland recreation, the probability of a transition to heathland may be a function of
whether it was formerly present at the site and the time since its conversion.

It is proposed that the modelling tools used to simulate changes in the area based on local or
national historical trends will also be built using Monte Carlo techniques. The baseline data held in
the GIS would be modified using a set of transition probabilities derived from either the local or
national accounts. The system should be designed to allow the transition matrix to be modified to
reflect the possible impact of national or local policies, so that additional comparison can be made.
These tools will also allow the sensitivity of outcomes to the assumptions represented by the
transition matrix to be examined.

The model base of SEAP can be extended by linking the system to the metapopulation modelling
tools RAMAS (see page 124). The Natural Area profile for Sherwood identifies a number of priority
species for the major habitat patch types of the area (Table 10.5). It is proposed that if population
parameters for a subset of these species are available then RAMAS should be used to characterise the
different scenarios and land cover change models described above. It is not known at present
whether such data are available.

Lowland heath Woodland

• nightjar
• woodlark
• great grey shrike

• redstart
• jay
• nuthatch
• green woodpecker
• hobby
• long-eared owl
• buzzard
• red deer
• Natterer’s bat
• nocturnal bat

Table 10.5

Priority mammal and bird species for major

habitat patch types in Sherwood Natural

Area (English Nature, 1997).

Phase 5: Scenario and model comparison
Even with the limited range of scenario and modelling tools that form the basis of the pilot system, it
is clear that a number of outcomes may be generated. The goal of Phase 5 is to organise these
different outputs and allow comparisons to be made between them.

It is proposed that SEAP should provide not only mapped output describing the various outcomes
generated by the users, but also reports about those outcomes in terms of a set of anticipated
environmental accounts. By comparison of the outcome with the baseline data and accounts,
changes in the natural asset and liabilities can be identified. The system should be capable of ranking
the different outcomes generated in Phase 4 according to the degree of change observed. It should
also allow comparisons between different desired future conditions to be made using a set of criteria
derived from our understanding of the characteristics of the different elements of natural capital that
are important in the context of sustainability.

An example of one method that can be used to help users understand the difference between
different modelled outputs is that of Sustainability Assessment Maps (SAMS; Clayton and Radcliffe,
1996). A SAM is a circular graph in which each of the ‘dimensions’ in a compound problem, like the
one considered here, is represented by an axis. Measurements of change are then plotted onto these
axes, and SAMS representing different scenarios superimposed to allow comparisons.

Phases 6 and 7: Developing a management plan and monitoring
If an SDSS could be built for Sherwood and used operationally, then the major output would be a
management plan for the area. The implementation of the plan could then be monitored. For the
pilot study described here these last two phases of the decision-making process are clearly not
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appropriate. However, it would be valuable to undertake a second round of consultation to evaluate
the outputs from SEAP.

It is proposed that the scenarios and models generated using the initial information provided by the
various interest groups be taken back to them. The groups would be provided with both a detailed
evaluation of their own vision of the future and, for comparison, those of other groups.

The second round of consultation would therefore enable an assessment to be made of the
effectiveness of the decision support tools developed in SEAP, and the general suitability of the
environmental accounting paradigm. The groups could be asked to compare output from the
Sherwood Pilot with documents such as the Natural Area Profile, to inform their judgements.

Clearly the information collected during this second phase of consultation may be used to modify the
design of SEAP, with a view to the creation of a version that could be used operationally. Discussions
may also identify how exposure to the outputs from an SDSS may cause the different interest groups
to modify their views about the natural assets and liabilities associated with the area, so that further
iterations using the pilot system may be required. As noted above, the soft systems approach to
problem solving is characterised by feedback and iteration, and it is essential that systems should be
designed to support such processes. The final discussions with interest groups can therefore be used to
assess how easy it is to take user feedback into account and to generate alternative visions for the future.

Conclusions and prospects

Feasibility
The aim of this study has been to explore how the idea of environmental accounting can be used to
build an SDSS that would help people explore ideas about the landscape issues in an area. The
Sherwood area was chosen both because it is typical of many areas in lowland England and because
a good deal of background information on the area is already available.

The availability of data for the Sherwood area would enable the pilot system to be developed fairly
rapidly. The initial phase of consultation could be foreshortened if documents like the Natural Area
Profile and the report of the Forestry Commission workshop on landscape ecology are used to
characterise one interest group’s vision for the area. These documents provide sufficient information
both for the construction and modelling phases of system development described in the previous section.

The structure of SEAP described above corresponds to an SDSS with a network architecture, in which
existing software components are integrated by customising them in appropriate ways. An interface
can be developed by using the scripting language that is available with the ARC/INFO. It may well be
that the experience of building the pilot suggests that for the operational version other, more flexible
approaches based on more extensive software developments are required. However, at the initial
stages, where concepts are being developed and tested, the ability to develop prototypes rapidly
using existing software tools is an advantage.

Implications of pilot study
While the pilot system may help to develop ideas about the future structure and dynamics of the
landscapes in the Sherwood Natural Area, the long-term goal of this work should be the
development of a set of tools that can be applied to any region. Thus in drawing up the specification
outlined in the previous section, a specific concern has been to structure proposals in a sufficiently
generic way so that methods could be applied elsewhere.

The environmental accounting paradigm is sufficiently general to be used as a framework in which to
think about the landscapes of any area. Moreover, the kinds of data available for the Sherwood area
are fairly typical of those that are available in Britain, so that the modelling techniques developed will
not be so specialised that they cannot be translated to other situations. Indeed, given the prospect of
a new digital land cover map, derived from the analysis of remotely sensed data as part of
Countryside Survey 2000, it is likely that the SDSS tools developed during the pilot could be applied



10 in any specified area within GB. It has been proposed that ‘Land Cover Map 2000’ will employ an
object-based classifier for the analysis of land cover. The mapped output will depict the landscape
mosaic in terms of the various parcels of distinct land cover that make it up. The object-orientated
data will therefore be of direct use for the type of SDSS envisaged here.

It is suggested therefore that the experience gained in the development and evaluation of the
Sherwood Environmental Accounting Pilot will be a valuable contribution to current debates on the
way in which we think about landscape issues. The work will also be distinctive in that it seeks to
show how more qualitative factors can be incorporated into an SDSS to take account of the social
and perceptual aspects of landscape issues. Finally, the study would be of significance because the
accounting model is of direct relevance to the development of policies for the more sustainable use
of landscape resources. There is every prospect that techniques developed in the Sherwood
Environmental Accounting Pilot will be relevant and useful to the countryside agencies, local
authorities and other groups, as they think about the sustainable management of rural areas
elsewhere in Britain.
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Summary

This chapter presents the results of ongoing research on the landscape of the Sherwood Forest
Natural Area (SFNA). Visions from a selected group of stakeholders were ‘captured’ using
independent qualitative and quantitative methods in order to identify their similarities and differences
and to analyse the implications for the environmental management of the SFNA.

Text analysis of documents provided by stakeholders was used to identify landscape features and
characteristics that they considered important. Representatives of each stakeholder group were then
interviewed in order to collect geographical data that could be used to map each stakeholder ‘vision
space’. The chapter describes preliminary results for the study.

Introduction

The current research emerged as a proposal from a study by the School of Geography, University of
Nottingham and the Forestry Commission (Haines-Young, 1998; see Chapter 10). It was argued that
a new approach was necessary to overcome the limitations of available spatial decision support
systems (SDSS), using ideas from environmental accounting and ‘soft systems’ methodologies. The
‘soft systems’ approach is a process for analysing and modelling complex systems that integrate
environmental and social issues. Its key characteristic is that it recognises that problem solving is
essentially iterative, and that we discover more about a problem as we attempt to solve it (Clayton
and Radcliffe, 1996; Checkland, 1991).

It has been argued too that current methods of environmental planning are inefficient in terms of the
way in which they deal with and integrate the multiple services and values that nature provides for
society (Kangas et al., 2000). This is mainly due to the lack of ecological knowledge and limitations of
existing decision support tools. The need to develop tools that allow us to assess the set of ‘possible
and alternative futures’ and their consequences in terms of the goal of sustainability is one of the
major challenges facing landscape ecology today (Haines-Young and Potschin, 2000; Potschin and
Haines-Young, 2000). As a result, methodological research into the integration of various software
technologies, knowledge acquisition tools and specific user needs is required (Mikolajuk and Gar-On
Yeh, 1999; Underwood, 1998).

Geographical Information Systems (GIS) are often seen as a key decision support tool for environmental
planning (Lein, 1997). The problem that we face in using them is that the construction of these
systems is often regarded simply as an exercise in capturing and integrating data, rather than as one
of characterising and displaying the multiple ‘views’ of the world. As a result the application of GIS
technology has often been criticised as promoting the views of the expert and of excluding key
stakeholders from environmental debates and their views of what constitutes ‘relevant knowledge’
(see for example Pickels, 1995; Schuurman, 2000). It is suggested that in developing more
participatory applications of GIS, researchers must go beyond simply broadening the approach to
include more ‘local’ forms of knowledge (cf. Harris et al., 1995). Ways must be developed for these
systems to represent the different and sometimes opposing visions that stakeholders might hold
about the world and of dealing with the uncertainties that attach to these visions.

CHAPTER 11 Incorporating social and ecological values in
landscape modelling
Jorge Rubiano
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11 The motivation for this work is therefore our recognition of the need to devise new methods to
identify stakeholders and involve them in the planning process (cf. Christensen et al., 1996).
Information handling tools are needed to characterise stakeholder opinion, and to manage the
interactions between stakeholders and institutions involved in the planning process (Szaro et al.,
1998; Yaffee, 1996; Christensen et al., 1996). It is taken as a premise for this work that all decisions
are made in a climate of uncertainty, where it is not possible to assume that the relationships
between variables are known, and that the integrated interpretation of data is rarely free of bias. In
any planning debate there is rarely an optimal solution (cf. Hall et al., 1999). The essential job of any
decision support tool is to enable users to explore the available choice space and consider the trade-
offs that might be required in selecting different options for the future (Haines-Young, 2000).

The two goals of the current research are, therefore:

• To develop a method to capture and model the environmental institutional visions of the
study area.

• To represent these visions so that their differences and similarities might be assessed.

The study area

In this research we focus on the Sherwood Forest Natural Area (SFNA) as a case study. The SFNA was
selected because it is typical of the landscape found in the English Lowlands. Despite the image of
the area as a forest that has been promoted by the media, the landscapes are a mosaic that includes
farmland, heathland and settlement together with woodland. The current situation is that the
Sherwood Natural Area appears to be undergoing a period of accelerated change, which is affecting
its biophysical and socio-economic resources. ‘In the last fifty years, most natural and semi-natural
habitats have declined in extent and quality and some species have become extinct from the county’
(Nottinghamshire County Council, 1996). The most recent changes in the area result from the
closure of mines on the South Nottinghamshire coalfield, the increase in recreational and tourist
activities, and urbanisation. Population growth rates in the rural East Midlands are higher than in the
region or nationally (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, 2000), resulting in increasing social
and economic demands.

Given these characteristics, the study area becomes of interest because the convergence of complex
environmental and socio-economic problem are taking place within it. These include loss of
biodiversity (Kirby and Drake, 1993; Alexander, 1999), pollution of water, air and land, reduction of
farming and expansion of urban zones, and unemployment due to the closure of coal mines and
textile industries. It is also of interest because as a result of these problems a number of different
initiatives have been developed to overcome the environmental, social and economic problems that
are now apparent. The SFNA therefore provides an ‘arena’ in which different stakeholder visions or
aspirations can be compared. It is manifestly a ‘multifunctional landscape’, that can be characterised
according to the different values that diverse groups assign to it (Brandt, 2000). Among the multiple
functions attached to a landscape, the importance of ecosystem services is widely recognised, as
well as the conditions and processes through which these sustain and fulfil the species that make
them up including human life (Haines-Young and Potschin, 2000; Daily, 1997). SFNA, like many
other areas, is important because of the services it provides to the current groups living there, but
particularly problematic is due to the contrasting ways in which society seeks to value and manage
these services. For instance, some groups consider water as one of the most important resources.
Sherwood is located upon an important aquifer that supplies the population of Nottingham and
surrounding areas with drinking water. However, not all interest groups think the same; other
stakeholders variously emphasise agricultural production, employment or historical issues as the
main concern. The case of ancient woodland and the patches of heathland are particularly
interesting. The remnants of ancient woodland are important in terms of the biodiversity of insects
and birds associated with them, and it has been argued that they should be preserved and
protected by further woodland planting. However, heathland is an equally important habitat
element in the historical landscape, which has in the past been lost to commercial forestry as well as
agriculture and development. Questions about the relative balance between woodland and
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heathland restoration are important ones within the study area, together with others about where
such restoration efforts should be targeted (see Chapter 9 for a more purely ecological modelling
approach).

Methodology

Capturing ‘visions’
The current research considers as a basic assumption that there is no single vision to which all
stakeholders subscribe. Instead, it is considered that there are always contradictory visions and that
we need to capture and understand as part of the research, planning and resolution processes. In
order to achieve this goal, several approaches are being evaluated. In a first stage, a stakeholder
analysis was carried out in order to identify the goals, missions and visions of the different actors in
the area. In a second stage, a more geographical approach was considered as a strategy to visualise
the stakeholders’ visions.

Identification of stakeholders and analysis of institutional documentation
A number of organisations and partnerships can be identified which have an interest in the landscape
of the SFNA (Table 11.1). Using published material available from these interest groups, their role in
Sherwood was considered for further analysis if these showed an explicit activity in the area.

145

Table 11.1 Environmental organisations considered in the documentary analysis.

Level Stake

1. International (Great Britain)
The Forestry Commission
Department of Environment, Transport and
Regions

To expand forest cover
Environmental legislation

2. National (England)
Countryside Agency
Environmental Agency
English Nature
Country Landowners Association

Rural population
Water monitoring
Biodiversity and heathlands
Farming

3. Regional (East Midlands)
East Midlands Advisory Group on the
Environment
East Midlands Developments Agency
East Midlands Regional Assembly

Competitiveness and regeneration

Economy and environmental quality
Economic development

4. Subregional (Nottinghamshire County)
Nottinghamshire County Council

Greenwood Community Forest
Newark and Sherwood District Council

Conservation of farmland, historic landscape
and biodiversity
Partnership and community involvement

5. Local (Sherwood Area)
Sherwood Forest Trust
English Nature
Nottinghamshire County Council

Restoration of heathland and woodland
Semi-natural habitats conservation schemes
Partnership and farming, forestry, tourism and
recreation in harmony

Analysis of institutional documents
The analysis began with a text analysis of the published materials related to Sherwood. The first task
was to collect and create a database with each of the stakeholder’s printed information containing
their visions, goals, purposes, projects and future actions. A search for documentation of each



11 institution was carried out in offices located in Nottinghamshire County Council (NCC), local District
Councils and through the Internet between November 1999 and July 2000. Due to the size of
available documents, the use of computer applications was considered to organise and analyse the
documentation. Several commercial applications were considered and subject to review. The
application for text analysis finally selected was ‘CONCORDANCE ©’ (Watt, 1999, 2000) which gives
easy and fast access to the documentation. ‘Concordance in its simplest form, is an alphabetic listing
of the words in a text, given together with the context in which they appear’ (Ball, 1996). Public
consultations through focus groups were expected to be carried out to incorporate local values and
perceptions of Sherwood Forest landscapes.

Seventeen documents were considered, corresponding with eleven different organisations. The total
number of occurrences of words (tokens) in the documents was 94 600, from which 6 781 were
different words. The 10% most frequent words of each document was extracted, compiled in a single
file, regrouped and classified into the following five groups:

1. Non meaning
2. Verbs
3. Substantive and relational words
4. Adjectives
5. Gerunds.

The substantive and relational words were complemented with derivative words, plurals and other
words used in landscape literature to complete the list finally used in the search. A review of the
terminology used in the description of European landscapes was carried out to complete the reading
task. This included lists of issues, landscape functions and indicators from previous ecosystem and
landscape assessment studies in Western Europe landscapes (Table 11.2) (Wascher, 2000; Wascher
and Jongman, 2000; Bell and Morse, 1999; Daily, 1997).
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Landscape issues Landscape function and services

SOCIAL
(perception +
culture)

• Coherence
• Diversity (visual)
• Cultural identity
• Singular attractors
• Recreation
• Accessibility
• Education

ENVIRONMENTAL
(ecological)

• Biological diversity
• Water-related qualities
• Soil and landform qualities
• Air-related qualities
• Naturalness

ECONOMIC • Site – adequate land-use
• Food production
• Employment opportunities
• Fuel and energy
• Raw material for industry

Table 11.2

Landscape issues and their possible

functions and services (after Wascher,

2000; Wascher and Jongman, 2000; Bell,

1999; Daily, 1997).

The final list contains 367 different words occurring 16200 times and corresponding to 16.6% of the
total number of tokens. For illustration purposes, short lists of the most and least frequent words are
presented in Tables 11.3 and 11.4. HTML concordance interfaces were generated to allow permanent
access to the documentation via web browsers (Figure 11.2).
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Word Number %

Land
Development
Areas
Strategy
Environment
Countryside
Management
Conservation
Plan
Sites
Area
Region
Policy
Government
Forest
Quality
Public
Nature
People
Economic
Information
Sustainable
Community
Commons
Business
Authorities
Woodland

564
515
328
274
257
252
237
179
174
174
173
172
171
162
155
155
152
150
150
149
148
146
138
136
134
133
132

3.481
3.179
2.025
1.691
1.586
1.556
1.463
1.105
1.074
1.074
1.068
1.062
1.056
1.000
0.957
0.957
0.938
0.926
0.926
0.920
0.914
0.901
0.852
0.840
0.827
0.821
0.815

Table 11.3

Most frequent words of 17 institutional

documents for the area of Sherwood

Forest.

Word Number %

Parkland
Seed
Larch
Identity
Settlement
Flora
Lakes
Material
Relations
Groundwater
Surroundings
Accessibility
Fragmentation
Deer
Fauna
Animal
Inland
Aquifer
Freedom
Wetland
Empowerment
Canal
Scrub
Trend
Hospital
Moorland
Movement
Tribunal

7
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

0.043
0.037
0.037
0.037
0.037
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.019
0.019
0.019
0.019
0.019
0.019
0.019

Table 11.4

Less frequent words of 17 institutional

documents for the area of Sherwood

Forest.
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Figure 11.2 Concordance HTML consultation interface (the text in boxes indicates the content of each frame).

Deriving decision maps of activity/processes from institutional documentation
In order to represent the vision of interest groups an ‘open modelling’ approach was used which
aimed to identify:

1. The central environmental areas or issues of concern within the SFNA.
2. The components of driving forces which have most impact on outcomes.
3. The interrelationships of topics of concern or particular problems.
4. The identifications of those relationships which if changed would have a significant impact on

the nature of the issue.
5. The identification of feedback loops.

The modelling exercise was undertaken using the guidelines of Eden (1983) for building cognitive
maps. Decision Explorer© was used as a tool in the analysis.

The analysis started by selecting words associated with the vision of the organisation for the area.
Words such as vision, mission, aims, goals, objectives, future, scenarios, alternatives, choices and
foresight, among others, were read in context identifying their relationship with landscape
components such as landform, water, vegetation, soil, communities, habitats, infrastructure. This
preliminary model was far too complex and difficult to understand. Often too many elements were
included in the model and the structure itself was not clear. The graphical representation of the
analysis for the Forestry Commission is shown in Figure 11.3.

In order to simplify the model building process, an alternative solution was to use the most frequent
words in each document as a starting point in devising the components of the model. The fact that
in a text a word is used more times than another partially reflects the concern of the writer for the
referential or conceptual meaning the words express. With text analysis the ‘aim is to understand the
participants’ categories and to see how these are used in concrete activities’ (Silverman, 1993). The
related issues and the structure were extracted from the context in which each word was found in
the text. It was a less subjective method than the initial method tried and reduced the number of
elements in the decision maps capturing the main issues in a less subjective way. The results for the
same organisation using this simplified method are presented in Figure 11.4. Having in mind the
incorporation of this type of model into a geographical information system (GIS), special attention
was given to the spatial elements addressed in the documentation.
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33
Developing

environmentally
benign and

humane methods
of controlling

pests and diseases

25
Genetic

improvement of
trees

26
Seed

28
Stand

management and
threats to tree

health

30
Increasing the non-

market benefits
of trees including
biodiversity and

recreation

27
Tree

establishment

9
Forest Research

45
Health and safety

46
Monitoring and

forecasting

44
Systems

and operations

43
Economic value

40
Physical

environment

42
Biodiversity

41
People, trees and

woods

39
Protection

12
Deliver high-

quality scientific
research and

surveys

14
Promote high
standards of

sustainable forest
management

13
Inform the

development of
forestry policies
and practices

31
Improving the
understanding 
of threats to
tree health

including the
effects of changes

in climate and
atmospheric

chemistry

38
Increasing the 

commerical returns
from forestry 
through cost
reduction,

improved timber
quality, increased

yield and improved
information on the

resource

34
Improving

understanding of
the effects of

trees and forest
operations on the

environment

36
Developing cost-
effective methods
for restocking and
establishing trees
on sites likely to

become available
for forestry

35
Developing
improved

methods of
managing forests

for sustainable
benefits including
the maintenance

of biodiversity

10
Woodland

7
Pulic forest estate

(860 000 ha)

47
Forestry 

Commission

2
Expand Britain's

forest area

4
Conserve and
improve the
biodiversity,

landscape and
cultural heritage
of our forest and

woodlands

3
Enchance the

economic value
of our forest

resources

1
Protect Britain's

forest and
woodlands

37
Advising Forestry

Ministers on
forestry policy &

for implementing 
that policy 

throughout Britain

7
Increase public
understanding 
and community
participation in

forestry

5
Develop

opportunties for
woodland 
recreation

20
To increase

opportunities for
public recreation

22
To increase the 

net value of
commercial

activities

21
To increase the

conservation value
of its forests

19
To maintain and
increase the pro-
ductive potential

of the forest estate

24
3 000 workers
(contractors)

23
3 500 staff

8
Forest Enterprise

11
Deliver multi-

purpose benefits

Figure 11.3 Forestry Commission model (first approximation).
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1
Research: 29

7
Methods: 9

12
Surveys: 7

11
Information: 7

8
Station: 9

17
Tree: 6

10
Management: 8

6
Biodiversity: 10

13
Enterprise: 6

Estate: 6

3
Forest: 25
Forests: 13

Woodlands: 6

16
Policy: 9

Figure 11.4 Forestry Commission model derived from more frequent words in documentation.

Natural
capital

Human
capital

Driving
forces

Sustainable
world

Figure 11.5 General framework or sustainable landscapes.

The key points addressed in the text analysis were:

1. To identify the expressed vision of the organisation.
2. To identify the aims, goals and objectives of the organisation.
3. To identify which elements or components of the landscape are considered by each

organisation in order to obtain their goals.
4. To identify the means, methods or strategies used to manage the elements identified in 3.
5. To identify the particular driving forces that are orientating the problem–situation and re-

directing the organisation goals, e.g. agricultural policy as a driver of reduction or increase in
cropped areas.

The identification of cause–effect was often problematic, so the definition of the arrowheads in the
graphs was not completely consistent. In that sense a more general approach to deal with the cause–
effect problem was suggested. This is represented in Figure 11.5 and is basically the implementation
of the natural capital concept (Barbier et al., 1994) and the Pressure–State–Response Model for the
analysis of sustainability and implementation of indicators (OECD, 1993). Successive degrees of detail
of the Natural and Human Capital concept are represented in Figures 11.6 and 11.7. The basic idea is
to link driving forces, components and outputs in a logical sequence. A summary of the different
stakeholders’ models is presented in Table 11.5.
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Components

Industry Roads Settlements
Cultural
heritage

sites

EducationHousing

Recreation
Land

consolidation
Waste and
pollution

Vegetable
production

Animal
production

Urban Grassland
Agricultural

Heathland

Driving Forces (Highly influenced by spatial and temporal scale)

Economic

Processes

Participation
and

empowerment

Security
and justice

Freedom Food supply

Purpose of the model

Indicators (states (stocks) and rates of change (flows))

Sustainability
of landscapes

Trad. farming

Woodland

Employment
opportunities

Social and
perceptual

Health

Accessibility

Fragmentation Coherence
Waste and
pollution

Employment
opportunities

Cultural
identity

Diversity
(visual)

Urbanisation Tourism

Political
incentives

Demographic
processes

Market
globalisation

Technology

Figure 11.6 Human Capital System.
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Components

Geology
(minerals) Landform

Air and
climate

Soils

Natural
vegetation

Site
protection

Species
population

Habitat
diversity

Soil fertility

Water quality
Groundwater

reserves

Climate
change (E)

Flora Fauna
Rivers,

channels
and lakes

Nature
reserves

Driving forces (highly influenced by spatial and temporal scale)

Ecological

Biological diversity

Processes

Water cycle
Nutrient
cycles

Soils:
genesis and

evolution

Geochemical cycles

Animal
dispersal

Plant
dispersal

Biological cycles
(reproduction, movement, predation,

migration, extinction, colonisation)

Purpose of the model

Indicators (states (stocks) and rates of change (flows))

Sustainability
of landscapes

Figure 11.7 Natural Capital System.
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After building the graphical models according to the soft system approach, the next task consisted of
the comparison of obtained models with reality (Checkland, 1991). The models have to be discussed
with users to generate a debate about the problem situation. ‘It is the comparison stage which
embodies the basic systems hypothesis that systems concepts provide a means of teasing out the
complexities of ‘reality’’ (Checkland, 1991). In order to make the models into tools for scenario
simulation, additional elements inside the models need to be defined. These are the range and values
of the states of each variable inside the model. The following section explains alternatives for the
identification of these elements and potential implementation in the graphical models.

From ‘visions’ to ‘models’
At the moment, complementary methods based on Bayesian inference are being implemented in this
research, namely Weights of Evidence (WofE), Logistic Regression (LR) and Bayesian Networks (BNs).
These techniques can be used to model uncertainty and complex situations like the visions expressed
by the stakeholders. Using Bayes Theorem it is possible to obtain a probabilistic distribution of the
occurrence of the modelled events, and reduce the uncertainty and sample space for further inquires,
in order to compare them against alternative strategies. An advantage of a Bayesian approach is that
it allows explicit recognition of multiple perspectives (Spiegelhalter et al., 2000). It answers questions
like ‘how should a piece of evidence change what we currently believe’ (Spiegelhalter et al., 1999). In
addition, the Bayesian paradigm offers a natural and consistent way for framing the problem, data
integration and for developing methodological solutions (Herriges and Kling, 1998).

WofE and LR are different types of techniques based on the loglinear model for multivariate analysis.
The methods have been used extensively in geology for predicting mineral potential for regions,
where a number of representative mineral occurrences are known (Bonham-Carter et al, 1988;
Agterberg et al, 1990; Bonham-Carter 1994). For the purpose of ‘vision georeferencing’, the method
works as follows: the stakeholders are asked to locate on a map or to mention the name of places
where it is possible to find the ideal situation or desired conditions representing their ‘vision’. These
places are treated as the evidence, represented by points or polygons in the landscape where the
subject phenomenon occurs. Then, a list of criteria for the selected sites has to be collected and
expressed in spatial layers of information. The analysis of these layers consists of a reclassification,
according to the individual contribution (positive or negative) which they make in producing the
average characteristics of the selected points. These characteristics are expressed in probabilistic
terms, as the ‘logarithm of the odds’. The input layers of information can be multi-class, preserving
the original classes derived from the data source. No subjective classifications are included, although
the system allows it – if required – for example, if expert knowledge is available. In this sense, the
classes in the variable could be considered as the states for BN models.

As noted by Cain et al. (1999) BN can be used ‘to examine the impacts of potential management
options on an environmental system as a whole’. In this sense, BN provide the option of developing a
holistic formulation of management plans of environmental systems, based on a mathematical
framework, while not excluding a more descriptive approach. Once the models represent specific
problem domains, with the (causal) relations among variables identified, it is possible to calculate
probability distributions of the unobserved variables given the observed variables (Kjærulff and
Jensen, 1996). BN are also called belief networks, causal networks, qualitative Markov networks or
constraints networks. The principle of networking nodes representing conditional, locally updated
probabilities is a key characteristic of these techniques (Varis, 1997). This method could easily be
implemented using the graphical models produced with the text analysis. However, additional
research is needed in order to identify the variable states and their initial probabilities.

Application for the modelling of visions of Sherwood Forest

For the purpose of this research, the stakeholders were environmental organisations with activities in
the SFNA. Other stakeholders will be included later in the research project. The stakeholders were
asked to signal on a map of Sherwood the place or places that represent the vision of the institution,
in other words, the places that are currently as they would like to see extensive areas in Sherwood;
the future they are supposed to be working for. If the desired place is not in the same area, adjacent
areas within England can be used as ‘ideal’ situations, as long as the information is available.



Once the places were signalled, the interviewees were invited to mention the reasons why those
points were selected. Geographical data in the form of layers of biophysical and socio-economic
information mentioned by the stakeholders were subsequently prepared. For each multi-class data
layer weights and contrasts were calculated to identify the cut-off class in order to produce binary
maps to include later in the WofE or LR. Posterior probability maps were then created with the use of
the ‘vision’ points and the selected layers of data. Analysis was carried out to identify which of the
variables was contributing the most or the least in the average characteristic of the points. Statistical
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Organisation Main goal Driving forces Components

Forestry
Commission
Strategy

Increase of quality and quantity of woodlands Agricultural
policy

• Countryside
• Woodlands
• People
• Timber

Forestry
Commission
Website

Protect and expand Britain's forests and woodlands
and increase their value to society and the
environment

Policy • Forest woodlands
• Trees

English Nature:
Sherwood
Natural Area
Profile

To maintain, enhance and restore the natural wildlife
and geological exposures of each Natural Area

Modern
farming
methods

• Sites
• Wildlife
• Species
• Populations
• Habitats

English Nature
Website

Sustain and improve the wildlife and natural features
of England

Government • Habitats
• SSSI
• Wildlife
• Species

Environment
Agency

To anticipate risks and encourage precaution,
particularly where impacts on the environment may
have long-term effects

Government • Environment state
• Land and water

NCC Structural
Plan Review

The objective is to retain a clearly identifiable
countryside for the conservation of farmland,
characteristic and historic landscape, biodiversity
and for the provision of appropriate leisure/tourism
uses.

Intensification
of farming
practices,
economic
changes of the
last decade

• Historic assets
• Landscapes
• Woodland
• Land
• Countryside
• Urban
• Habitats

NCC Sherwood
Forest Study

• Resources
• Communities
• Woodland
• Wildlife

Countryside
Agency 2020

Policy,
Government,
traffic

• Business
• Land
• Farmers
• Agriculture
• People

Countryside
Agency –
Sherwood

The Sherwood
Sandstone,
coal industry

• Land
• Industry
• Forest
• Rivers
• Soils

Countryside
Landowners
Association

Legislation • Countryside
• Environment
• Water
• Agriculture
• Land

DETR To secure the future of properly registered common
land and village greens, to ensure that the special
features of such land are protected for future
generations to enjoy.

• Common land

Table 11.5 Graphical models of institutional visions – summary.



Services Vision Function Domain

• Forest
management

• Public benefits

Our vision is of a great variety of well-managed
woodlands.

Sustainable
development

Forest
management

• Surveys
• Information
• Management

Biodiversity Research

• Habitat
management

English Nature will sustain and improve the wildlife and
natural features of England for everyone

– Habitat
management

• Information
• Management
• Biodiversity

English Nature will sustain and improve the wildlife and
natural features of England for everyone

Sustainable
development

Programmes
and Plans

• Site management
• Floods
• Conservation

A better environment in England and Wales for present
and future generations

Sustainable
development

Sites
management

• Management
conservation

Plan and
Proposals

• Transport
• Management
• Public services

A distinctive landscape which is rich in wildlife, enjoyed
and understood by local people and visitors alike, with
communities befitting from a healthy economy that is
supported by the forest's natural and cultural heritage

• Conservation
• Quality of life
• Environment

Resources

• Quality of life
• Access
• Transport

• Diverse character and outstanding beauty
• and inclusive communities
• Economic opportunity and enterprise
• Sustainable agriculture
• Transport that serves people without destroying the

environment
• Recreational access for local people and visitors.

Sustainable
Development

Quality of life

• Landscape
• Amenity
• Wildlife

enhancement

• Habitat restoration
• Heathlands
• Broadleaved woodland
• Pasture
• Hedgerow trees

Landscape
character

Land

• Rights
• Organisation

Farming become more competitive, a countryside
which is clean, attractive and rich in wildlife, historical
features and recreational opportunities develop rural
economies

Development Countryside
development

• Ownership
• Information
• Protection
• Management

Public access Common
land
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criteria were used to eliminate from the model those variables that were not giving substantial
information. The calculation of the posterior probability map with the variables that overcome the
statistical filter was run a second time and the model was subject to analysis. The analytical tool used
to build the models was ‘Arc-Spatial Data Modeller’ (Kemp et al., 1999). This is an add-in extension
to ArcView 3.2a (ESRI, 2001), which was the selected geographical information system. This
extension was developed originally for mapping mineral potential but it can also be used to predict
the probability of occurrence of point objects.
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views systematically in order to identify similarities and differences in the composition and structure
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Figure 11.8 Institutional vision space generation using weights of evidence and logistic regression.

Vision
prospects
and binary
or multi-
class layers
of evidence

Posterior
probability
maps

Overlay analysis,
comparison of
landscape
composition and
configuration

Visions Stakeholder 1 Stakeholder 2

Preliminary results

At the time of writing, WofE and LR have been used to analyse the visions of 8 stakeholders. Figure
11.9 presents an example of the ‘vision spaces’ produced and Table 11.6 notes the variables
considered in each. The following preliminary results emerge from the research undertaken:

• The identification of stakeholders’ visions resembles a process of ‘discourse analysis’ (Lemke,
2001). The construction of models has developed contrary to the way in which
environmental models are traditionally built, from empirical and scientific knowledge to tools
for decision-makers. In that sense, building models from the ‘vision’ of the stakeholders has
implied a rediscovering of their assumptions and their understanding of ‘how the
environment works’.

• Text analysis and graphical modelling can be used to produce an initial picture of institutional
concerns and the raw material to build Bayesian Networks.

• BN modelling presents unexplored potential for the integration of biophysical and socio-
economic variables and the simulation of diverse scenarios of environmental management. A
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Landscape Component un ncc sft bdc farmer nwt nsdc en

Accessibility
Ancient woodland
Broadleaved
Coal mines
Coniferous
Dense forest
Dukeries estates
Farming
Golf courses
Heathland
Historic gardens
Housing
Jobs
Lakes
Parks
Recreation
River corridors
SSSIs
Wetland
Wildlife

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Table 11.6 List of variables used in the development of the stakeholders’ visions.

Figure 11.9 Stakeholders’ ‘vision space’ modelled with weights of evidence and logistic regression.

University of Nottingham
(un)

Sherwood Forest Trust
(sft)

Nottinghamshire Wildlife
Trust (nwt)

Bassetlaw District Council
(bdc)

English Nature (en) Farmer Nottinghamshire County
Council (ncc)

Newark and Sherwood
District Council (nsdc)
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critical step in its implementation is the definition of the states and its boundaries (initial
probabilities).

• The use of WofE and LR allows the discovery of several components of the landscape that are
valued and contained in the conscious or unconscious stakeholders’ preference system as well
as offering the possibility of integrating the most important ones for the discovery of new
places with similar characteristics. In addition, WofE and LR can be a source for the
identification of the states and initial probabilities for the BN.

This study has taken a step in the modelling of stakeholders’ visions in order to enrich the debate that
leads toward a more informed environmental management process. The methodology described here
allows a systematic identification and comparison of stakeholders’ visions. Additional work is
suggested in refining the representation of landscape components and their incorporation into
geographical information systems. In order to improve the methodology, further research could
extend its application with more specific resource/services studies.
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